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Abstract 

This dissertation is a compilation of publications and manuscripts that aim 1) to integrate an 

automated platform optimised for long term in vitro cell culture maintenance for Parkinson’s 

disease, long term live cell imaging and the handling of many cell lines, 2) to combine physics 

principles with imaging techniques to optimise the seeding of Matrigel embedded human 

neuroepithelial stem cells into a three-dimensional microfluidic device, and 3) to combine 

engineering principles with cell biology to optimise the design of a three-dimensional 

microfluidic system based on phaseguide technology. 

In the first publication manuscript, we investigated Matrigel as a surrogate extracellular 

matrix in three-dimensional cell culture systems, including microfluidic cell culture. The study 

aimed at understanding and characterising the properties of Matrigel. Using classical 

rheological measurements of Matrigel (viscosity versus shear rate) in combination with 

fluorescence microscopy and fluorescent beads for particle image velocimetry measurements 

(velocity profiles), the shear rates experienced by cells in a microfluidic device for three-

dimensional cell culture was characterised. We discussed how the result of which helped to 

mechanically optimise the use of Matrigel in microfluidic systems to minimise the shear stress 

experienced by cells during seeding in a microchannel. 

The second manuscript proposes a methodology to passively control the flow of media in a 

three-dimensional microfluidic channel. We used the fluid dynamic concept of similitude to 

dynamically replicate cerebral blood flow in a rectangular cross-sectional microchannel. This 

similarity model of a target cell type and a simple fluid flow mathematical prediction model 

was used to iterate the most optimum dimensions within some manufacturing constraints to 

adapt the design of the OrganoPlate, a cell culture plate fully compatible with laboratory 

automation, which allowed its re-dimension to achieve over 24h of flow for the culture of 

human neuroepithelial stem cells into midbrain specific dopaminergic neurons.  

In the third publication manuscript, we propose an automated cell culture platform optimised 

for long-term maintenance and monitoring of different cells in three-dimensional microfluidic 

cell culture devices. The system uses Standard in Laboratory Automation or SiLA, an open 

source standardisation which allows rapid software integration of laboratory automation 



 

hardware. The automation platform can be flexibly adapted to various experimental 

protocols and features time-lapse imaging microscopy for quality control and 

electrophysiology monitoring to assess cellular activity. It was biologically validated by 

differentiating Parkinson’s disease patient derived human neuroepithelial stem cells into 

midbrain specific dopaminergic neurons. This system is the first example of an automated 

Organ-on-a-Chip culture and has the potential to enable a versatile array of in vitro 

experiments for patient-specific disease modelling. 

Finally, the fourth manuscript initiates the assessment of the neuronal activity of induced 

pluripotent stem cell derived neurons from Parkinson’s Disease patients with LRRK2-G2019S 

mutations and isogenic controls. A novel image analysis pipeline that combined semi-

automated neuronal segmentation and quantification of calcium transient properties was 

developed and used to analyse neuronal firing activity. It was found that LRRK2-G2019S 

mutants have shortened inter-spike intervals and an increased rate of spontaneous calcium 

transient induction than control cell lines. 
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CHAPTER 1  

1. Introduction 

1.1. Parkinson’s disease and neuronal cell culture 

PD is the second most common neurodegenerative disease in the world with more than 10 

million people affected [1, 2]. The answer to the very important question to what is the real 

cause of PD is not known. Similar to many other neurodegenerative diseases, the onset of PD 

symptoms, is more prevalent with age. With an ever-aging population, especially in the 

developed world where its prevalence is susceptible to substantially increase in the coming 

years. Therefore, PD has become a global issue for which a solution must be found. In the 

brain the connectivity of cells is somewhat associated with how information is processed and 

stored in neural networks. PD is characterised by cell death in different levels of the nervous 

system [1]. These neuronal losses include cholinergic neurons in the pedunculopontine 

nucleus, noradrenergic neurons in the locus coeruleus and dopaminergic neurons (DNs) from 

the substantia nigra pars compacta [3, 4]. The substantia nigra is located in the inferior mid 

brain tegmentum. The connectivity as it relates to the pathogenesis of PD is summarised in 

Figure 1. 



 

 

Figure 1: Does connectivity predict Lewy pathology in clinical Parkinson disease? 

The connectomes of the mouse locus coeruleus (LC) (part a) and substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc) (part b) 
do not predict the pattern of postsynaptic, intraneuronal Lewy pathology (LP) that is observed in clinical 
Parkinson disease (cPD). Because data on the human connectome are not available and because there have 
been no direct comparisons between the mouse connectome and the spread of LP, a thought experiment was 
conducted. This thought experiment, as depicted in the figure, assumes that the mouse and human 
connectomes are largely similar and that retrograde spread of α-synuclein (α-syn) is dictated by the number or 
strength of synaptic connections. a | A plot of the afferent connectome of mouse LC adrenergic neurons, based 
on data presented by Schwarz et al.1, is shown. Nuclei projecting to the LC are represented as circles distributed 
along a rostrocaudal vertical axis. The diameter of the circle represents the strength of the projection as 
estimated by the number of retrogradely labelled neurons; the dominant transmitter (GABA, glutamate or other) 
in each nucleus is coded by a given colour. Nuclei with postsynaptic, intraneuronal LP in late-stage cPD are 
positioned in the shaded box on the right; nuclei with little or no LP are on the left. The plot reveals that the 
strength of the synaptic connection to the LC is not correlated with LP; most of the larger circles are located on 
the left of the plot. b | A plot of the connectome of mouse SNc dopamine neurons as in part a, based on the 
work of Ogawa et al.2 and Watabe-Uchida et al.3, is shown. Again, there is no clear correlation between the 
strength of the synaptic connection with SNc and the probability of manifesting postsynaptic, intraneuronal LP 

                                                        

1 Schwarz LA, et al. Viral-genetic tracing of the input– output organization of a central noradrenaline 
circuit. Nature. 2015;524:88–92. 

2 Ogawa SK, Cohen JY, Hwang D, Uchida N, Watabe-Uchida M. Organization of monosynaptic inputs to the 
serotonin and dopamine neuromodulatory systems. Cell Rep. 2014;8:1105–1118. 

3 Watabe-Uchida M, Zhu L, Ogawa SK, Vamanrao A, Uchida N. Whole-brain mapping of direct inputs to midbrain 
dopamine neurons. Neuron. 2012;74:858–873. 



 

in humans with cPD. c | The schematic summarizes the conclusion that, if there is spread of α-syn, it is not strictly 
determined by synaptic connectivity, but rather must be dictated by other factors, such as vulnerability. In the 
diagram, a synaptic network is depicted with neurons that are resistant to α-syn spread (light blue) and those 
that are vulnerable (dark blue). An α-syn seeding event will then result in the spread of LP in a retrograde manner 
only through vulnerable neurons (depicted by the arrows). BNST, bed nucleus of the stria terminalis; CeA, central 
nucleus of the amygdala; Ctx, cortex; DCN, deep cerebellar nuclei; DRN, dorsal raphe nucleus; GPe, globus 
pallidus externa; GPi/SNr, GP interna–SN pars reticulata; GRN, gigantocelluar reticular nucleus; IZ, intermediate 
reticular zone; LH, lateral hypothalamus; LRN, lateral reticular nucleus; MCtx, motor region of the cerebral 
cortex; MRF, midbrain reticular nucleus; NAc, nucleus accumbens; OT, olfactory tubercle; PAG, periaqueductal 
grey; PBN, parabrachial nucleus; POA, preoptic area; PPNglu, glutamatergic neurons of the pedunculopontine 
nucleus; PPNACh, cholinergic neurons of the pedunculopontine nucleus; PVH, paraventricular hypothalamic 
nucleus; RF, reticular formation; RRF/A8, retrorubral fields/A8 dopaminergic cell group; SC, superior colliculus; 
SSCtx, somatosensory cortex; STN, subthalamic nucleus; Str, striatum; SVN, spinal vestibular nucleus; ZI, zona 
incerta. 

Reprint from Surmeier DJ, Obeso JA, Halliday GM. Selective neuronal vulnerability in 

Parkinson disease. Nat Rev Neurosci. 2017;18(2):101–113. doi:10.1038/nrn.2016.178 

The onset of most cases of PD are sporadic, however, multiple risk factors have been 

postulated to be the cause of PD. These include genetic factors, environmental triggers, age, 

occupation, race, serious head injuries, gender (men tend to suffer more from PD than 

women) and living conditions (the rural population and people living around heavy metals 

tend to suffer from PD more than people living in cities). 10 to 15% of all PD patients are due 

to monogenetic mutations [5]. Currently, there is no therapeutic treatment against PD, nor is 

there any cure capable of slowing down the progression of disease. However, treatments can 

be used to alleviate PD symptoms with the most prevalent being levodopa therapy. The other 

symptomatic treatments include: dopamine agonists, monoamine oxidase type B inhibitors, 

beta-adrenergic antagonists (beta-blockers), amantadine anticholinergics [5]. Each of which 

is used depending on which symptoms of PD are being targeted. Levodopa is a chemical 

substance that is converted into dopamine in the brain, and is the standard motor symptoms 

therapy of PD.  



 

 

Figure 2: Parkinson’s disease motor symptoms caused by degeneration of neurons in the 
substantia nigra 
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There have been many genes associated with Parkinson’s disease. These include Parkin, 

PINK1, DJ-1, ATP13A2, a-synuclein, LRRK-2 and GBA. The genetic predispositions associated 

with heightened risk of PD is summarised in Table 1. In addition, certain cells including DNs 

play a critical role in brain function by releasing a neurotransmitter called dopamine [6, 7, 8]. 

It is believed that the loss of DNs is the main reason behind the motor symptoms (rigidity, 

tremors and postural instability) of PD patients [9] (Figure 2).  However, the full symptoms of 

PD include non-motor symptoms such as mood disorder, anxity, irritability, hallucination, 

language, memory difficulties and loss of attention. The vulnerability of DNs in PD is 

associated with multiple cellular mechanism, including mitochondrial dysfunction, oxidative 

stress and the homeostasis of calcium [10].   

 

 

 



 

Table 1: Genes associated with Parkinson's Disease 

Gene 
locus 

Disorder Inheritance Gene Status and remarks Mode of 
identification 

4q21-22 EOPD AD SNCA Confirmed; Synuclein Alpha; Lewy 
Body; Dominant point mutations and 
duplications. Genetic variability 
contributes to disease 

Linkage analysis 

6q25.2–
q27 

EOPD AR Parkin Confirmed Linkage analysis 

2p13 Classical PD AD HGNC Confirmed; Lewy Body Linkage analysis 

4q21–
q23 

EOPD AD SNCA Erroneous locus (identical to PARK1) Linkage analysis 

4p14 Classical PD AD UCHL1 Moderate evidence Functional 
candidate gene 
approach 

1p35–
p36 

EOPD AR PINK1 Confirmed; located in the 
mitochondria; young onset 

Linkage analysis 

1p36 EOPD AR DJ-1 Confirmed; young onset Linkage analysis 

12q12 Classical PD AD LRRK2 Confirmed; variations in LRRK2 gene 
include risk-conferring variants and 
disease-causing mutations 

Linkage analysis 

1p36 Kufor-Rakeb 
syndrome; 
atypical PD with 
dementia, 
spasticity, and 
supranuclear 
gaze palsy 

AR ATP13A2 Confirmed; but complex phenotype 
that would not be mistaken for early-
onset or classical parkinsonism 

Linkage analysis 

1p32 Classical PD Risk factor AAOPD Confirmed susceptibility locus, 
however; conflicting results 

Linkage analysis 

2q36-q37 Late-onset PD AD GIGYF2 Recent studies in different 
populations have been unable to 
replicate its association with PD; 
possibly represents a risk factor 

Linkage analysis 

Xq21-q25 Classical PD Risk factor Unknown Confirmed susceptibility locus; 
possibly represents a risk factor 

Linkage analysis 

2p12 Classical PD AD or risk 
factor 

HTRA2 Confirmed; thought to induce 
apoptosis; regulates PINK1 

Candidate gene 
approach 

22q13.1 Early-onset 
dystonia-
parkinsonism 

AR PLA2G6 Confirmed Linkage analysis 
(homozygosity 
mapping) 

22q12–
q13 

Early-onset 
parkinsonian-
pyramidal 
syndrome 

AR FBX07 Confirmed Linkage analysis 

1q32 Classical PD Risk factor Unknown Confirmed susceptibility locus Genome-wide 
association 
studies 

16q11.2 Classical PD AD VPS35 Confirmed Exome 
sequencing 

3q27.1 Classical PD AD EIF4G1 Confirmed Linkage analysis 



 

1q22 Classical PD AD GBA Suggest that changes in this gene may contribute to the 
faulty breakdown of toxic substances in neurons; Lewy 
bodies 

Adapted and updated from Klein C, Westenberger A. Genetics of Parkinson's disease. Cold 

Spring Harb Perspect Med. 2012;2(1):a008888. doi:10.1101/cshperspect.a008888 

On their paper on “The energy cost of action potential propagation in dopamine neurons: 

clues to susceptibility in Parkinson’s disease”, Pissadaki et al. [11] have demonstrated through 

the use of a computational model of the axons of individual dopamine neurons, that the 

energy cost of axon potential propagation and recovery of the membrane exponentially 

increases with the size and complexity of the axonal arbour. In other words, the high 

complexity of DNs network, and the high length of DNs put an excessive stress on the 

mitochondria because of high energy demand to keep DNs cellular integrity. The 

mitochondria can be thought off as the engine of a cell as it is responsible for the generation 

of energy to maintain cellular integrity. This is the energy imbalance hypothesis to PD 

pathogenesis (Figure 3): DNs are susceptible to neurodegeneration due to the high demand 

for energy to maintain tonic firing that can go from 2 up to 5 firings every second [11, 3]. 

 

Figure 3: Parkinson’s disease dopaminergic neuronal dysfunction 
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One of the most important hurdle to PD research has been the use of post-mortem samples 

for which access is difficult and have a short lifespan for testing in the laboratory. In addition, 

the impossibility to use samples from living PD patients which could have allowed to better 



 

understand cellular changes of neurons and neuronal networks makes it very difficult to truly 

understand PD’s complex mechanism. To remedy this problem, scientists have tried to use 

multiple other models to better understand PD. These include animal and most importantly 

cellular models of the disease. The latter has been boosted by the Nobel Prize winning 

discovery of induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) by Takahashi et Yamanaka [12] which has 

revolutionised biomedical research as a whole. 

An iPSC is a skin (fibroblast) or a blood cell that has been reprogrammed into an embryonic 

like stem cell that is capable of becoming any type of human cell including DNs. The 

techniques to generate iPSCs have been replicated and improved over time using fibroblasts 

from mice embryos, adult mice and humans to generate stem cells using different factors [13, 

14]. The iPSC generation technique offers an unparalleled avenue to create cellular models 

with specific disease markings to better understand disease progression and find therapeutic 

cures. This is especially important for neurodegenerative diseases, especially PD and 

Alzheimer. 

In the case of PD research, fibroblasts from PD patients, especially from older patients, with 

specific genetic mutations have been reprogrammed into neuronal populations of DNs. Many 

protocols have been developed over the years to efficiently generate DNs from iPSCs [15, 16, 

17]. For instance, Swistowski et al [15] adapted a xeno-free system previously developed for 

generating human embryonic stem cell into an efficient protocol to generate functional DNs 

from iPSCs. First, they generated iPCSs from somatic cell types and verified its human 

embryonic stem cell like behaviour by studying their pluripotency and genomic stability. Then, 

they differentiated the iPSCs into neural stem cells, and subsequently dopaminergic neurons. 

In addition, Reinhardt et al. [17] have developed a method to generate neural epithelial stem 

cells (hNESCs) using small molecules. These hNESCs can in turn be differentiated into many 

neuronal cell types, including midbrain like DNs vital in PD therapeutic study. The 

dopaminergic phenotype has been confirmed by the expression of tyrosine hydroxylase (TH), 



 

a cellular marker specific to DNs. As a result, it is now possible to differentiate IPSCs into 

hNESCs, then into midbrain like DNs with the same genetic background of PD patients. 

1.2. Microfluidic cell culture 

The microfluidic cell culture (Figure 4) field is about the design of devices and protocols for 

the culture, maintenance and experiment of cells in micro-scale volumes (micrometre, 

microliter). The reasons behind the popularity of microfluidic cell culture are both economical 

and scientific. Reagents are expensive items, the amounts used in microscopic cultures are 

much less than in macroscopic ones [18, 19]. The low volume of reagents used in microfluidics 

is cheaper and it has the potential to reduce the ratio of the extracellular volume (media) to 

the intracellular volumes (extracellular matrix embedded cells). The reduction of this ratio 

allows an increase in extracellular metabolic concentrations, making easier the detection of 

metabolic changes in an extrametabolic study [20, 21]. Microfluidic cell cultures better 

resemble the natural environment of a cell because it is easier to generate three dimensional 

micro-cultures than macro ones [22]. In addition, the miniaturisation of cell culture has 

allowed scientists to run multiple experiments in a single plate. This promotes reproducibility 

by keeping environmental conditions constant between replicate experiments. However, this 

comes at a steep increase in labour cost as one has to deal with more wells than in macro-cell 

culture. Furthermore, the combination of automated and microfluidic technologies allows the 

application of the same experimental conditions to different cell lines [23, 24] and to establish 

live cell culture monitoring [25, 26]. Hence, the combination of laboratory automation with 

microfluidic cell culture is such an important perspective to explore. 



 

 

Figure 4: Example of a Lab on chip. A biochip for identifying proteins, Lab on Chip - systems all 
process for analysis of a sample are integrated into one glass plate 

Downloaded from shutterstock.com 

1.3. 3D Microfluidic neuronal culture 

Moreno et al. recently succeeded in differentiating hNESCs into DNs in a stratified 3D 

microfluidic cell culture bioreactor developed by Trietsch et al. [27, 28]. The microfluidic 

device (Figure 5) used for the experiment was a 2-lane OrganoPlate 9603-200B (Mimetas BV, 

Leiden, The Netherlands). It consists of an array of 96 chips embedded in a customised 384-

well plate format [28]. Each bioreactor consists of a single microfluidic chip contained 

between two pieces of glass: a top plate with holes corresponding to the underside of 

selected wells, and a bottom plate. Each chip has 4 wells and 2 lanes: one gel inlet well for 

loading of gel-embedded cells into the culture lane, one medium inlet well connected to one 

medium outlet well though a medium lane where the flow of media is driven by a pressure 

drop between the 2 wells, and one well used as an observation window for monitoring the 

quality of cells through an inverted microscope. The culture and medium lanes are separated 

by a phaseguide, preventing the flow of gel embedded cells from flowing into the medium 

lane forcing it to stay on the culture lane. A phaseguide is a patterned pinning barrier that 

controls the liquid-air interface by forcing it to align with the ridge, hence guiding the fluid 



 

flow into the needed lane [29]. Cells are mixed with a liquefied surrogate extracellular matrix. 

This mixture is dispensed into the gel inlet connected to the culture lane. Then, the bioreactor 

is incubated at a temperature allowing the gelation of the mixture. Upon gelation, fresh media 

is loaded into the medium inlet well connected to the medium lane allowing the perfusion of 

the media over time. This promotes the diffusion of nutrients to the cells and the collection 

of waste metabolites in the media. The OrganoPlate is fully compatible with laboratory 

automation. The functionality of this 3D microfluidic device in neuronal differentiation has 

already been proven, however, it is very time consuming and labour intensive making 

imperative the need to automate the protocol. 

 

Figure 5: schematic representation of a lab-on-a-chip 

Lab on chip (LOC) is device that integrates laboratory functions on nano chip (part a downloaded from 
shutterstock.com), 2D representation of a single bioreactor of a 2 lane OrganoPlate (part b), 3D representation 
of a bioreactor section of a 2 lane OrganoPlate with arrow representing the direction of flow of media (part c), 
2D cross-sections of a 2 lane OrganoPlate with exact dimensions in mm (part d). Extracellular matrix and its 
properties in microfluidic cell culture. 

1.4. Extracellular matrix and its properties in microfluidic cell culture 

3D Microfluidic cell culture requires an appropriate extracellular matrix (ECM) system for the 

cells to grow and proliferate [30, 31, 32, 33]. The ECM must provide the right mechanical, 

biochemical and physical scaffold influencing cell movement and orientation as well as, the 

biochemical signalling environment to control gene expression [31]. In addition to water as 

the major component of ECM, the main macromolecular constituents of ECM are fibrous 



 

protein (collagen, elastin and fibrillin) and proteoglycans [31, 33]. Several ECM surrogates 

from natural and synthetic origins have been developed in the form of hydrogels, for cell 

culture applications [34]. 

Hydrogels are physically or chemically cross-linked polymer networks that are able to absorb 

large amounts of water [35]. Because of their biomechanical and biochemical properties, they 

are used as a surrogate extracellular matrix for 2D and 3D cell culture. Moreover, they are 

compatible with microscopy techniques. Hydrogels of natural origins are from membrane-

based gel preparations; some examples include fibrin gel, collagen gel, alginate gel and 

Matrigel [27]. Matrigel is a commercial hydrogel of natural origins. It is a reconstituted 

basement membrane preparation extracted from the Engelbreth-Holm-Swarm (EHS) mouse 

sarcoma that is biologically active and therefore, widely used in a variety of 2D and 3D cell 

cultures, including stem cells, cancer cells, induce pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) and neuronal 

cells, among other applications. 

Rheology is the study of the flow of matter. It is utilised to determine physical properties of a 

material such as its viscosity or its shear moduli. Liquids (e. g. water and Matrigel) can be 

divided into two groups: Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids. On one hand, a non-

Newtonian fluid is a fluid in which the viscosity is dependent on the applied shear stress. On 

the other hand, for a Newtonian fluid, the applied shear stress and shear rate have a linear 

relationship, which goes through the origin, with the effective viscosity as the constant of 

proportionality. A rheometer can be used to determine the physical properties of a fluid. A 

rheometer is composed of two plates separated by a space to fill liquid samples. A rheometer 

can be used to apply shear stress into a liquid sample by the rotation of the plates. The sample 

deforms as a result of the applied shear stress. In addition, due to the first law of 

thermodynamics the temperature of the sample will increase due to the applied work into 

the sample. When, the sample deforms easier than its temperature increases, then the 

sample is said to be liquid. When, the opposite happens, that is the temperature substantially 

increases while there is minimal deformation, the sample is said to exhibit a more gel like 

behaviour. 

Matrigel has unique properties as a non-Newtonian, viscoelastic fluid. A viscoelastic fluid is 

one that exhibits both a viscous and an elastic behaviour. Matrigel exhibits a Lower Critical 



 

Solution Temperature (LCST) [35] of about 6oC, it maintains a liquid state at temperatures 

lower than 4oC and transitions to a gel like state at temperatures above 22oC [36, 37]. 

Hydrogels have similar mechanical properties to soft tissues [34, 36] making them suitable for 

use as substitutes for ECM in microfluidic devices [38, 27, 36]. However, cells flowing in 3D 

microfluidic devises are exposed to different physical variables (mechanical stresses) that play 

a role in their adaptation and survival to the new 3D environment. Cells usually have 

poroelastic mechanical properties. A poroelastic material deforms because of its elasticity 

[39]. When it is subjected to mechanical stresses, it temporarily loses some fluid content 

because of the porous nature of the cellular membrane [40]. Therefore, there is a need to 

quantify the shear stress that cells are exposed to in a given microfluidic device under 

particular conditions (temperature, applied external pressure, etc.). This requires knowledge 

of the rheological properties of the working fluid, along with insights into the flow behaviour 

of the fluid inside the microfluidic device. 

1.5. Flow characteristics 

Many physics fundamentals are important in the characterisation of the flow of fluid inside a 

vessel such as inside the medium or culture lane of the OrganoPlate. These are of two groups: 

the conservation group which comprises the energy, mass and linear momentum 

conservations from Newton second law based on classical mechanics through Reynolds 

transport [41], and the continuum hypothesis which assumes that fluids are continuous and 

are not distinct molecules. Fluids can be compressible or incompressible. A compressible fluid 

is one in which the density is a function of temperature and pressure, while the density of an 

incompressible fluid does not depend on pressure, nor does it depend on temperature. 

In fluid dynamics, the flow of a fluid can be either laminar or turbulent (Figure 6). When the 

flow rate is low enough for the fluid to flow in parallel layers, with no disruption between the 

layers; then the flow is called laminar or streamlined flow. In laminar flow, the viscous forces 

dominate the mode of transport of fluid. On the other hand, when the flow is so fast that it is 

characterised by recirculation, eddies and by randomness; then the flow is said to be 

turbulent. The flow of a fluid can be modelled using the Navier-Stokes equations which are 

based on Newton Second law and the fact that the stress in the fluid is due to the viscosity 

and the pressure. To determine whether a fluid is laminar or turbulent, the Reynolds number 



 

can be used. It is the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces of a fluid. Above a certain value 

of the Reynolds number, a flow is said to be turbulent, below this critical number, it is laminar. 

The critical number is usually empirically determined for many cross-sectional shapes such as 

for circular or rectangular pipes. 

 

Figure 6: Laminar and turbulent flow profiles 
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1.6. Laboratory automation 

In the field of life sciences, laboratory automation has become a very popular undertaking 

[42, 43]. The reason being, automated cell culture has the potential to increase the quantity 

and the quality of experiments that can be completed in parallel and enables long-term cell 

culture maintenance with reduced manual labour [44]. A robot can work all the time without 

fatigue and with the same consistency and high accuracy [43]. Laboratory automation 

promotes reproducibility because, first, it helps reveal the cell culture environmental 

conditions. Second, it keeps environmental conditions and cell culture parameters constant 

throughout experiments [45]. There is less variance between replicates. Third, it helps to 

control most parameters such as dispensing speed, aspirating temperature and precise image 

acquisition. Automation allows to better replicate in vivo physiological conditions by having 

more control over experimental parameters such as “continuous perfusion, study of low 

number of cells or single cells in high temporal and/or spatial resolution and parallelization” 

[46]. This improves the interoperability between in vitro and in vivo models, accelerating 

research in biomedicine. 



 

1.6.1. Laboratory automation hardware 

In advanced laboratory automation, two main types of robots can be selected based on its 

functional motion: one with a fixed sample and one with a movable sample. A system where 

there is a fixed sample is cheaper and does not require a great deal of space. However, it is 

very limited in terms of the space it can cover. A platform with a movable sample offers more 

flexibility because it allows a robotic arm to move plates around. In fact, the trend has been 

to use commercially available industrial robots and combine these with a gripper to integrate 

them into a plant [43]. The reason being, in industry, there are robots with more and more 

degrees of freedom. Even though, the selection of an industrial robot with more degrees of 

freedom consumes more space, it allows the operator to install more devices because any 

location the arm and/or gripper can reach is a space that can be used to integrate a new 

component adding to the flexibility of the platform. 

The grippers should be manufactured in a fashion that allows many types of substrates to be 

handle able, minimising human intervention while running processes. The selective-

compliance-articulated robot arm (SCARA), offers more flexibility because it has two rotating 

points compared to one rotating point from the most advanced gantry robot which has only 

one. However, it is also more expensive. 

In liquid handling, most of the technological advances are concentrated in the dispensing side 

as opposed to the aspiration side [43]. There are two main types of dispensing technologies: 

contact dispensing and non-contact dispensing. Contact dispensing requires the physical 

contact between the dispensing medium and the receiving well for the dispensing to occur. 

Contact dispensing is very precise for dispensing small volumes. However, this precision is 

dependent on dispensing at an exact location, which is not always possible [42]. This is 

particularly problematic for small dispensing in microfluidic devices where gravity is usually 

not enough to overcome the surface adhesion to drive the flow of fluid. In addition, the force 

generated by the contact of the tip may damage the well. Well cross-contamination is also 

likely as there is direct contact between the tip and the well. The integration of contact 

dispensing in a laboratory automation plant might require the implementation of a 

decontamination protocol after each dispensing step. This does not promote speed and high-

throughput capabilities so sought after in laboratory automation. Non-contact dispensing 



 

does not require any contact between the dispensing tip and the well. This helps to avoid 

cross-contamination, and promotes the integrity of the well. Non-contact dispensing is very 

popular in laboratory automation because it is versatile, and it is easy to dispense to any area 

of a well regardless of geometry such as undercuts, so long as there is an opening on the well 

[47]. There are many techniques to achieve noncontact dispensing, among which the most 

popular are solenoid and piezoelectric methods. In solenoid technology, a solenoid valve is 

used to keep the fluid inside the tip. A force is applied into the back-end of the fluid. This force 

opens the solenoid valve to eject the fluid [48, 49, 50, 51]. In piezoelectric technology, a 

piezoelectric crystal is used as a collar around a glass tube containing the fluid. Applying 

voltage onto the collar leads to contraction of the collar. This force causes pressure on the 

tube, which ejects the fluid [52, 53, 50]. Research to develop new non-contact dispensing 

technologies is very vibrant. More non-contact dispensing techniques such as acoustic, gas 

drive, super-paramagnetic beads, surface tension of the liquid, light, and optically driven have 

been introduced in recent years [43, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59]. 

1.6.2. Laboratory automation software 

Designing a flexible modular automated system requires not only a flexible hardware, but also 

it requires the possibility to be able to acquire devices from different companies. The trend 

in laboratory automation has been established to acquire the different devices of a laboratory 

plant from different companies as it is difficult to find a single company that is able to supply 

all components. In addition, easy integration to an existing plant has not always been a point 

of emphasis of device suppliers [43]. However, when one acquires components from different 

suppliers, all these devices must be able to be integrated to a single plant connected to one 

computer where they are all controlled in a synchronous manner. This is only possible if all 

the devices function in a standard fashion. Many methods have been developed over the 

years to address the issue of standard and easy integration of new devices into existing plants. 

These include, first, the ASTM 1394, a standard communication process from the American 

Society for Testing and Material, however, its lack of some important features such as the 

initialisation of devices is the reason behind its failure [60]. Second, Health Level Seven 7 

standardises clinical diagnostics, however, it lacks a methodology to describe the behaviour 

of devices such as the state of devices at any given times [61]. Third, Laboratory Equipment 



 

Control Interface Specification is a standard for device control developed in 2002 and has not 

been used since then because it uses an outdated technical platform and the fact that it is an 

enterprise wide standardisation making it unfit for open source and academic use [62]. In 

addition, once a standard device control system has been established, the way that data are 

sent to and generated by devices are represented must also be agreed upon. The Analytical 

Information Markup Language (AnIML) is an XML based data representation standard. 

However, it requires two XML schemas (AnIML Core Scheme and AnIML Technique Definition) 

and a validation schematic [63] which made its use in an academic setting very challenging. 

Standardisation in Laboratory Automation (SiLA) solves these problems by standardising the 

interfacing, integration and data representation in a simple single XML schema for all devices 

[64, 65]. SiLA standardises the communication between a process management software and 

one or more devices (Figure 7). SiLA defines common commands per device class and the 

common device states. These are commonly used functionalities in nearly every laboratory 

which include incubating and exchanging media of culture plates for instance. SiLA defines 

the common device classes to achieve these functionalities such as an incubator and a liquid-

handler. Each device class will have the required commands for the core functionalities as 

well as optional commands i.e. extended functionalities that are not necessarily present in 

every device of the same class. In this regard, a SiLA standard common command dictionary 

[66] was developed for every single device class where the commands such as setParameter 

and getParameter and the expected return are known. This allows a process management 

software to automatically generate the required commands for every device class. 

 

Figure 7:Standard communication between devices in an automation plant. HTTP=Hypertext 
Transfer Protocol. Telnet=Teletype Over Network Protocol for Local Area network or internet. 
USB=Universal Serial Bus. CAN=Controller Area Network. RS232=Recommend Standard 232 



 

1.7. Aim of the thesis 

The main aim of this interdisciplinary thesis was to integrate an automated platform with a 

3D microfluidic system based on phaseguide technology, with a neuronal differentiation 

protocol based on iPSC technology, and to dynamically optimise the microfluidic used to 

differentiate human neuro-epithelial stem cell (hNESC) lines into dopaminergic neurons 

(DNs). This 3D cellular model of PD depends upon the differentiation of dopaminergic (DA) 

neurons from hNESC using small molecules within microfluidic bioreactors of the OrganoPlate 

and using Matrigel as surrogate extracellular matrix (ECM). This thesis focuses on three main 

goals: 

Goal 1: Software and hardware integration of an automated platform optimised for long term 

in vitro cell culture maintenance for Parkinson’s disease, long term live cell imaging and the 

handling of many cell lines. 

Goal 2: Combine physics principles with imaging techniques to optimise the seeding of 

Matrigel embedded hNESCs into the culture lane of the OrganoPlate. 

Goal 3: Combine engineering principles with cell biology to optimise the design of a 3D 

microfluidic system based on phaseguide technology. 
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Hydrogels are increasingly used as a surrogate extracellular matrix in three-
dimensional cell culture systems, including microfluidic cell culture. Matrigel is a
hydrogel of natural origin widely used in cell culture, particularly in the culture of
stem cell-derived cell lines. The use of Matrigel as a surrogate extracellular matrix in
microfluidic systems is challenging due to its biochemical, biophysical, and biome-
chanical properties. Therefore, understanding and characterising these properties is a
prerequisite for optimal use of Matrigel in microfluidic systems. We used rheological
measurements and particle image velocimetry to characterise the fluid flow dynamics
of liquefied Matrigel during loading into a three-dimensional microfluidic cell cul-
ture device. Using fluorescence microscopy and fluorescent beads for particle image
velocimetry measurements (velocity profiles) in combination with classical rheologi-
cal measurements of Matrigel (viscosity versus shear rate), we characterised the shear
rates experienced by cells in a microfluidic device for three-dimensional cell cul-
ture. This study provides a better understanding of the mechanical stress experienced
by cells, during seeding of a mixture of hydrogel and cells, into three-dimensional
microfluidic cell culture devices. © 2018 Author(s). All article content, except where
otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5067382

INTRODUCTION

In vivo cellular microenvironment

In a human soft tissue, all cells reside within a three-dimensional extracellular matrix, a viscous
gel that mechanically strengthens the tissue and supports the cells within it. The extracellular matrix
consists of a ground substance formed from large complex macromolecules, especially polysaccha-
rides and proteoglycans, which attract water and ions, and fibrous proteins, especially collagen and
elastin, which provide tensile strength and elasticity.1,2 The cellular microenvironment consists of the
extracellular matrix and the molecular species that can diffuse between cells and the microvasculature.
The extracellular matrix permits free diffusion of molecules between cells and the microvascula-
ture. Nevertheless, it has a strong influence on cellular phenotype.1 Therefore, when attempting to
mimic an in vivo microenvironment with an in vitro cell culture system, it is important to provide an
appropriate surrogate extracellular matrix. An in vivo system refers to an experiment conducted within

aThese authors contributed equally to this work.
bAuthor to whom correspondence should be addressed: joerg.baller@uni.lu. Tel.: ++352 466 644 6755.
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a whole living organism while an in vitro system is one that is conducted in the laboratory within,
for example, a petri dish.

Surrogate extracellular matrices

Several extracellular matrix surrogates from natural and synthetic origins have been developed
in the form of hydrogels, for cell culture applications.3 Hydrogels are physically or chemically
cross-linked polymer networks that absorb large amounts of water.4 Because of their biomechanical
and biochemical properties, they are used as a surrogate extracellular matrix for 2D and 3D cell
culture. Moreover, they are compatible with microscopy techniques. Hydrogels of natural origins
are basement membrane-based gel preparations; some examples include fibrin gel, collagen gel,
alginate gel and Matrigel.5 Matrigel is a commercial hydrogel of natural origins. It is a reconstituted
basement membrane preparation extracted from Engelbreth-Holm-Swarm (EHS) mouse sarcoma that
is biologically active and therefore, widely used in a variety of 2D and 3D cell cultures, including
stem cells, cancer cells, induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) and neuronal cells, among other
applications.

Microfluidic cell culture

Microfluidic cell culture concerns the development of devices and techniques for culturing,
maintaining, analysing and experimenting with cells in micro-scale volumes.6,7 Microfluidic cell
culture in three-dimensions resembles the cellular microenvironment experienced by cells in vivo.8

Hydrogels have similar mechanical properties to soft tissues3,9 making them suitable for use as
substitutes for extracellular matrix in microfluidic devices.5,9,10 Automated microfluidic cell culture
has the potential to increase the quantity of experiments that can be completed in parallel and enables
long-term cell culture maintenance with reduced manual labour. However, such systems rely on
precise programming of robotics and liquid handlers, which first requires quantitative characterisation
of the chemical and rheological properties of the fluids involved.

Matrigel in microfluidic devices

Matrigel is frequently used as a surrogate extracellular matrix in microfluidic cell culture, see
e.g. Trietsch et al.11 and Lucumi et al.5 As Matrigel is a liquid at low temperatures and a gel at
room temperature it is suited for seeding of microfluidic cell culture devices, where the cell culture
chamber is usually remote from the accessible input of the microfluidic cell culture device. The
fluid properties of Matrigel for its application in 3D microfluidics have not been fully characterized
yet.12–14 In Trietsch et al.11 and Lucumi et al.,5 a low temperature mixture of Matrigel and cells is
used to seed each three dimensional microfluidic cell culture chamber, prior to restoration to body
temperature and juxtaposed perfusion with liquid cell culture medium.

Rheology

Rheology is the study of the flow of matter. It is utilised to determine physical properties of a
material such as its viscosity or its shear moduli. Liquids (e. g. water and Matrigel) can be divided
into two groups: Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids. Non-Newtonian fluids are fluids for which
the viscosity is dependent on the amount of applied shear stress, while the viscosity of Newtonian
fluids is independent of the applied shear stress.

Our contribution

Cells have poroelastic mechanical properties: subjected to mechanical stress, they elastically
deform and temporarily lose some fluid content. This behaviour is due to the porous nature of the
cellular membrane.15 Therefore, it is important to quantify the shear stress and shear rates that cells are
exposed to in a given microfluidic device under particular conditions. Herein, we employ rheology on
isolated Matrigel to characterise its rheological properties at different temperatures. We also quantify
the velocity field of Matrigel flow during seeding of an established three dimensional microfluidic
cell culture device (OrganoPlate)11 using particle image velocimetry. Combining the results of both
techniques allows the prediction of the shear rates that cells are exposed to in a microfluidic device
at different temperatures. To the best of our knowledge, this approach has never been reported for
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gels used in cell culture devices. In addition, through this study, we aim to provide the optimum
conditions of flow of Matrigel to minimise the stresses experienced by cells as they are seeded into
3D microfluidic systems. This should allow to decrease the mortality of the cells and thus increase
the applicability of hydrogels in microfluidic cell culture.

EXPERIMENTAL

Matrigel and fluorescent beads

Matrigel was obtained from BD biosciences (Germany). Fluorescent polystyrene beads (PS-
FluoGreen-Fi226) in an aqueous suspension (2.5 wt%) with an average diameter of 10 µm were
purchased from Microparticles GmbH (Berlin, Germany).

Matrigel consists of about 60% laminin, 30% collagen IV, and 8% entactin. Entactin is a bridging
molecule that interacts with laminin and collagen IV, and contributes to the structural organization
of Matrigel. The latter is a non-Newtonian viscoelastic fluid that exhibits a Lower Critical Solution
Temperature4 of about 6◦C. In other terms, below that temperature it is liquid and can be filled into
microfluidic devices using a pipette. The exact water content of Matrigel is unknown. Therefore, we
performed a standard Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) scan in the vicinity of the melting
point of water (see Fig. 1). Since the difference between the measured heat of fusion (334.8 J/g) of
Matrigel and the corresponding value for pure water (332.8 J/g)16 is below the experimental error,
the water content of Matrigel can be assumed to be higher than 99 wt %.

For Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) measurements, 2µL of the aqueous suspension containing
the polystyrene beads was mixed with 8µL of Matrigel.

For all experimental studies, the same batch of Matrigel was used.

Microfluidic device and microscopy setup

A 2-lane OrganoPlate (Mimetas BV, Leiden, The Netherlands) consists of an array of 96 chips
embedded in a customised 384-well plate format, illustrated in Fig. 2. Each microfluidic chip is
contained between two sheets of glass with the top sheet of glass having holes complementary
to the underside of selected wells. Each chip is juxtaposed to 3 wells, one gel inlet well (Fig. 2 b1)
for loading gel-embedded cells into the culture lane by capillary forces, one readout window (Fig. 2 b3)
for monitoring the culture lane by inverted light microscopy. In addition, each bioreactor has a
perfusion inlet well (Fig. 2 b2) connected to a perfusion outlet (Fig. 2 b4) well via a media perfusion
lane. In each culture chamber, during cell loading a phaseguide prevents liquefied gel-embedded cells
from leaving the culture lane and entering the medium lane.

FIG. 1. Melting transition of pure Matrigel as seen by Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). Heating rate: 10 K/min).
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FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the OrganoPlate. (a) Overall view of an OrganoPlate. (b) Schematic of a single 2-lane chip:
1=gel inlet, 2=medium inlet, 3=observation window, 4=medium outlet. (c) Transverse section of a culture chamber showing
the direction of the flow (yellow arrow) in the medium lane, the phaseguide and the culture lane with suspended spheres. (d)
Detailed view of the culture chamber with dimensions. Red line: Focal plane of the PIV measurements (e) Coordinate system
used for the PIV measurements (Fig. 7 and Fig. 8).

A phaseguide is a patterned pinning barrier that controls the liquid-air interface by forcing it
to align with the ridge and therefore allowing the filling of microfluidic structures. An inverted
epifluorescence microscope (Leica DMI6000B) equipped with a cooled sCMOS camera (Neo 5.5,
Andor Technology), within a temperature controlled incubation chamber (Incubator BLX, Pecon),
was used to perform PIV during seeding. An ice bath was used to keep Matrigel from gelation while
loading it into the OrganoPlate.

Rheology

Rheological measurements were performed with an Anton Paar rheometer MCR 302. A
schematic representation of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3. All measurements were done
using parallel-plate configuration. The sample temperature was controlled with a liquid nitrogen
cryostat. Measurement of the torque M and the angle ϕ allows to determine the shear stress σ(t) as
well as the strain γ(t) or the shear rate γ̇(t) respectively.17

FIG. 3. Experimental setup for the rheological measurements (plate radius R=12.5 mm; gap width h=0.5 to 1 mm). A torque
M is applied to the upper plate leading to a rotation. The lower plate is fixed.
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Filling of the sample
Matrigel was kept at a temperature of -12◦C until the start of the measurements. It was then put

on the pre-cooled rheometer plates using a syringe. Due to the fact, that this process had to be done
as fast as possible in order to avoid gelation of Matrigel and heating of the rheometer plates (the
furnace has to be opened) the filling was not as homogeneous as possible. This certainly affects the
absolute values of the viscosity and shear moduli. The power law behaviour of the viscosity as well
as the gelation behaviour (gelation temperature) is not affected.

Flow curves
The flow properties, i.e. the dependency of the shear stress σ or the viscosity η on the shear rate

γ̇ can be determined by recording so-called flow-curves.17,18 A flow curve is a graph representing
the shear stress or the viscosity of a sample as a function of the shear rate at constant temperatures.
The following measurement protocol was applied while keeping the sample temperature constant at
a defined value T : The viscosity of the samples has first been measured while increasing the shear
rate from 0.1 s-1 to 10 s-1 (flow curves↗). The recording time τ for each data point has always been
chosen such that τ > γ̇−1 in order to assure the establishment of the desired shear field throughout
the entire sample.19 Then the same measurement has been done with decreasing shear rates (flow
curves↘). Thereby, besides the shear rate dependency of the viscosity, the thixotropic character of
the material or the dependency of the viscosity on the shear history can be determined.20

Small amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) measurements
SAOS measurements can be used to determine the storage and loss shear moduli of viscoelastic

samples. A sinusoidal strain γ(t) = γ0 sin(ωt) with amplitude γ0 and angular frequencyω is applied to
the samples.21 The resulting stressσ(t) is measured and linear response theory is used to calculate the
real (storage) and imaginary (loss) parts G′ and G′′ of the complex shear modulus respectively. The
following measurement protocol has been used for the SAOS measurements presented in this work:
For each temperature T, an amplitude sweep has been performed in order to determine the maximum
value of the strain amplitude γ0 for which linear response conditions (shear moduli independent of
strain amplitude) hold. Then, isothermal frequency sweeps have been performed to determine the
dynamic rheological properties.

Particle image velocimetry
To determine the velocity profiles of fluorescent beads mixed with Matrigel flowing in the culture

lane of an OrganoPlate, Particle Image Velocimetry measurements were performed. Images were sam-
pled at a rate of 50Hz and with a pixel size of 0.33um/pixel. To accurately estimate the velocity fields,
out-of-focus beads were first removed. A bandpass was then applied to smoothen the images and sub-
tract the background.22 A threshold for pixel intensities was set to suppress out-of-focus beads. The
flow velocities were then determined using an open source framework for particle image velocime-
try analysis, OpenPIV,21 which is implemented in MATLAB, C++ and Python (www.openpiv.net).
Each image was subdivided into smaller areas termed interrogation windows. Interrogation windows
having the size of 512x128 pixels with an overlap of 128x32 pixels were used. This determines
the number of pixels by which adjacent windows overlap. For the same interrogation window of
a pair of consecutive images, a Fast Fourier Transform based cross-correlation was calculated to
infer the most probable displacement vector of the particles within the interrogation window. The
magnitude of each displacement vector was divided by the time interval between two images (20ms)
to estimate the velocity. The calculated velocity vectors were loaded into the Open PIV spatial anal-
ysis toolbox (https://github.com/OpenPIV/openpiv-spatial-analysis-toolbox/) which then allowed to
determine the velocity profile of the fluorescent beads flowing in Matrigel within the culture lane of
the OrganoPlate.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Gelation of Matrigel
The peculiarity of Matrigel to be liquid at low temperatures and to form a stable gel above a

certain temperature Tgel is the most important physical property that predestines it for its use as a

http://www.openpiv.net
https://github.com/OpenPIV/openpiv-spatial-analysis-toolbox/
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FIG. 4. Determination of the linear response regimes: G′ (filled symbols) and G′′ (open symbols) as a function of strain
amplitude; the strain amplitude runs were carried out under isothermal conditions at the temperatures indicated in the legend.

surrogate extracellular matrix. Therefore, the first step in the characterization of Matrigel for its use
in microfluidic cell cultures is the analysis of the gelation process. Rheology, especially small angle
oscillatory shear (SAOS) measurements, is best suited for this study. In their seminal work,23–25 Winter
et al. showed that the onset of gelation can be identified in SAOS measurements as the temperature at
which both parts of the elastic moduli, i.e. G′ and G′′, take the same values, independent of the probe
frequency. It has to be stressed that this holds only true if linear response conditions are fulfilled (cf
Section: Experimental). We tested this by measuring the elastic moduli as a function of the oscillation
amplitude γ0 (see Fig. 4).

For each temperature, an appropriate maximum strain amplitude in the linear response regime
was selected. In the following analysis of the gelation behaviour of Matrigel, these limiting values of
the strain amplitudes have been respected.

FIG. 5. Gelation of Matrigel: G′ (filled symbols) and G′′ (open symbols) as a function of oscillation frequency; measured
isothermally at the temperatures indicated in the legend. For details see text.
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Fig. 5 shows isothermal measurements of the elastic shear moduli as a function of the oscillation
frequency. Below 6◦C, the storage modulus G′ is always smaller than the loss modulus G′′, i.e. the
system is in a liquid phase. Above 6◦C, G′which corresponds to the fully elastic response of the sample
is higher than G′′ and is independent of the frequency. This is a clear sign that the system exhibits
solid-like behaviour. At 6◦C finally, G′ equals G′′ for all measured frequencies. This indicates that
gelation starts around Tgel = 6◦C. For the use of Matrigel in microfluidic devices, this experimental
result indicates that it is important to cool the microfluidic device to a temperature below Tgel in order
to avoid early gelation.

Flow of Matrigel in a rheometer

The flow behaviour and especially the viscosity of Matrigel is of special interest because it gives
information about the shear stress that will act on embedded cells when filling the channels of a
microfluidic device. Many materials such as dispersions, emulsions, polymer solutions or gels do not
have a constant viscosity but show a dependency of viscosity on the shear rate:18 η = η(γ̇). The shear
rate that a fluid is exposed to when it flows through a pipe or a microfluidic device is not constant
along the cross-section of the device. Therefore, it is of great importance to determine the viscosity
of Matrigel as a function of shear rate. Using state-of-the-art rheological equipment, flow behaviour
can be analysed at different temperatures for a wide range of different shear and strain rates. Fig. 6
shows the viscosity of Matrigel as a function of applied shear rate at different temperatures. Please
note that the absolute values of the viscosity greatly depend on the filling process (please see section
Experimental).

First, a scan with increasing shear rates was conducted (filled symbols in Fig. 6). This scan was
directly followed by a second scan with decreasing shear rates starting at the highest shear rate of
about 10 s-1 (open symbols in Fig. 6). As a result of this procedure, an influence of the shear history
on the flow curves for temperatures equal or higher than 6◦C can be stated. This was expected since
the start of gelation at 6◦C is also the start of structure formation (gel network) inside Matrigel (see
Fig. 5). Shearing Matrigel at temperatures higher than 6◦C leads to a competition between network
formation due to gelation and network destruction due to shearing. Since network formation takes
more time, the measured viscosities depend on the shear history. The temperature of 6◦C above which
this behaviour occurs, is a confirmation of the results of the determination of the gelation temperature
from the isothermal frequency sweeps described in the previous paragraph (Fig. 5). The flow curves
depict also that Matrigel behaves like a liquid at temperatures lower than 6◦C. This is evidenced
by the observation that the viscosity decreases with increasing temperature below 6◦C, which is a
behaviour expected for liquids.

FIG. 6. Flow curves. First scan with increasing shear rates (↗): filled symbols. Second scan with decreasing shear rates (↘):
open symbols. For more details see text.
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TABLE I. Power law exponents (see text).

Temp. 2◦C 4◦C 6◦C 8◦C 10◦C 12◦C

n↗ 0.20 0.33 0.10 -0.17 -0.12 -0.62
k ↗ 0.16 0.14 0.45 1.33 8.3 109
n↘ 0.40 0.40 0.34 0.19 0.48 -0.09
k ↘ 0.13 0.12 0.23 0.54 2.12 35

The overall behaviour of the flow curves illustrated in Fig. 6 clearly shows non-Newtonian
behaviour. This holds also true for the liquid phase below 6◦C which is very unusual at first sight. It
could be explained by precursors of the gel already present at lower temperatures. This experimental
finding at lower temperatures certainly deserves further investigation.

The non-Newtonian behaviour of the flow curves can be modelled by a power law model:18

σ = kγ̇n = kγ̇n−1γ̇ (1)

with σ and γ̇ being the shear stress and the shear rate respectively. k is a constant, n is the power law
exponent and the term kγ̇n−1 corresponds to an apparent viscosity of Matrigel. Table I exhibits the
power law parameters deduced from fits of the flow curves shown in Fig. 6.

In case of the first scans with increasing shear rates (↗), the exponents n are positive up to
the gelation temperature. Above Tgel they become negative, i.e. the destruction of the gel structure
induced by the shear forces becomes more dominant. The second scans with decreasing shear rates
(↘) yield exponents which do not show a systematic behaviour due to the fact that the first applied
shear stress which is the highest shear stress for this study already destroys the gel structure.

Flow of Matrigel in a microfluidic device

The flow behaviour of Matrigel retrieved from rheological measurements (Fig. 6 and Table I)
can now be used to analyse the flow profile of Matrigel in a microfluidic device.

For the following analysis, the power law parameters of the decreasing shear rate curves have
been used since they better reflect the state of Matrigel after it has been filled into the microfluidic
device using a pipette. Fig. 7 shows the flow profile determined by PIV measurements at 8◦C. Due
to the asymmetric geometry of the microfluidic device (Fig. 2), only the left part of the data opposite
to the phaseguide was used for fitting (filled symbols). The right side (empty symbols) have not been

FIG. 7. Velocity profile across the culture lane (for the definition of the r-axis see Fig. 2). Filled symbols: PIV data used for
fitting. Empty symbols: PIV data not used for fitting (see text). Solid line: Fit using a power law model function. Dashed line:
Fit using a Hagen-Poiseuille model. For all fits: R=87µm.
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considered for fitting. The dashed line in Fig. 7 shows a fit according to a Hagen-Poiseuille law for
Newtonian fluids flowing in a circular pipe18,26

v = vmax

(
1 −

r2

R2

)
(2)

that did not fit the PIV data. The flow profile of a power law fluid takes the form:26

v =
σwall

kR

1
n R

1
n +1 − |r |

1
n +1

1
n

+ 1
(3)

Using this model, there is a much better fit to the PIV data (solid line in Fig. 7) and the resulting
exponent n=0.15 is close to the value of 0.19 obtained from the rheological measurements.

Consequences for the use of Matrigel in microfluidic cell culture

A key parameter for the survival rate of cells during the filling process is the shear rate
γ̇ = dγfluid/dt = dv/dr which can be directly deduced from the fit of the velocity profile (black solid
line in Fig. 8).

Assuming that the cells can survive a maximum shear rate of 50 s-1 (dashed horizontal red line
in Fig. 8), all cells would survive filling of the microfluidic device at 8◦C. To analyse the situation
at another temperature for which no PIV data has been measured, we first use the shear stress at the
wall (σwall = 1.03 Pa) obtained from the fit of the PIV data at 8◦C (Fig. 7, eq. 3) in order to calculate
the pressure difference ∆p along the microfluidic device (L=2.5 mm) during the experiment:

∆p=
2L σwall

R
= 59 Pa (4)

For the same pressure difference and using the power law parameters from Table I, the shear
rates at 2◦C can now be calculated (dashed blue line in Fig. 8). Assuming again a maximum shear rate
of 50 s-1, all cells being closer to the borders than 40µm would not survive. A similar calculation (cf
supplementary material) can be made for the more realistic situation that not the pressure difference
but the flow rate Q across the microfluidic device is constant for all temperatures (e.g. by using
automated pipettes). The corresponding results are also shown for 2◦C in Fig. 8 (solid blue line).
Again, many cells would not survive, when the filling of the microfluidic device would be performed
at this temperature.

FIG. 8. Shear rates at 8◦C and 2◦C. Shear rates at 8◦C are determined from the velocity profiles. Shear rates at 2◦C are
calculated from the 8◦C curves with the help of the flow curves (Fig. 6). ∆P=pressure drop, Q=volumetric flow rate.

ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/aip_advances/E-AAIDBI-8-096812
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Thus, a single PIV measurement of Matrigel in a microfluidic device can be used in combination
with standard rheological characterization to predict the shear rate that cells are imposed to during
the filling of a microfluidic device. There are two competing parameters to optimise the loading in 3D
microfluidic channels: the need to lower the temperature to avoid the early gelation of Matrigel and
promote its flow through narrow lanes; and the need for higher temperatures to increase the viscosity
and the non-Newtonian characteristic of Matrigel. Increasing the non-Newtonian characteristic leads
to flatter velocity profiles, minimising the shear stress experienced by the cells during loading into
microfluidic channels. This study suggests that the optimum loading temperature of Matrigel in
microfluidic cell culture lies between 8◦C and 10◦C, with a lower temperature more suited to longer
microfluidic channels, and a higher temperature for shorter channels where early gelation is less of
a concern. This allows one to minimise the trial and error experimental efforts required to optimise
survival rates of loaded cells.

CONCLUSIONS

We characterised the rheological properties of a hydrogel (Matrigel) during a process represen-
tative of seeding a three-dimensional microfluidic cell culture device (OrganoPlate, Mimetas B.V.)
with live cells. We could show that Matrigel is a liquid at temperatures below 8◦C. Above 8◦C, the
rheological measurements showed the typical signs of a solid (real part of shear modulus higher than
imaginary part). Moreover it could be shown that the viscosity of Matrigel can be well described
by a power law model. The PIV measurements lead to the conclusion that the minimum amount of
shear stress is obtained when the hydrogel is loaded at a temperature between 8◦C and 10◦C. Higher
temperatures lead to greater shear due to temperature induced gelation, while lower temperatures lead
to greater shear stress due to temperature induced liquefaction leading to loss of non-Newtonian fluid
flow behaviour. Our interdisciplinary approach of rheological characterisation combined with in situ
particle image velocimetry is applicable for other types of microfluidic devices and other hydrogels.
This is an important step towards rational optimisation of three dimensional microfluidic cell culture
protocols.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See supplementary material for a movie of the PIV measurements and a description of the
combination of PIV and rheological data.
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Abstract

Controlled flow within a lab-on-a-chip is a critical element of successfully implementing

culture protocols of dopaminergic derived neurons within a microfluidic device. There have

been a multitude of passive pumping technologies that have been successfully used to control

the flow within a lab-on-a-chip. However, most of which were only able to generate flow

for very few minutes, while the most successful ones were able to achieve around an hour of

flow. This is not convenient for culture protocols requiring constant flow, as hourly media

changes will have to be conducted. Herein, we present a design technique adapted for the

OrganoPlate, a cell culture plate fully compatible with laboratory automation, which allows

its re-dimension to achieve over 24h of flow. This technique uses a similarity model of a target

cell type and a simple fluid flow mathematical prediction model to iterate the most optimum

dimensions within some manufacturing constraints. This technique has the potential to be

1



applied to many cell types to generate optimum design for their culture. We applied this

technique to design a 3D microfluidic device, dynamically optimised for neuronal cell culture.

Nomenclature

� R=hydraulic resistance

� μ=viscosity

� L=length of the lane

� w=width of the medium lane

� h=height of the medium lane

� ΔP= difference of pressure

� Q=volumetric flow rate

� ρ=density

� g=gravity

� δt=time interval

� Aw= medium well area

� SBS = Society for Biomolecular Screening

1 Introduction

Microfluidic cell culture concerns the design and implementation of devices and protocols for the

culture, maintenance and perturbation of cells in micro-scale fluid volumes. The reasons behind

the popularity of microfluidic cell culture are both economic and scientific. Cell culture reagents

are expensive, and the amounts used in microfluidic cell cultures are much less than in macroscopic

2



cell culture [1, 2]. Microfluidic cell culture also has the potential to lower the ratio of extracellu-

lar to intracellular fluid volumes, thereby decreasing the temporal lag in extracellular response to

molecules transported across cell membranes, e.g., in exometabolomic analyses [3–5]. Microfluidic

cell culture also enables the generation of perfused three dimensional cell cultures [6–8]. Moreover,

miniaturisation enables multiple experimental replicates within a geometrically confined exper-

imental footprint. Furthermore, the combination of automation, microfluidics and cell culture

technologies allows the screening of multiple environmental conditions in parallel [9, 10] as well

as enabling regular live cell culture monitoring [11, 12], at a temporal resolution impractically in

a manual setting. Therefore, laboratory automation technology can be a key to unleash the full

potential of microfluidic cell culture.

Parkinson’s disease is the second most common neurodegenerative disease with more than 10

million people affected worldwide [13, 14]. Parkinson’s disease is characterised by cell death in

selectively vulnerable parts of the nervous system [13]. These neuronal losses include choliner-

gic neurons in the pedunculopontine nucleus, noradrenergic neurons in the locus coeruleus and

dopaminergic neurons from the substantia nigra pars compacta [15, 16]. Dopaminergic neurons

play a critical role in brain function by releasing a neurotransmitter called dopamine [17–19]. The

loss of dopaminergic neurons is the main reason behind the motor symptoms (rigidity, tremors

and postural instability) of Parkinson’s disease patients [20]. The study of Parkinson’s disease at

the cellular level has been facilitated by the use of induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) techno-

logy [21, 22]. An iPSC is a technology that allows for the reprogramming of somatic cells into stem

cell state that is capable of differentiation into many types of human cell [23]. Reinhardt et al. [24]

developed a protocol to generate human neuroepithelial stem cells (hNESCs) from iPSC. These

hNESCs can in turn be differentiated into many neuronal cell types, including midbrain-specific

dopaminergic neurons, critical to the in vitro modelling of Parkinson’s disease pathogenesis.

Laboratory automation is becoming increasingly prevalent in the life sciences [25, 26]. Auto-

mated cell culture has the potential to increase the quantity and the quality of experiments that can

be completed in parallel and enables long-term cell culture maintenance with reduced manual la-

bour [27].Once an automated protocol is established, a robot can be operated continuously without
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fatigue and with the same consistency and accuracy [26]. Likewise, once established an automated

imaging system can take repeated measurements over a long period without intervention [28]. The

combination of robotic cell culture and automated imaging has a wide range of biological applica-

tions. A leading example is their use to distinguish causation from correlation in the pathogenesis

of neurodegenerative diseases by longitudinal measurement of human in vitro disease models [29].

Laboratory automation requires precise specification of, and enables fine control over, many exper-

imental protocol parameters, such as dispensing speed, cell culture conditions, fluid temperature

and measurements. This enhances experimental reproducibility by reducing variance between rep-

licates [30]. In vitro cell culture automation facilitates faithful replication of certain physiological

conditions as it enables quantitative control over key experimental parameters, e.g., perfusion

rate [31]. This increases the validity of employing an in vitro model to represent an in vivo system,

in health or disease, thereby accelerating biomedical research.

We previously developed a microfluidic titer plate, stratified with three dimensional microfluidic

cell culture chips, in a form that is fully compatible with laboratory automation [7]. Subsequently,

we implemented the differentiation of hNESCs into three dimensional networks of electrophysiolo-

gically active dopaminergic neurons in these microfluidic cell culture chips [32]. A 2-lane Organo-

Plate consists of a stratified array of 96 chips embedded in a customised 384-well plate format [7].

Each chip consists of a single microfluidic chip contained between two pieces of glass: a top plate

with holes corresponding to the underside of selected wells, and a bottom plate. Each chip has 4

wells and 2 lanes: one gel inlet well for loading of gel-embedded cells into the culture lane, one me-

dium inlet well connected to one medium outlet well though a medium lane where the flow of media

is driven by a pressure drop between the 2 wells, and one well used as an observation window for

monitoring the quality of cells through an inverted microscope. The culture and medium lanes are

separated by a phaseguide, preventing the gel-embedded cells from flowing into the medium lane

forcing it to stay on the culture lane. A phaseguide is a patterned pinning barrier that controls the

liquid-air interface by forcing it to align with the ridge, hence guiding the fluid flow into the needed

lane [6]. The microfluidic titer plate was designed for compatibility with laboratory automation,

which we have previously demonstration with the differentiation of dopaminergic neurons [33].
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Microfluidic technology is well established. In addition, the use of microfluidics with controlled

flow rates is widespread [34–36]. However, most of the microfluidic technologies with controlled

flow conditions use active pumping [36, 37]. In other terms, an external pump is usually utilised

to regulate the flow rate inside the microfluidic device. However, this is not fully compatible with

standard laboratory automation which requires the use of stand-alone standard culture plate such

as a microtiter plate used in the OrganoPlate. Therefore, the OrganoPlate has the potential to

unleash microfluidic cell culture with controlled flow conditions in a standard laboratory automa-

tion. However, the flow in the OrganoPlate is not well understood, and its flow capabilities not

fully exploited.

Herein, we combined engineering principles with cell biology to re-design the OrganoPlate into

a 3D microfluidic device optimised for neuronal cell culture. First, the biological requirements

for neuronal cell culture is combined with a dynamic similitude model of cerebral blood flow

to elaborate on the target flow rate requirements to dynamically replicate cerebral flow in the

OrganoPlate. Second, these were used to optimise the design of the OrganoPlate, that allows the

flow of media constantly between media changes for the culture of midbrain like dopaminergic

neurons. The re-designed OrganoPlate was manufactured, and the biological compatibility was

proven with the culture of human neuroepithelial stem cells into dopaminergic neurons.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Flow physical modelling

The general continuum description of the flow of an incompressible, Newtonian fluid flow with

variable properties and no body forces other than gravity is expressed with the following general

equations:

the incompressible continuity equation,

∂ui
∂xj

= 0 (1)
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the momentum equation,

ρ

(
∂uj
∂t

+ ui
∂uj
∂xi

)
=
∂τij
∂xi

+ ρbj (2)

where the fluid stress is given by Stokes’ law of viscosity,

τij = −pδij + µ

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi

)
(3)

Where ui represents the ith component of the velocity vector in the direction of flow, p is the

pressure, and ρ is the mass fluid density, µ is the dynamic viscosity and bj is the body force per

unit mass.

If a long parallel channel with the x-direction along the axis of the channel and the coordinates

y and z in the plane perpendicular to the axis of the channel is considered. The entering fluid flow

velocity profile undergoes a transition along the stream wise direction. This continues until the

flow becomes independent of the stream wise position. The distance from the channel entry to this

position is known as the entrance length. After the entrance length, the flow velocity profile is said

to be fully developed, and the velocity field is unidirectional. In other terms, u(x) = [u(y, z), 0, 0]

. In addition, there is no change in velocity magnitude along a streamline. Assuming that the

entering flow is only driven by gravitational body force, pressure head, through the difference

in height between the inlet reservoir and the plane formed by the channel; the fully developed

incompressible fluid flow needs to be analysed. The above systems of equations become simply:

ρ
∂u

∂t
= −dp

dx
+ ρgx +

∂

∂y

(
µ
∂u

∂y

)
+

∂

∂z

(
µ
∂u

∂z

)
(4)

If we assume that throughout any cell culture, all the physical parameters of the media remain
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constant, and that there is no streamwise acceleration then equation 4 can be further simplified:

∂2u

∂y2
+
∂2u

∂z2
=

1

µ

d

dx
(p− ρgx) (5)

If we assume that throughout the experiment all the physical parameters of the media remain

constant, that there is streamwise deceleration of the fluid particle, and that the characteristic

length is the hydraulic diameter of the OrganoPlate cross section; then equation 5 can be rewritten

in terms of changes of momentum terms in the streamwise direction:

m
∂u

∂t
= (P1A− P2A) + (mgsinθ)− (τwπDhL) (6)

where θ represents the difference in height between the inlet reservoir and the outlet of the

medium lane, A is the cross-sectional area, and P the wetted perimeter of the cross-section.. The

first term on the right hand side is the net pressure force, the second term is the streamwise

component of the weight and the final term is the wall friction force. Equation 6 can be further

simplified into the piezometric head and the friction head loss:

L

g

du

dt
=
P ∗
1 − P ∗

2

ρg
− f L

Dh

u |u|
2g

(7)

where P ∗ = P + ρgz is the piezometric pressure.

The no-slip boundary condition can be assumed since there is no electrokinetic effects and the

shear rate is less than 1012s−1.
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the media section of the media lane. Scheme of a single
2-lane bioreactor composed of a gel inlet (1), a perfusion inlet (2), an optical readout window (3)
and a perfusion outlet (4)

2.2 Original microfluidic geometry

2.2.1 The OrganoPlate

The geometry (#9603-200B , Mimetas BV, Leiden, The Netherlands) investigated (Figure 1) con-

sisted of two lanes: one for the flow of the mixture of matrigel and cells called the gel lane, the

other one for the flow of media called medium lane [7]. The gel lane consists of a 12.154mm long

channel with an inlet, without an outlet and three elbows. The medium lane consists of a 9mm

long channel with square inlet and outlet reservoirs with sides of 4.5mm. Both lanes have a width

of 0.2mm and a height of 0.12mm. The two lanes are separated by a phaseguide that provides

matrigel flow surface tension, and precludes an overflow of matrigel into the medium lane [38].

2.2.2 Flow physical modelling applied to the geometry of the OrganoPlate

Equations 2 to 7are solved for a steady state flow with no-slip boundary conditions at all the

boundaries except for the inlets and outlets of the lanes. The hydraulic resistance between the
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inlet and outlet wells on the medium lane can be calculated with the following equation, assuming

rectangular cross-section:

Rh =
12µL

wh3 (1− 0.630h/w)
(8)

Where: μ is the media viscosity, L is length of the lane ,w is width of the medium lane and h

is height of the medium lane. Using equation 8, the difference of pressure, ΔP, and the flow rate,

Q, in the medium lane can be calculated using the following equation:

ΔP = RhQ (9)

Let n be the interval between two measurements, the following equation can be written as:

ΔP (n+ 1) = ΔP (n)− 2ρg · δh (10)

Where δh is the change in height between the time interval.

δh =
Q · δt
Aw

(11)

Where δt is the time interval between two measurements of the flow rate. Equation 10 is a

geometric series, and can be re-written as:

Qn = (
RhAw − 2ρg · δt

RhAw

)nQ0 (12)

The laminar characteristic of the flow was verified by calculating the Reynolds number, Re.

The Reynolds number is a dimensionless number used in fluid mechanics to determine the fluid
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flow patterns. It compares the convective inertial effects to the shear effects on the fluid flow.

On one hand, when the Reynolds number is very large, the flow is dominated by inertial effects

and is characterised by more random patterns such as fluid particles rotating around their own

axes or even moving in the direction opposite to the overall direction of flow. The flow is said

to be turbulent. On the other hand, for smaller Reynolds number the shear effects dominate the

pattern of flow, therefore, the flow moves in a straight profile. The flow is said to be laminar. The

characteristic Reynolds number have been empirically determined for different geometries. The

hydraulic diameter,Dh, of the micro channel was calculated, and subsequently the highest value of

the Reynolds number which corresponds to the highest flow rate was computed to determine the

fluid flow pattern:

Dh =
4A

P

Re =
ρuDh

µ
(13)

2.3 Similarity model

In order to find the target flow rate that needs to be achieved, we used the principles developed

by Edgar Buckingham and Joseph Bertrand [39] on dimensional analysis called the Buckingham

π theorem. This theorem allows to find a set of dimensionless numbers that one can utilise to

scale up or down a prototype and/or change the physical parameters because of the availability of

certain substances or because they are easier to measure in a laboratory setting. For instance, in

the aerospace industry, one can find a set of dimensionless numbers that can be kept constant to

correlate experimental data from models to prototype whether the model is smaller than prototype

and/or the fluid used in the experiment is different than the fluid in normal operating conditions
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of the product. Similarly, dynamic similarity has been extensively used in engineering fluid flow

conditions of scaled models. Dynamic similarity theorem dictates that the fluid flow dynamics

of two systems are identical if and only if three conditions are met. First, the two systems are

geometrically similar in terms of shape only. Second, the boundary conditions of the two systems

are similar. Third, the Reynolds and Wormsley numbers are the same between the two systems.

The Wormsley number determines the pulsatility of flow.

2.3.1 Design constraints

A set of design constraints had to be followed for the effective manufacturing of the 3D microfluidic

device:

� The height of the channel must be between 10 and 500µm, and preferably between 50 and

360µm.

� The width of the channel must be more than 25µm, and preferably more than 100µm.

� The length of the channel must fit the dimension of a Society for Biomolecular Screening

(SBS) 384 standard plate.

� The channel aspect ratio which is the ratio between the width and the height of the channel

must be more than 1.

2.3.2 Optimisation of existing design parameters for neuronal culture

Sensitivity analysis The partial derivative of Rh using Equation 8 was obtained with respect

to the viscosity of media, length, width and height of the medium lane respectively. The sign of the

partial derivative of Rh with respect to each variable was studied to investigate how each variable

influenced the time dependent flow of media in the medium lane.

Geometric parameters iteration

In order to optimise the geometric parameters of the OrganoPlate with respect to cerebral

flow, the variables of the hydraulic resistance from Equation 8, and the loading conditions were
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iterated to find the best combination of variables that would yield the flow rate closest to the target

dynamic conditions. Briefly, the desired physiological systems was used as an input to find the

best geometric parameters of the OrganoPlate to achieve dynamic similarity between the target

cell types and the flow characteristic in the biological system. the following steps were repeated

until the right dimensions were found:

Step1 Equation 13 was used to calculate the target flow rate Qt by comparing the Reynolds

number in the brain (prototype) with the Reynolds number in the medium lane (model).

Step2 Equation 8 was used to calculate the hydraulic resistance in the the medium lane.

Step3 Equation 12 was used to obtain the time dependent solution of flow in the medium lane.

Step4 The maximum and minimum deviations, Qmax and Qmin respectively, from the target flow

rate were calculated as 2Qt and 0.2Qt respectively.

Step5 The initial and the final flow rates (after flow of 24hours, chosen for change of media

convenience) were calculated.

Step6 The initial and the final flow rates, Q0 and Qf respectively, were compared with the max-

imum and minimum deviations from the target flow rate.

The calculations were started with the existing OrganoPlate design parameters. Then, the length

of the medium lane, the loaded amount of media and the viscosity of the used media were increased

in small increments, while in parallel decreasing by increments the width and height of the cross-

section of the medium lane. These values were iterated up until the point where [Q0, Qf , ] ⊂

[Qmax, Qmin, ].
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2.4 Biological validation

2.4.1 Human neuroepithelial stem cell culture

In order to validate the biological utility of the new optimised 3D microfluidic design, we used

a human neuroepithelial stem cell line from a healthy donor (#hNESC K7) and a human neur-

oepithelial stem cell line with an inserted PINK1-I368N mutation (#40066C5V). These cells were

maintained and differentiated into midbrain-specific dopaminergic neurons within the old and new

design of the OrganoPlate, by using an existing macroscopic cell culture protocol [24] that we

previously adapted for microfluidic cell culture in an automation setting [33]. In brief, to culture

hNESC in an OrganoPlate, hNESCs were harvested from wells of a 6 well plate, the harvested

hNESC were then re-suspended on Matrigel (catalogue number 354277, lot number 3318549, Dis-

covery Labware, Inc., Two Oak Park, Bedford, MA, USA). 0,2 μL of this Matrigel-cell mix was

loaded in assigned chips of the OrganoPlate at a density of 0.03 million cells/μL. After seeding the

cells, the plate was incubated at 37 °C and 5% CO2.

2.4.2 Dopaminergic neuronal differentiation

The culture medium preparation “N2B27 medium” consisted of mixed equal amounts of Neuro-

basal medium (invitrogen/life technologies) and DMEM/F12 medium (invitrogen/life technologies)

supplemented with 1% penicillin/streptomycin (life technologies), 2 mM L-glutamine (life techno-

logies), 0.5 X B27 supplement without Vitamin A (life technologies) and 0.5 X N2 supplement (life

technologies). The medium to maintain the hNESC in culture “maintenance medium” consisted

on N2B27 medium with 0.5 μM PMA (Enzo life sciences), 3 μM CHIR (Axon Medchem) and 150

μM Ascorbic Acid (Sigma Aldrich). The differentiation medium formulation to induce the differ-

entiation of hNESCs towards midbrain dopaminergic neurons “differentiation medium with PMA”

consisted in N2B27 medium with 200 μM ascorbic acid, 0.01 ng/μL BDNF (Peprotech), 0.01 ng/μL

GDNF (Peprotech), 0.001 ng/μL TGFβ3 (Peprotech), 2.5 μM dbcAMP (Sigma Aldrich) and 1 μM

PMA. The function of PMA in this medium preparation was to stimulate the sonic hedghog (SHH)
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pathway in the cultured hNESCs. Differentiation medium with PMA was changed, everyday dur-

ing the first 6 days of culture in the differentiation process. For the maturation of differentiated

neurons PMA was no longer added to the differentiation medium “differentiation medium without

PMA”from day 7 onwards, this differentiation medium without PMA was changed everyday during

1 week. To monitor cellular morphology during differentiation, bright field images were acquired

automatically in an epifluorescence microscopy station.

2.4.3 Immunofluorescence staining assay

Immunostaining for the dopaminergic neuronal markers class 3 beta tubulin (TUBβIII) and tyr-

osine hydroxylase (TH), the penultimate enzyme in the biosynthesis of dopamine [24, 40, 41], was

performed on representative chips at day 24 of differentiation. Differentiated cells were fixed with

4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 1 Ö phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for 15 min, by manually

adding 70 μL in medium well inlet and 30 μL in medium well outlet followed by permeabilisation

with 0.05% Triton-X 100 in 1 Ö PBS (3 min on ice), and blocking with 10% fetal calf serum

(FCS) in 1 Ö PBS (1h). After washing with 1 Ö PBS, the primary antibodies mouse anti-TUBβIII

(1:2000, Covance) and rabbit anti-TH (1:2000, Santa cruz biotechnology), were incubated for 90

min at room temperature. After washing with 1 Ö PBS, the secondary antibodies Alexa Fluor

488 Goat Anti-Mouse and Alexa Fluor 568 Goat Anti-Rabbit together with a stain DNA (Hoechst

33342, Invitrogen), were incubated for 2 hours at room temperature. After washing with 1 Ö

PBS and water, confocal images of representative culture chambers were acquired using a confocal

microscope (Zeiss LSM 710).

2.4.4 Statistical Analysis

Three representative chips (n=3) were selected to illustrate the results of this study, in which the

statistical analyses were performed by determination of the mean value and the standard deviation

of the proportion of dopaminergic neurons within the overall neuronal population.
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3 Results and Discussion

3.1 OrganoPlate time dependant flow rate

In our previous protocol to differentiate hNESCs into DNs in the OrganoPlate, 80µl and 40µl were

added into the medium inlet and outlet respectively. This is equivalent to a pressure drop between

the medium inlet and medium outlet of ∼ 20Pa. The equivalent pressure was computed and the

time dependent solution was subsequently obtained using equations 10, 11 and 12.

The time interval, δt = 10s, is chosen such that the changes of pressure, P, is less than 2%

between two measurements, so that 10is still valid and can be used to calculate the flow rate of

the media every 10s. The graph of which is shown in figure 2.

Figure 2: Flow rate in the medium lane for 24 hours

It was found that for the highest flow rate of Q = 201µl/hour, the Reynolds number was

Re = 0.5 which was well below the threshold to transition from Laminar to turbulent flow. In fact,
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Figure 3: Targeted flow rate for dynamic similarity between the brain and the OrganoPlate

with such small Reynolds number, we are more into the creeping flow regime where viscous forces

are very important and the inertial effects less so. Therefore, the inertial terms of the Navier-Stokes

equation can be neglected in any computational fluid simulation analysis resulting in Stokes flow.

The average flow rate over 24h is 0.80 μl/hour, which is in agreement with the earlier reported

flow rate in the OrganoPlate [7].

3.2 Similarity model

Cerebral blood flow was assumed to be 750ml/min, which is equivalent to 54ml/100g.min [42].

Step 1 of the geometric parameters iteration was used to calculate the target flow rate that should

be achieved in order to dynamically mimic the flow of brain in the geometry of the OrganoPlate.

The target flow rate obtained for different amounts of matrigel/hNESCs mixture is summarised in

Figure 3.

For the current design of the OrganoPlate, the target flow rate is 5.3µl/hour and the maximum

and minimum deviations are 10.6µl/hour and 1.1µl/hour respectively. The target flow rate is
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Figure 4: Sensitivity analysis of the design variable

achieved only for 13.5 minutes out of the 1440 minutes, assuming media change every 24hours.

Therefore, in order to dynamically mimic cerebral flow in the OrganoPlate, it must be re-designed.

3.3 Optimisation of existing design parameters for neuronal culture

How each variable in Equation 8 influences the hydraulic resistance was investigated and the results

are summarised in Figure 4.

Then, the ease of change of each variable was also investigated (Figure 5), the outcome of which

allows to optimise the variables in order to yield the desire flow rate in the medium lane over a

span of 24hours.
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Figure 5: Ease of change ranking of parameters of hydraulic resistance

System manufacturing and Design

The optimisation analysis was applied in conjunction with the geometric parameters iteration steps

to find the most optimum dimensions of the culture lane that would yield the desired flow rate

over 24hours, and a final design that could be manufactured. It was found that the optimum

dimensions of one bioreactors and loading conditions to satisfy the similarity model and the design

constraints are:

� Target flow rate is 5.68μl/hour.

� Upper limit of target flow rate is 10.56μl/hour.

� Lower limit of target flow rate is 1.06μl/hour.

� Number of wells used: 6 for one bioreactor.

� Width and height of gel lane and position of gel inlet well is unchanged relative to culture

lane. However, the length will increased to accommodate for longer channel.

� Medium lane width is 100μm

� Medium lane height is 50μm

� 2 consecutive wells used as medium inlet. Medium inlet becomes a rectangle of 4.5X9.0mm.
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Figure 6: 3D microfluidic device optimised for neuronal cell culture. (A) Optimum design. (B)
Modification for manufacturing of a bioreactor. (C) The new design applied to a 384 microtiter
plate

� 2 consecutive wells used as medium outlet. Medium outlet becomes a rectangle of 4.5X9.0mm.

� Loaded media into medium outlet is 20μl.

� Loaded media into medium inlet is 236μl.

The optimum design schematic is shown in Figure 6A, however, the design was slightly modified

(Figure 6B) by dis-joining the medium inlet and outlet wells into distinct ones to ease the manufac-

turing. The modified design was combined with a 384 microtiter plate to build a 3D microfluidic

cell culture plate with 64 bioreactors. The layout of which is shown in Figure 6C.

The flow rate over 24 hours is shown in Figure 7. The laminar characteristic of the flow was

verified by calculating the Reynolds number, Re. The hydraulic diameter, Dh of the micro channel

was calculated, and subsequently the highest value of the Reynolds number with characteristic

length Dh, which corresponds to the highest flow rate was computed. It was found that for the

highest flow rate, the Reynolds number was Re = 1 which is well below the threshold to transition

from Laminar to turbulent flow. Therefore, with such small Reynolds number, we are more into

the creeping flow regime, except for the initial maximum flow rate, where viscous forces are very

dominant compared with the inertial effects. Therefore, the inertial terms of the Navier-Stokes
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Figure 7: Flow rates inside the new microfluidic medium lane

equation can be neglected, resulting in Stokes flow. The no-slip boundary condition is still valid

since there is no electrokinetic effects and the shear rate is less than 1012s−1 [43].

4 Conclusions

Advanced experimental models of human cells, e.g., microfluidic culture of human pluripotent stem

cell-derived neuronal cells, involves a complex interaction between a solid, inorganic microfluidic

cell culture device, a gelatinous composite of living cells embedded in an extracellular matrix, and a

perfusive flow of fluid cell culture medium that continuously exchanges certain biochemical species

with cells, each of which contains a network of biochemical reactions. We achieved the first step

into controlling over the rate of exchange of key biochemical species by dynamically optimising

the medium lane within the microfluidic cell culture device. We developed a microfluidic device

for culture of patient-derived neuronal cells in conditions dynamically optimised for those of the

normal and diseased human brain. We biologically validated the 3D microfluidic device design

by differentiating human neuroepithelial stem cells into dopaminergic neurons. We hope that this

design can be used to develop new treatments for neurodegenerative diseases, with special focus

on Parkinson’s disease.
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Automated microfluidic cell culture 
of stem cell derived dopaminergic 
neurons
Khalid I. W. Kane1, Edinson Lucumi Moreno1,3, siham Hachi1, Moriz Walter2, Javier Jarazo  1,  
Miguel A. P. Oliveira1, thomas Hankemeier3, Paul Vulto4, Jens C. Schwamborn1, 
Martin thoma2 & Ronan M. T. Fleming1,3

Parkinson’s disease is a slowly progressive neurodegenerative disease characterised by dysfunction 
and death of selectively vulnerable midbrain dopaminergic neurons and the development of human in 
vitro cellular models of the disease is a major challenge in Parkinson’s disease research. We constructed 
an automated cell culture platform optimised for long-term maintenance and monitoring of different 
cells in three dimensional microfluidic cell culture devices. The system can be flexibly adapted to 
various experimental protocols and features time-lapse imaging microscopy for quality control and 
electrophysiology monitoring to assess cellular activity. Using this system, we continuously monitored 
the differentiation of Parkinson’s disease patient derived human neuroepithelial stem cells into 
midbrain specific dopaminergic neurons. Calcium imaging confirmed the electrophysiological activity of 
differentiated neurons and immunostaining confirmed the efficiency of the differentiation protocol. This 
system is the first example of an automated Organ-on-a-Chip culture and has the potential to enable a 
versatile array of in vitro experiments for patient-specific disease modelling.

Laboratory automation is becoming increasingly prevalent in the life sciences1,2. Automated cell culture has the 
potential to increase the quantity and the quality of experiments that can be completed in parallel and enables 
long-term cell culture maintenance with reduced manual labour3. Once an automated protocol is established, 
a robot can operate continuously without fatigue and with the same consistency and accuracy2. Likewise, once 
established an automated imaging system can take repeated measurements over a long period without interven-
tion4. The combination of robotic cell culture and automated imaging has a wide range of biological applications. 
A leading example is their use to distinguish causation from correlation in the pathogenesis of neurodegenerative 
diseases by longitudinal measurement of human in vitro disease models5. Laboratory automation requires pre-
cise specification of, and enables fine control over, many experimental protocol parameters, such as dispensing 
speed, cell culture conditions, fluid temperature and measurements. This enhances experimental reproducibility 
by reducing variance between replicates6. In vitro cell culture automation facilitates faithful replication of certain 
in vivo physiological conditions as it enables quantitative control over key experimental parameters, e.g., perfu-
sion rate7. This increases the validity of employing an in vitro model to represent an in vivo system, in health or 
disease, thereby accelerating biomedical research.

During manual cell culture, procedures involving liquid handling, such as dispensing media, aspiring media, 
and movement of liquid samples between containers, are essential to all protocols. Therefore, when a cell culture 
protocol is automated, a liquid-handler and a robot for transposition of receptacles, are two of the most impor-
tant devices. There are two types of technologies used in liquid-handler: contact and non-contact dispensing2. 
On one hand, to dispense a precise volume, contact dispensing requires the head of the tip holding the fluid to 
touch the bottom of the substrate; for instance, the bottom of a well or to touch the liquid surface. On the other 
hand, non-contact dispensing does not require any contact between the tip and the substrate or liquid surface 
for liquid release. Dispensing can require the handling of very small volumes, as low as a few nano-litres, so the 
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technological advances in liquid handlers have focused more on dispensing than on aspiration2. Low volume 
dispensing and aspiration are especially required for microfluidic cell culture7. The robot to move receptacles can 
be a robotic arm or a gantry robot with a gripper for receptacles2. A gantry robot only moves in Cartesian coordi-
nates, where the three principal axes of control have linear actuators.

The choice of devices used in laboratory automation should be based on their intended uses, flexibility, pur-
chase costs and maintenance costs. Selecting the components of an automated plant usually entails having to 
purchase devices from different manufacturers, as no single firm supplies all of the devices that might be required 
to automate a laboratory protocol. Therefore, all of the components must be amenable to software integration in 
order to be able to function as a single autonomous plant. Computer scripting achieves integration by assigning a 
master software that communicates directly with all devices8. In this approach, assuming that all the devices are 
able to send and receive commands, a communication protocol must be implemented that is compatible with 
each individual device. However, this approach requires the master device software to recognise every other 
device using an idiosyncratic communication protocol. This approach can be very expensive and challenging to 
implement. Alternatively, Standardisation in Laboratory Automation (SiLA, http://www.sila-standard.org/) is a 
consistent and efficiently extensible approach for integration of laboratory automation devices, based on a stand-
ard protocol specification for exchanging structured information in a client-server model of communication. 
Furthermore, SiLA defines over 30 standard device classes used in the field of life sciences, including incubators, 
microscopes, de-lidders and liquid handlers9. For each device class, a list of required and optional functions 
are proposed to standardise the software communication within a laboratory automation plant. This approach 
standardises the communication between all of the devices of a plant, regardless of the manufacturer, and a SiLA 
compatible process management software can then be used to control each SiLA compatible device, without any 
modification.

Parkinson’s disease is characterised by cell death in selectively vulnerable parts of the nervous system10,11. 
These neuronal losses include cholinergic neurons, noradrenergic neurons and dopaminergic neurons which play 
a critical role in brain function by releasing a neurotransmitter called dopamine12–16. The loss of dopaminergic 
neurons is the main reason behind the motor symptoms of Parkinson’s disease patients17. The study of Parkinson’s 
disease at the cellular level has been facilitated by the use of induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) technology18. 
iPSCs are embryonic-like stem cells that have been derived from somatic cells, skin fibroblast, via reprogram-
ming19. Reinhardt et al.20 developed a protocol to generate human neuroepithelial stem cells (hNESCs) from 
iPSCs. These hNESCs can in turn be differentiated into many neuronal cell types, including midbrain-specific 
dopaminergic neurons, critical to the in vitro modelling of Parkinson’s disease pathogenesis.

Microfluidic cell culture concerns the design and implementation of devices and protocols for the culture, 
maintenance and perturbation of cells in micro-scale fluid volumes. The reasons behind the popularity of micro-
fluidic cell culture are both economic and scientific. Cell culture reagents are expensive, and the amounts used 
in microfluidic cell cultures are much less than in macroscopic cell culture21,22. Microfluidic cell culture also has 
the potential to lower the ratio of extracellular to intracellular fluid volumes, thereby decreasing the temporal lag 
in extracellular response to molecules transported across cell membranes, e.g., in exometabolomic analyses23–25. 
With the advent of Organ-on-a-Chip technology26, microfluidic cell culture has developed tremendously and 
includes examples of perfusion culture, co-culture and three dimensional cell cultures27–29. Moreover, miniaturi-
sation enables multiple experimental replicates within a geometrically confined experimental footprint. Thus far, 
no examples are known of an Organ-on-a-Chip operation in an automated setting, although few hold the promise 
to do so30. Even though the combination of automation, microfluidics and cell culture technologies allows the 
screening of multiple environmental conditions in parallel31,32, as well as enabling regular live cell culture moni-
toring33,34 at a temporal resolution impractically in a manual setting. Therefore, laboratory automation technology 
is key to unleash the full potential of microfluidic cell culture. We previously developed a microfluidic titer plate 
for three dimensional microfluidic cell culture, called an OrganoPlate28. Subsequently, we implemented the dif-
ferentiation of hNESCs into three dimensional networks of electrophysiologically active dopaminergic neurons 
into the OrganoPlate35. The microfluidic titer plate was designed for compatibility with laboratory automation, 
but this has yet to be exploited. The manual culture of human pluripotent stem cell derived cells within the micro-
fluidic titer plate has also been established, but the potential for automation has also not yet been exploited.

Herein, we report the integration of developmental biology, microfluidic cell culture and laboratory automa-
tion technology to generate a flexible automated, enclosed microfluidic and macroscopic cell culture observatory, 
termed the Pelican. We elaborate on each device in the Pelican, as well as the SiLA software integration approach 
used to realise an automated system. We illustrate the functionality of the Pelican for automated cell culture 
and differentiation of human neuroepithelial stem cells into dopaminergic neurons, within a three-dimensional 
microfluidic device28. We monitored the health of the cells throughout the experiment with an automated image 
acquisition pipeline. After 24 days in culture, we assessed the outcome by characterising known features of dopa-
minergic neurons by calcium imaging and immunofluorescence assays. Three dimensional imaging revealed 
mature and interconnected neuronal populations within microfluidic cell culture chips. The Pelican is a modular 
automation system, compatible with implementation of a variety of automation platforms, where cost-effective 
flexibility is maximised to allow for replacement or further expansion of platforms by integration of new devices. 
Microfluidic cell culture has already been manually integrated with iPSC technology35. Our work integrates an 
automated system with an Organ-on-a-Chip stem cell culture.

Results
System Construction and Design. Figure 1 illustrates the automated cell culture enclosure (see 
Supplementary Figs S1 and S2), constructed and assembled according to the hardware design and the plant con-
trol architecture. The different devices and their use in the automated system are detailed in the Supplementary 
Experimental Procedures.
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Hardware selection. In brief, in the Pelican, a four-axis (X-Y-Z-θ) gantry robot is used in combination with a 
gripper, that allows many types of substrates to be handled and services all devices with substrate from above. 
The robot was attached to the top of the stainless steel frame support inside the housing through rails that allow 
the movement of the robotic arm along three axes. This maximised the modular capacity of the Pelican because 
the rails determine the robotically useful space of the system, in contrast to other automated systems with a fixed 
rotating robot arm, which often has limited reach. The useful space is the space that is available to potentially hold 
new devices, adding to the functions of the automated platform.

In the Pelican, a ZEUS pipetting module (Hamilton Inc.) with disposable tips combines the precision of 
contact dispensing with the versatility of non-contact dispensing. In addition, a liquid dispenser with only 
non-contact dispensing was also implemented in the system. The liquid dispenser is less precise than the 
liquid-handler. However, it is much faster as it can handle up to 96 wells per step compared to 4 wells per step 
for the pipetting modules. Despite its shortcomings, the contact dispensing function of the ZEUS is especially 
useful for microfluidic cell culture where very small volumes must be dispensed. In addition, the contact dis-
pensing helps to make sure that the dispensed media is bubble free. This is very important as with low flow rate 
non-contact dispensing, bubbles that arise can imped the flow of fresh media, which could ultimately starve the 
cells in a chip. Contact dispensing is very precise for dispensing small volumes. However, this precision is depend-
ent on dispensing at an exact location, which is not always possible as the dispensing tip cannot always physically 
access the well to make contact with the liquid1.

With contact dispensing, well cross-contamination is a risk as there is direct contact between the tip and the 
liquid in the destination well. Therefore, a cleaning protocol was implemented after each dispensing step. This 
does not promote speed and high-throughput capabilities so sought after in laboratory automation, however, the 
contact dispensing was only utilised for the initial loading of media to avoid the introduction of bubbles in the 
dry medium lane. Non-contact dispensing does not require any contact between the dispensing tip and the liquid. 
This helps to avoid cross-contamination, and promotes the integrity of the well. Non-contact dispensing is very 
popular in laboratory automation because it is versatile, and it is easy to dispense to any area of a well regardless of 

Figure 1. Pelican automated cell culture observatory. (A) Top view inside the Pelican automation workstation 
without housing: (1) Wide angle lens image of the automated enclosure. (2) Wide angle lens image of the 
adjacent manual cell culture bench. (B) Outside view of automated culture system (top). Front (bottom left) and 
rear (bottom right) views of Pelican with housing. Yellow (imaging station), light blue (liquid handling station), 
green (level of stainless steel work surface) and orange (waste containers). The colour codes of the devices labels 
in (A) and Fig. S1 match.
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geometry such as undercuts, so long as there is an opening on the well36. As a result, the non-contact dispensing 
methodology was utilised for all subsequent media changes.

Software integration. Each of the devices of the Pelican are physically connected via Ethernet to a computer 
(Precision T7600, Dell Sa, Mamer, Luxembourg), according to the plant architecture illustrated in Fig S1. The 
SiLA standard was consistently implemented for networking and integrating the devices and components. A 
driver development kit (DDK, Fraunhofer IPA, http://www.sila-standard.org/driver-information-platform/
fraunhofer-ipa/sila-driverdevelopment-kit/) enabled the development of SiLA compliant drivers for each of the 
devices, if it was not available from the manufacturer. Incorporating a driver and converting the commands 
occurred in Laboratory Automation Control Suite (LACS, Fraunhofer IPA).

In brief, LACS is a programming environment for laboratory automation. It incorporates three software pack-
ages: LacsDriverCore, LACS graphical user interface (GUI) and LACS Config Editor. LacsDriverCore reads the 
SiLA drivers of the devices generated by the DDK, hence, it connects the devices to a computer. The LACS GUI 
is the process management software, the interface between a device and an operator (via the computer) through 
a loaded SiLA driver. The running of all existing protocols through LACS GUI merely requires the identification 
of the required protocol and the input of the required plate name by the operator. LACS Config Editor is used to 
draft automated protocols. LACS does not make any process-specific decisions, nor does it analyse any data. In 
the occurrence of an unexpected event (a device failure or any other error), the operator is always prompted to 
assess and rectify the error or the event.

The safety features around the housing, the hotels and the incubator of the Pelican (sensors to read the states of 
the components), and the operations of the de-lidder and the stage incubator were all controlled through a digital 
and analogue logic module (UR20-FBC-MOD 1334930000, Weidmuller GmbH & Co. KG, Germany). A digital 
and analogue logic device has a binary set; a binary input and binary output. It is usually used for a maintenance 
device or to control a device with a simple binary command such as for a valve ON/OFF and a light switch. A 
single weidmuller SiLA driver was installed to control all devices connected to one logic module.

Software (Labware Manager, Fraunhofer IPA) handles all positions inside the Pelican plant and all substrates. 
In the first case it holds the information, which position is occupied and with which substrate and which free 
position could potentially hold which type of substrate. The software knows each position and status as well as 
each substrate in the plant including position and type. All data are stored in an open source PostgreSQL database 
(PostgreSQL, https://www.postgresql.org/). Like the hardware devices, this virtual device has a SiLA communi-
cation interface and a Windows 7 graphical user interface to view the stored data.

The integration of new devices requires two or three steps depending on the complexity of the device and the 
availability of compatible drivers. The first step requires the generation of a driver for the new devices. If a SiLA 
driver is already available through the device manufacturer, open source, or if a commercial software that can be 
referenced in Microsoft Visual basic is available, then one can directly use the existing driver and move to the 
second step. Otherwise, one has to use the Driver Development Kit to generate a SiLA compatible driver. The 
DDK already possesses the framework to easily write the driver for most laboratory devices such as a camera, 
a microscope or a liquid dispenser. One needs only to add the commands provided by the manufacturer of the 
device. The second step is completed by assigning the new device a SiLA IP/Port. Once the SiLA driver of the new 
device is written and tested, the final step is to integrate it into the Pelican. This is done, by opening the driver in 
LACS Configuration Editor and saving the device in the list of working devices in the Pelican.

Microfluidic device. A 2-lane OrganoPlate (#9603-200B, Mimetas BV, Leiden, The Netherlands) consists of 
a stratified array of 96 microfluidic chips embedded in a customised 384-well microtiter plate format28 (Fig. 2). 
Each chip consists of a single microfluidic chip contained between two pieces of glass: a top plate with holes cor-
responding to the underside of selected wells, and a bottom plate. Each chip is connected through 4 neighbouring 
wells and 2 lanes: one gel inlet well for loading of gel-embedded cells into the culture lane, one medium inlet well 
connected to one medium outlet well through a medium lane. The flow of media is driven by a pressure drop 
between the aforementioned 2 wells. The fourth well is used as an observation window for monitoring the quality 
of cells through an inverted microscope. The culture and medium lanes are separated by a phaseguide, preventing 
the gel-embedded cells from flowing into the medium lane. A phaseguide is a patterned pinning barrier that con-
trols the liquid-air interface by forcing it to align with the ridge, hence, guiding the fluid flow into the appropriate 
lane27.

Automating the differentiation of human neuroepithelial stem cell into dopaminergic neu-
rons. In order to biologically validate the automated system, and the ability of the Pelican to differentiate cells 
in microfluidic device, the assay developed by Reinhardt et al.20 and adapted into the OrganoPlate by Lucumi 
et al.35 was used to develop an automated pipeline to differentiate hNESCs into three dimensional networks of 
electrophysiologically active dopaminergic neurons in the OrganoPlate. The first step of the assay involve loading 
0.8 μl of matrigel/hNESCs mixture into the culture lane.

The day after loading the gel-embedded hNESCs into the culture lane of the OrganoPlate, a semi-automated 
image acquisition protocol was executed through LACS to qualitatively assess the health of the cell culture. An 
appropriate field of view was selected manually and focussed. The subsequent automated image acquisition pro-
tocol (Fig. 3) consisted of first setting the environmental condition of the onstage incubator to 5% CO2 and to 
a temperature of 37 °C. Second, the robotic arm moved the plate from the storage incubator to the microscope. 
Third, the microscope scanned through all the observation windows of the OrganoPlate, and the camera took an 
image of each observation window. Fourth, the plate was transported back to the incubator by the robotic arm. 
Immediately after the automated image acquisition, the automated differentiation of hNESC into dopaminergic 
neurons protocol (Fig. 4) was executed through LACS. This protocol consisted of first instructing the robotic arm 
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to move the plate from the storage incubator to the de-lidder to remove the lid from the plate, before moving it 
to the liquid dispenser. Second, the dispenser aspirated media from each medium inlet and outlet well. Third, the 
dispenser replenished the media in each medium inlet and outlet well respectively. Fourth, the robotic arm moved 
the plate to the de-lidder to put the lid back before placing the plate inside the storage incubator (Supplementary 
Video 1). These two protocols were run in this order every two days for 24 days.

Human neuroepithelial stem cell culture differentiation. We utilised the Pelican and the existing 
protocol described by Reinhardt et al. and Lucumi et al.20,35 to fully automate the differentiation of hNESC into 
dopaminergic neurons inside a stratified three-dimensional microfluidic device. After manually seeding hNESC 
in an OrganoPlate, a microfluidic cell culture device with 3D capabilities compatible with laboratory automa-
tion, the hNESC were distributed in three dimensions within the culture lane, but also adjacent to the meniscus 
(Fig. 5A). Thereafter the Pelican executed an automated differentiation protocol to start and maintain the differ-
entiation process. Initially. this required a liquid dispenser to aspirate the maintenance medium and dispense 
the differentiation medium with PMA, via a dispensing cassette, into inlet and outlet wells of the OrganoPlate. 
Thereafter, it required incubation and regular media replenishment.

Figure 2. Microfluidic cell culture device: OrganoPlate. (A) Photograph of underside (left) and upper views 
(right) of an OrganoPlate. (B) bottom plate of OrganoPlate with selective chips. (C) A schematic of a single 
2-lane chip; 1 = Gel inlet, 2 = Medium inlet, 3 = Observation window, 4 = Medium outlet. (D) A transverse 
section of a culture chamber showing the direction of the flow in the medium lane (yellow arrow), the 
phaseguide and the culture lane with suspended spheres representing cells embedded in Matrigel. (E) Top view 
of transverse section of a culture chamber with phaseguide, medium and culture lanes. All dimensions in μm.

Figure 3. Semi-automated image acquisition pipeline. See Supplementary Fig. S5 for more details.
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During the differentiation, cells started to form aggregates, and morphological changes started to appear, such 
as acquisition of cellular polarity and projection of processes representative of neuronal morphology (Fig. 5B). 
An automated protocol replaced the medium with PMA with medium without PMA, and differentiated neu-
rons started a maturation process accompanied by acquisition of a more evident neuronal morphology (Fig. 5C). 
Differentiated neurons projecting their processes can be observed in the culture lane and in the area occupied 
by the meniscus, located in part of the medium lane. Neuronal activity of differentiated cells was tested using 
calcium imaging (Fig. 5D) and morphological and phenotypic characteristics like neuronal processes positive 
for TUBβIII (green) and the amount of tyrosine hydroxylase positive neurons (red) were characterised using an 
immunostaining assay (Fig. 5E). A top view of the culture chamber of a chip with hNESC (Fig. 6A), shows that 
cells were distributed in the entire culture chamber, Hoechst nuclear staining (blue). Furthermore, their processes 
have been projected in all directions of the culture lane, as well as on the meniscus part in the medium lane. It can 
also be seen that the neuronal networks and the level of connectivity of the differentiated neurons is homogene-
ous in the entire culture chamber, denoting an even effect of the differentiation protocol, as well as the efficiency 
of perfusion in the medium lane (Fig. 6A).

Figure 6B enlarges the view of a specific area of one chip with differentiated neurons from hNESC. Neurons 
positive for TUBβIII (green) and positive for tyrosine hydroxylase (red) are located in both culture and medium 
lanes. However, all cells appear to migrate towards the medium lane. This is confirmed in the front view of the 
enlarged area (Fig. 6C), where the extent of the area occupied by the meniscus in the medium lane is clear, in 
addition to the degree of cells located on the meniscus on the medium lane. On average, the efficiency of dif-
ferentiation for tyrosine hydroxylase positive neurons in 3 chips of the OrganoPlate with hNESC differentiated 
neurons was 15% of all neurons (Fig. 6D), which is in accordance with values reported previously in analogous 
manual, microfluidic and macroscopic cell culture systems20,35.

After 24 days, we were able to obtain midbrain-like, mature dopaminergic neurons in 96 three-dimensional 
self-contained microfluidic chips. Regular pictures were taken during differentiation for quality control and 
morphological study (Fig. 5A–C), and end point assays are represented in Fig. 5D,E to illustrate the fate of the 
differentiation.

Calcium imaging and immunostaining assays. To probe the neuronal activity of cells cultured in an 
OrganoPlate within the Pelican, we used Fluo-4-based calcium imaging. We acquired time-series of representative 
culture chambers of WT and PINK1 p.I368N-mutated populations at day 24 of differentiation (Supplementary 
Video 2). Analysis of those calcium imaging data revealed spontaneous neuronal activity in differentiated control 
and PINK1-mutant neurons in an OrganoPlate, within the Pelican. We detected individual cells by applying an 
automated cell segmentation algorithm37 to the raw calcium imaging data. Figure 6E,G illustrate segmented mean 
fluorescence frames of representative culture chambers of an OrganoPlate with WT and PINK1-mutated neurons 
respectively. Fluorescence traces were then measured for each segmented cell to assess their activity (Fig. 6F,H). 
Some of the fluorescence traces reveal calcium transients indicating neuronal firing events (Fig. 6F e.g. signal #2, 
3, 9 and Fig. 6H e.g. signal #8, 14, 27). Fluorescence traces revealed different firing patterns of the differentiated 
neurons. Some of these traces exhibited regular firing patterns, as opposed to other ones, corresponding probably 
to dopaminergic neurons, similar to what has been previously reported by Lucumi et al.35 in adjacent manual 
culture.

Discussion
We assembled an automated cell culture observatory, termed the Pelican. It was optimised for the long-term cell 
culture maintenance of neurons inside three-dimensional microfluidic devices. The implementation followed a 
modular automation design, with generous space for further devices, and is flexible in terms of the automation 
platforms that can be implemented. For example, the system allows the automation of seeding, feeding and other 
cell culture processes that could initiate and maintain cell lines in any standard microtiter plate format. In this 

Figure 4. Automated media change pipeline. See Supplementary Fig. S4 for more details.
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regard, we carefully selected the robotic system, the pipetting technologies and the techniques to integrate all the 
components of the system into a single plant.

Many methods have been developed over the years to address the issue of standardisation and easy integration 
of new devices into existing laboratory automated plants8,9,38–41. In the Pelican, Standardisation in Laboratory 
Automation (SiLA) was chosen for the integration of the devices. SiLA standardises the interfacing, integration 
and data representation in a simple single XML schema for all devices9,42. SiLA standardises the communication 
between process management software and one or more devices. SiLA defines common commands per device 
class and the common device states. SiLA defines the device classes to achieve these functionalities such as an 
incubator and a liquid-handler. Each device class will have the required commands for the core functionalities as 
well as optional commands for extended functionalities that are not necessarily present in every device of the same 
class. In this regard, a SiLA standard common command dictionary was developed for every single device class 
where the commands such as setParameter and getParameter and the expected return are known. This allows 
a process management software to automatically generate the required commands for every device class. Each 
component of the Pelican was chosen based on cell culture needs without taking into account the manufacturer of 
each device. The integration of any new device would require sufficient space within the useable area and possibly 
the development of a SiLA driver (tutorial in user manual available upon request). The modular hardware and 
software integration flexibility is a key advantage of the Pelican design compared to other automated cell culture 
systems43–48.

In order to demonstrate the biological utility of the Pelican, control and PINK1-mutant human neuroepi-
thelial stem cell lines were automatically differentiated into midbrain specific dopaminergic neurons. Calcium 
imaging of spontaneously firing neurons, as well as immunostaining for neuronal markers demonstrate that, neu-
roepithelial stem cells could be successfully maintained and were spontaneously active within the OrganoPlate 
inside the Pelican. Further analysis of fluorescence traces for additional cell lines with different genetic back-
grounds would be necessary to quantify any difference in phenotypic characteristics of neuronal activity between 
control and PINK1 mutant neurons. The differentiated neurons can be maintained inside the OrganoPlate for 
at least 100 days. The Pelican demonstrates proof-of-concept for automated generation of personalised in vitro 
neuronal models from human neuroepithelial stem cells via a microfluidic cell culture approach.

The Pelican is designed for longitudinal analysis of many personalised cellular models exposed to a few 
perturbations, rather than single, end-point analysis of one cellular model exposed to a large number of per-
turbations, as for instance is the focus in high throughput drug screening. Therefore, we envisage that such auto-
mated system be applied to stratification of patients with complex diseases. In addition, the Pelican can be used 
of automated cell culture to enable comprehensive phenotyping of large, parallel sets of personalised, in vitro, 
midbrain-specific, dopaminergic neuronal models of Parkinson’s disease. By integrating the data generated with 
a generic mechanistic computational model of the underlying biochemical network of a dopaminergic neuron, 
each personalised computational model then becomes a coherent representation of our information about the 
cell autonomous characteristics of Parkinson’s disease in each patient. Such personalised computational models, 
and thereby the corresponding patients, are then amenable to stratification with a range of powerful stratification 
tools. Stratification based on personalised computational models of data is statistically superior to stratification 
based on the personalised data alone, as the former explicitly incorporates the wealth of prior biochemical infor-
mation known about midbrain dopaminergic neurons. Ultimately, this will accelerate the translation of basic 
biomedical knowledge from the laboratory to the therapies with clinical impact.

Increasing demands for reproducibility, parallelisation and longitudinal observations are driving cell culture 
research toward automation. We developed a novel automated cell culture observatory that enables long-term 
maintenance and longitudinal optical measurement of cellular parameters in Organ-on-a-Chip platforms. We 
demonstrate the use of this platform to successfully automate the generation of personalised in vitro neuronal 
models from human neuroepithelial stem cells. We demonstrate the feasibility of semi-automated image acqui-
sition on this platform and compatibility with different real-time and end-point assays. It is the first time that an 

Figure 5. Dopaminergic neuronal differentiation. Bright field images of hNESCs with media components at 
(A) 1 day (B) 4 days and (C) 21 days after seeding. (D) Calcium imaging frame of a firing event taken at day 24 
after seeding. (E) Immunofluorescence image illustrating the neuronal composition inside a culture chamber. 
All scale bars are 50 μm. Legend as in Fig. 6.
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Organ-on-a-Chip platform is applied in an automated setting. It holds great promise for patient stratification by 
enabling comprehensive phenotyping of large, parallel sets of personalised, in vitro, models of complex diseases.

Methods
System Construction and Design. The Pelican is composed of a sterile automation enclosure that abuts 
a sterile manual enclosure on one side and an incubator on another. The automation enclosure contains a set 
of devices that may physically communicate via a four-axis gantry robot within a customised housing support. 
The manual enclosure is a cell culture hood, adapted for restricted communication of material with the automa-
tion enclosure. The automation enclosure currently includes a de-lidder, eight-fold and 96fold parallel dispenser, 
three-axis fourfold liquid handling robot (pipettor) with disposable tips, confocal microscope, and camera. The 
assembly (Fig. 7a,b), all of the components are described in the Supplementary Experimental Procedures.

Cell culture. All work with human iPSCs and thereof derived cells has been approved by the Ethics Review 
Panel (ERP) of the University Luxembourg as well as by the Luxembourgish Comité National d’Ethique de 
Recherche (CNER). The CNER reference number is 201305/04. All experiments were performed in accordance 

Figure 6. Immunostaining and automated cell segmentation of calcium time-series hNESC differentiated 
in chips of the OrganoPlate inside the Pelican. (A) Top view of an entire chip in the OrganoPlate showing 
differentiated wild type neurons (K7 cell line) immunostained for nuclei with Hoechst (blue), TUBβIII (green) 
and tyrosine hydroxylase (red); scale bar 300μm. (B) Enlarge top (B) and front (C) views of selected area; scale 
bar 50μm. (D) Differentiation efficiency of neurons positive for TUBβIII and tyrosine hydroxylase. (E) Mean 
fluorescence frame of a calcium time-series of WT population with segmented regions of interest corresponding 
to individual neurons and (F) their corresponding fluorescence traces. (G) Mean fluorescence frame of a 
calcium time-series of PINK1 mutants with segmented regions of interest corresponding to individual neurons 
and their corresponding fluorescence traces (H).
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with relevant guidelines and regulations. We confirm that written informed consent was obtained, by our cell line 
suppliers, for the establishment of stem cell lines, from all donors.

Human neuroepithelial stem cell culture. In order to demonstrate the capability of the automated system to 
maintain and monitor many types of cells including PD specific cell lines, we used a human neuroepithelial stem 
cell line from a healthy donor (hNESC K7) and a human neuroepithelial stem cell line derived from a patient car-
rying the Parkinson’s disease related mutation p.I368N in PINK1 (40066C5N). These cells were maintained and 
differentiated into midbrain-specific dopaminergic neurons within an OrganoPlate, by automating an existing 
macroscopic cell culture protocol20, that we previously adapted for microfluidic cell culture35. In brief, to culture 
hNESCs in an OrganoPlate, they were harvested from wells of a 6 well plate. The harvested hNESCs were then 
re-suspended on Matrigel (catalogue number 354277, lot number 3318549, Discovery Labware, Inc., Two Oak 
Park, Bedford, MA, USA). 0.7 μL of this Matrigel-cell mix was loaded in assigned chips of the OrganoPlate at a 
density of 0.03 million cells/μL. After seeding the cells, the plate was loaded into position B3 in the hotel of the 
Pelican. Afterwards, the plate was moved by the robotic arm to the storage incubator, at 37 °C and 5% CO2.

Dopaminergic neuronal differentiation. The culture medium preparation “N2B27 medium” consisted of mixed 
equal amounts of Neurobasal medium (invitrogen/life technologies) and DMEM/F12 medium (invitrogen/life 
technologies) supplemented with 1% penicillin/streptomycin (life technologies), 2 mM L-glutamine (life technol-
ogies), 0.5 X B27 supplement without Vitamin A (life technologies) and 0.5 X N2 supplement (life technologies). 
The medium to maintain the hNESC in culture “maintenance medium” consisted of N2B27 medium with 0.5 μM 
PMA (Enzo life sciences), 3 μM CHIR (Axon Medchem) and 150 μM Ascorbic Acid (Sigma Aldrich). The differ-
entiation medium formulation to induce the differentiation of hNESCs towards midbrain dopaminergic neurons 
“differentiation medium with PMA” consisted of N2B27 medium with 200 μM ascorbic acid, 0.01 ng/μL BDNF 
(Peprotech), 0.01 ng/μL GDNF (Peprotech), 0.001 ng/μL TGFβ3 (Peprotech), 2.5 μM dbcAMP (Sigma Aldrich) 
and 1 μM PMA. The function of PMA in this medium preparation was to stimulate the sonic hedghog (SHH) 
pathway in the cultured hNESCs. Differentiation medium with PMA was changed, every 2 days during the first 
6 days of culture in the differentiation process. For the maturation of differentiated neurons, PMA was no longer 
added to the differentiation medium “differentiation medium without PMA” from day 7 onwards, which was 
changed every 2 days during 3 weeks. To monitor cellular morphology during differentiation, bright field images 
were acquired automatically in the Pelican using the microscopy station.

Calcium imaging assay. A calcium imaging assay was done on 15 representative chips of the OrganoPlate at 
day 24 of differentiation. At room temperature, 50 μL of 5 μM cell permeant Fluo-4 AM (Life technologies) in 
neurobasal medium (Invitrogen/Life technologies) was manually added to the medium inlet well and 20 μL to the 
medium outlet well of selected chips of the OrganoPlate. Then, the plate was incubated for 30 min at 37 °C and 5% 
CO2. The plate was then placed in an onstage incubator within the microscope. Calcium time-series of spontane-
ously firing hNESC-derived neurons were then automatically acquired. Images were sampled at a rate of 1 Hz for 
approximately 5 min, stored as image stacks and analysed using custom Matlab (version 2016b; MathWorks Inc.) 
scripts. Regions of interest corresponding to individual cells were automatically segmented with an established 
technique37 and fluorescence traces were generated for each segmented cell and presented as relative changes in 
fluorescence intensity ∆F/F.

Figure 7. CAD drawing of automated workstation. (a) Top view inside the Pelican without housing. (b) 
Front view of the Pelican with housing. Yellow (imaging station), light blue (liquid handling station), green 
(level of stainless steel work surface) and orange (waste containers). Perforated surface = work surface. (1) 
Storage incubator. (2) Liquid-handler. (3) Hotels (manual working bench). (4) Position of microscopy station. 
(5) Position of liquid dispenser. (6) Automated work bench. Coordinates shown here are consistent with the 
remainder of the manuscript. See also Figs S1 and S2.
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Immunofluorescence staining assay. Immunostaining for the dopaminergic neuronal markers class 3 beta tubu-
lin (TUBβIII) and tyrosine hydroxylase (TH), the penultimate enzyme in the biosynthesis of dopamine20,49,50, was 
performed on representative chips at day 24 of differentiation. Differentiated cells were fixed with 4% paraform-
aldehyde (PFA) in 1 × phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for 15 min, by manually adding 70 μL in medium well 
inlet and 30 μL in medium well outlet followed by permeabilisation with 0.05% Triton-X 100 in 1 × PBS (3 min 
on ice), and blocking with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS) in 1 × PBS (1 h). After washing with 1 × PBS, the primary 
antibodies mouse anti-TUBβIII (1:2000, Covance) and rabbit anti-TH (1:2000, Santa cruz biotechnology), were 
incubated for 90 min at room temperature. After washing with 1 × PBS, the secondary antibodies Alexa Fluor 488 
Goat Anti-Mouse and Alexa Fluor 568 Goat Anti-Rabbit together with a stain DNA (Hoechst 33342, Invitrogen), 
were incubated for 2 hours at room temperature. After washing with 1 × PBS and water, confocal images of repre-
sentative culture chambers were acquired using a confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM 710).

Automating the differentiation of human neuroepithelial stem cell into dopaminergic neu-
rons. LACS Config Editor was used to develop automated pipelines for the differentiation of hNESCs into 
dopaminergic neurons and time-lapse imaging microscopy. The automated pipelines were drafted according 
to the SiLA communication protocol and command format as previously described9,42,51. In brief, SiLA uses a 
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) and a Web Service Description Language (WSDL) documentation, both 
of which are based on XML. A full library of commands for each device is downloaded once and stored in LACS 
as a configuration document of the Pelican. LACS Config Editor was used to incorporate the automated pipelines 
in this configuration file used herein to automate the differentiation of hNESCs into dopaminergic neurons. On 
the workbench, gel-embedded hNESCs were manually loaded into the culture lanes of a 2-lane OrganoPlate as 
described above. Then, the plate was put inside the Pelican through Hotel B, and placed inside the storage incuba-
tor by the robotic arm. The dispenser was fitted with a 5 μL cassette from Biotek and used as a dispensing medium 
for the media change.

Statistical Analysis. Three representative chips (n = 3) were selected to illustrate the results of this study, in 
which the statistical analyses were performed by determination of the mean value and the standard deviation of 
the proportion of dopaminergic neurons within the overall neuronal population.

Data Availability
All data used within this study are available.
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CHAPTER 5 

5. Neuronal hyperactivity in a LRRK2-G2019S cellular model of Parkinson’s 
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Preface In this paper, we assessed the neuronal activity of induced 

pluripotent stem cell derived neurons from Parkinson’s Disease 

patients with LRRK2-G2019S mutations and compared it with 

isogenic controls. Monogenic Parkinson’s Disease can be 

caused by a mutation in one of several genes, with diverse 

biochemical functions. The gene encoding the leucine-rich 

repeat kinase 2 (LRRK2) causes a late onset autosomal 

dominant inherited form of Parkinson’s Disease. The function 

of the LRRK2 gene is incompletely understood, but several in 

vitro studies have reported that LRRK2-G2019S mutations 

affect neurite branching, calcium homeostasis and 

mitochondrial function, but thus far, there have been no 



 

reports of effects on electrophysiological activity. We assessed 

the neuronal activity of induced pluripotent stem cell derived 

neurons from Parkinson’s Disease patients with LRRK2-G2019S 

mutations and isogenic controls. Neuronal activity of 

spontaneously firing neuronal populations was recorded with a 

fluorescent calcium-sensitive dye (Fluo-4) and analysed with a 

novel image analysis pipeline that combined semi-automated 

neuronal segmentation and quantification of calcium transient 

properties. Compared with controls, LRRK2-G2019S mutants 

have shortened inter-spike intervals and an increased rate of 

spontaneous calcium transient induction. This neuronal 

hyperactivity in a cellular model of LRRK2-G2019S Parkinson’s 

Disease is reminiscent of the neuronal hyperactivity observed 

in models of other neurodegenerative diseases, such as 

Alzheimer’s disease. I contributed by writing the algorithm for 

the acquisition of the calcium images data in the automated 

platform.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





























 

 

CHAPTER 6 

6. Conclusions and outlook 

This Chapter specifies the main contributions, some of the blank and blind spots of the 

conducted research and delineates perspective on future directions.  

In order to achieve the first goal of this thesis, we assembled a fully automated cell culture 

observatory called the Pelican. The platform was optimised for the long-term cell culture 

maintenance of neurons inside 3D microfluidic devices. However, the system allows the 

automation of seeding, feeding and other cell culture processes in order to maintain cell lines 

in any SBS plate. The two most important design decisions of the Pelican were the liquid 

handler and the robot.  First, we aimed at designing a modular automated platform that was 

flexible in terms of the functions it can accomplish. Second, we also aimed at giving ourselves 

the flexibility to improve the system in the future. In this regard, we carefully selected the 

robotic system, the pipetting technologies and the techniques to integrate all the components 

of the system into a single plant.  

As a result, in the Pelican, a four-axis (X-Y-Z-θ) gantry robot in combination with a gripper 

were chosen. This was attached to the ceiling of the housing through rails that allow the 

movement of the robotic arm in the four axes. This maximised the modular capacity of the 

Pelican. In terms pipetting technology, a Z-Excursion Universal Sampler (with compressed O-

ring expansion tip technology) module which combines the precision of contact dispensing 

and the versatility of noncontact dispensing was chosen.  Despite its shortcomings, the 

contact dispensing function of the ZEUS is especially useful for microfluidic cell culture where 

very small volumes must be dispensed. In addition, the non-contact dispensing helps to make 

sure that the dispensed media is bubble free. This is very important as we have observed in 

some bioreactors, the presence of bubbles in one of the two lanes with low flow rate non-

contact dispensing. These bubbles can impede the flow of fresh media, which could ultimately 

starve the cells. However, the use of the contact dispensing did not come without its set of 

restrictions mainly the fact that microfluidic systems made from glass bottoms such as the 

OrganoPlate, are very fragile. The contact between the tip and the bottom of the well usually 

leads to cracking of the glass. In addition, despite the precision of the ZEUS module, the 



 

 

dispensing of media is very time consuming which require a trade-off between the time it 

takes to change the media versus leaving cells exposed to the flow of air from the sterile 

environment. The effect of which have not been fully investigated yet as part of this thesis. 

We successfully used the system to differentiate human neuroepithelial stem cells into 

dopaminergic neurons in a three-dimensional microfluidic device. Cell culture health through 

regular automated image acquisition and time-series imaging assays were implemented. All 

these assays are very important to assess the quality of neuronal differentiation.  

In order to address the second goal of this thesis of better understanding the physical 

properties of the extracellular matrix, Matrigel, used to embed human neuroepithelial stem 

cells and differentiate them into dopaminergic neurons, a rheometer was used to determine 

the viscosity as a function of shear stress and temperature. First, it was found that Matrigel 

was a non-Newtonian fluid for all temperatures. In other words, the viscosity of Matrigel 

changes with the applied shear stress for all temperatures.  Second, Matrigel is a shear 

thinning fluid for all temperatures, which means that the viscosity of Matrigel decreases as 

the applied shear stress increases. Third, below 6oC, Matrigel fully behaved as a liquid. Above 

6oC, Matrigel has a more solid like behaviour. At 6oc, under shear stress, the energy is evenly 

distributed between increasing the heat content and the elastic deformation of the sample. 

Therefore, 6oc is transition temperature above which Matrigel starts forming solid structures. 

Finally, it was found that the most optimum seeding temperature of human neuroepithelial 

stem cells into the microfluidic device is 8oC, which maximized the plateau at the centre of 

the culture lane, hence minimising shear stress on cells, while also allowing the flow of 

Matrigel in the culture lane. However, there is a clear limitation of this study in the fact that 

Matrigel is a naturally occurring substance, and its rheological properties are very much batch 

specific. It means that two batches of Matrigel have a high probability of having slightly 

different properties. This makes predicting the exact optimal temperature of loading nearly 

impossible. Therefore, a study where enough batch replicates are utilised to determine the 

average standard deviation of the rheological properties of Matrigel is such a crucial next step 

to this work. In doing so, the range of optimum loading temperatures could be determined. 

For the completion of the third goal, we applied computational fluid dynamics to model the 

perfusion of existing bioreactor designs with culture medium in order to exactly quantify the 



 

 

ideal media and rate of media flow for maintenance of human induced pluripotent stem cell 

derived neurons in culture. The fluid dynamic simulation was coupled with a similarity model 

of cerebral flow to optimise the design of a novel 3D microfluidic device that allows to mimic 

cerebral dynamic conditions. The design was slightly modified to allow the manufacturing of 

a plate that has 64 of such microfluidic bioreactors. The plate was tested in the differentiation 

of human neuroepithelial stem cells into dopaminergic neurons. Furthering this work would 

require looking into other microfluidic designs that are not based on phaseguide technology 

and not limited to the geometry of the OrganoPlate. In doing so, a new microfluidic system 

could be built within a clear design parameter of prolonging the flow of media at a given flow 

rate optimum for dopaminergic neuronal differentiation.  

There is great deal of potential in combining the rheological study of Matrigel with the 

modelling of media to better understand the dynamic and transport interactions between 

these two substances during differentiation. The first step would be to run a small molecules’ 

experiment to investigate the transport of nutrients, through diffusion, and determine the 

diffusion coefficient of small molecules into Matrigel. In doing so, we will be able to better 

refine the target flow rate of media based on the true supply requirements of the human 

neuroepithelial stem cells in the differentiation into mid brain like dopaminergic neurons 

using small molecules. 

We envisage the use of the optimised microfluidic device (Goal 3) to seed cells at the optimum 

conditions (Goal 2) in the automated cell culture (Goal 1) to enable comprehensive 

phenotyping of large, parallel sets of personalised, in vitro, midbrain-specific, dopaminergic 

neuronal models of Parkinson’s disease. By integrating the data generated with a generic 

mechanistic computational model of the underlying biochemical network of a dopaminergic 

neuron, each personalised computational model then becomes a coherent representation of 

our information about the cell autonomous characteristics of Parkinson’s disease in each 

patient. Such personalised computational models, and thereby the corresponding patients, 

are then amenable to stratification with a range of powerful stratification tools. Stratification 

based on personalised computational models of the personalised data is statistically superior 

to stratification based on the personalised data alone as the former explicitly incorporates 

the wealth of prior biochemical information known about midbrain dopaminergic neurons. 



 

 

The aetiopathogenic stratification of Parkinson’s disease patients, for instance into 

mitochondrial vs non-mitochondrial Parkinson’s disease is an important first step toward 

targeting the development of therapies toward the underlying dysfunction that is present. 

Ultimately, this will accelerate the translation of basic biomedical knowledge from the 

laboratory to the therapies with clinical impact. 
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Supplementary information 
The following file is provided as supplementary information: 

• BeadsFlowingInMatrigel.avi: movie of the PIV measurement 

Below please find a paragraph describing the combination of PIV and rheological data. 

 

Combination of PIV and rheological data 
(equation numbers correspond to the numbers in the manuscript) 

The pressure difference p∆  of a Newtonian fluid (viscosity η ) flowing at a volume flowrate Q across a 
tube with length L and diameter R is given by the Hagen-Poiseuille equation1: 
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The velocity profile for Newtonian liquids is given by1, 2: 
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For power-law liquids, the velocity profile reads2: 
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The velocity profile recorded during the PIV measurements (Fig. 7) is now fitted with equation (3) and 
the obtained velocity curve is derived with respect to the time in order to obtain the shear rates (Fig. 8). 

The microfluidic device was filled with a pipette and the capillary forces which are the cause for the flow 
correspond to a pressure difference which can be calculated using eq. (4). 

Equation (3) (with eq. 4) contains the pressure difference p∆  and the parameters n and k of the power 
law describing the fluid. Since we now these parameters from the rheological experiments (Table 1), we 
can now calculate shear rate profiles at different temperatures (Fig. 8) for which we do not have PIV 
data. The curves can be calculated by assuming that p∆  is the same for all temperatures or by assuming 
that the volume flowrate Q is constant (using eq. (*)). 

 

1. H. A. Barnes, J. F. Hutton and K. Walters, An introduction to rheology, Elsevier, 1989. 
2. E. J. Hinch, Lecture Notes Woods Hole GFD Summer School, 2003, 1, 1-19. 
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%created by Khalid Kane 
%Fluid flow analytical model %Hydrostatic model
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Fluid parameters in SI units 
g = 9.81; %g is the gravitation field in m/s2
ro = 1000; %density of water in kg/m3
mu = 0.6913*10^-3; %viscosity of water at 3°C in Pa.s %mu = 1.3*10^-3; 
%%viscosity of water at 10°C in Pa.s
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Add more wells to the medium inlet and outlet in equal proportions, max 10 
%wells could be added on each sides 
%Change k(a positive integer from 0 to 10 wells, 0 being the current design format) 
k=0; 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Medium lane parameters in SI units
we1_i=0.0045*(k+1); 
%loading well width (assume it is a  square) in m
we2_i=0.0045; 
%loading well width (assume it is a  square) in m
l_i = (9.2*10^-3)+(k*2*we2_i); 
%length of  medium channel in m
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Medium lane parameters in SI units
w_i = 200*10^-6; 
%width of the perfusion lane in m
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
d1_i = 120*10^-6; 
%height of the channel in both medium and gel channels in m
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
vl_i=d1_i*((w_i*l_i)); 
%total volume of the perfusion lane in terms of space available in m3
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%media loaded into the medium inlet and outlet, can play with these values 
%to keep the initial pressure constant while increasing the loading wells 
v1_i=80*10^-9*(1+k); 
%loaded volume in the first well in m3
v2_i=40*10^-9*(1+k); 
%loaded volume in the second well in m3
ca_i=we1_i*we2_i; 
%loading well cross-section area
z1_i=(v1_i-vl_i)/ca_i; 
%Initial height in first well
z2_i=(v2_i)/ca_i; 
%Intial height in second well
h_i=z1_i-z2_i; 
%intial driving height
r_i=(12*mu*l_i)/((w_i*(d1_i^3))*(1-((0.630*d1_i)/w_i)));
%hydrodynamic resistance rectangular cross-section  
%width w and height h, expression valid when h<w)
%Applied pressure
p_i=ro*g*h_i;
dt=1; 
%s is the time step can be adjusted if we want more accuracy, but will take longer to 
compute 
for n=1:86401    
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t(n)=n*dt;    
q_i(n)=p_i(n)/r_i;     
dh_i=q_i(n)*dt/ca_i;     
p_i(n+1)=p_i(n)-2*ro*g*dh_i; 
%equivalent flow rate 
end
 
%Change k(a positive integer from 0 to 10 wells, 0 being the current design format) 
k=1; 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Medium lane parameters in SI units
we1=0.0045*(k+1); 
%loading well width (assume it is a  square) in m
we2=0.0045; 
%loading well width (assume it is a  square) in m
l_p=4.395*10^-3;
%length of phaseguide
l_r = (4.805*10^-3)+(k*2*we2); 
%length of  medium channel in m
l=l_p+l_r;
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Medium lane parameters in SI units
w = 100*10^-6; 
%width of the perfusion lane (phaseguide section) in m
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
d1 = 50*10^-6; 
%height of the channel in medium lan (phaseguide section) in m
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
w_r = 100*10^-6; 
%width of the perfusion lane (phaseguide section) in m
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
d1_r = 50*10^-6; 
%height of the channel in medium lan (phaseguide section) in m
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
r_p=(12*mu*l_p)/((w*(d1^3))*(1-((0.630*d1)/w)));
%hydraulic resistance of phaseguide section of medium lane
r_r=(12*mu*l_r)/((w_r*(d1_r^3))*(1-((0.630*d1_r)/w_r)));
%hydraulic resistance for the remaining section of the medium lane
r=r_p+r_r;
%total hydraulic resistance
 
vl=d1*((w*l)); 
%total volume of the perfusion lane in terms of space available in m3
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%media loaded into the medium inlet and outlet, can play with these values 
%to keep the initial pressure constant while increasing the loading wells 
v1=118*10^-9*(1+k); 
%loaded volume in the first well in m3
v2=10*10^-9*(1+k); 
%loaded volume in the second well in m3
ca=we1*we2; 
%loading well cross-section area
z1=(v1-vl)/ca; 
%Initial height in first well
z2=(v2)/ca; 
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%Intial height in second well
h=z1-z2; 
%intial driving height
% r=(12*mu*l)/((w*(d1^3))*(1-((0.630*d1)/w)));
%hydrodynamic resistance rectangular cross-section  
%width w and height h, expression valid when h<w)
p=ro*g*h; 
%Applied pressure
dt=1; 
%s is the time step can be adjusted if we want more accuracy, but will take longer to 
compute 
for n=1:86401   
t(n)=n*dt;    
q(n)=p(n)/r;     
dh=q(n)*dt/ca;     
p(n+1)=p(n)-2*ro*g*dh; 
%equivalent flow rate 
end
graph=plot(t/3600,q_i*1000*1000*1000*3600,t/3600,q*1000*1000*1000*3600);
graph(1).LineWidth = 1;
graph(2).LineWidth = 1;
xlabel('Time (hour)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','bold','Color','black'); 
ylabel('Average flow rate (microlitre/hour)','FontSize',
18,'FontWeight','bold','Color','black'); ; 
title('Average flow rate of the media in the medium lane','FontSize',
20,'FontWeight','bold','Color','r');
legend('Old design','New Design')
graph=plot(t/3600,q*1000*1000*1000*3600);
graph(1).LineWidth = 1;
xlabel('Time (hour)','FontSize',18,'FontWeight','bold','Color','black'); 
ylabel('Average flow rate (microlitre/hour)','FontSize',
18,'FontWeight','bold','Color','black');  
%title('Average flow rate of the media in the medium lane','FontSize',
20,'FontWeight','bold','Color','r');
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Figure S1: Pelican hardware and software control architecture. Standard on arrow = type of 
physical connection between a device and the computer. CAN = Controller Area Network. PCI 
= Peripheral Component Interconnect. RS232 = Recommend Standard number 232. TCP/IP = 
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol. 



 

 

   

Figure S2: Left and right views of Pelican with housing illustrating the manual work bench and 
hotels (Left) that connect the Pelican to the outside world and the automated liquid handling 
station (Right).  



 

 

  

Figure S3: Liquid handler data model for pipetting protocols. Blue (physical action of pipette), 
red (passive action of pipette: reading from liquid-handler database) and green (passive 
action of pipette: determining well geometry). QPM=Qualitative Pipette Monitoring. LLD= 
Liquid Level Detection. The automated pipetting follows this order: pickup a disposable tip, 
detect the liquid level, aspirate liquid, dispense the liquid into the destination well and finally 
discard the tip.  

 

 



 

 

 
Figure S4: Automated media change pipeline. W = Washer, P = Peristaltic, 0 = Method not 

applied to column, 1 = Method applied to column, -1 = search position. Curved connection = 

Plate movement. Straight connection = Device specific method. 



 

 

 
Figure S5: Automated image acquisition pipeline. Abbreviations as in Figure S4.  

 

 



 

 

Supplementary Experimental Procedures   

Hardware  

Housing  

The sterile housing of the Pelican (Figure 6B) consists of a stainless steel frame support. 

The active components of the system, such as the dispenser, pipettor and de-lidder can be 

flexibly arranged on a perforated stainless steel work surface in any configuration 

compatible with accessibility via the four-axis gantry robot (Figure 6). This work surface is 

laterally bordered by an enclosure that guards against manual collision with any robotic 

moving parts. Large Plexiglas 360º viewing windows enable observation of enclosed 

processes. The passive components of the Pelican such as the control system, switch 

cabinets and a variable collection of waste containers (Figure 6B), are housed beneath the 

work surface.  

Robot and grippers  

A customised four-axis gantry robot (Festo GmbH & Co. KG, Karlsruhe, Germany) was 

incorporated and mounted at the top of the stainless steel frame support inside the 

housing. The robot is used to transport any Society for Biomolecular Screening (SBS) 

format plate (ANSI SLAS 4-2004) and consumables by way of a gripper. The plates were 

processed at the individual stations, then transported by the robotic arm. The robot and 

the gripper perform all handling and transport functions of the platform that are not 

already covered by an individual device. Customised gripper jaws (Fraunhofer IPA, 

Fraunhofer Society, Stuttgart, Germany) were implemented in order to cover the 

multitude of plate formats with one gripper. Plates and carriers for consumables can be 

gripped and stacked by this robot.  

Liquid-handler (Supplementary Video 3) 

A pipettor transfers various reagents in and out of almost any plate types. Every pipetting 

step was executed via an air displacement pipetting arm (LiHa-Arm 4x, Hamilton Bonaduz 

AG, Bonaduz, Switzerland) with disposable tips similar to hand pipettes. Four pipetting 



 

 

units (Z-Excursion Universal Sampler, Hamilton Bonaduz AG, Bonaduz, Switzerland) called 

ZEUS modules were mounted in a customised X-Y portal (Festo GmbH & Co. KG, Karlsruhe, 

Germany). Even though the liquid handling robot can move in the X-Y directions, it cannot 

transport plates. The transport of plates is realised via the four-axis gantry robot. The liquid 

handler is equipped with both a capacitive and a pressure liquid level detection system. 

The capacitive technology is used to detect the liquid level of conductive liquids, while the 

pressure based technology is for both conductive and non-conductive liquids. Each ZEUS 

module has an anti-droplet control technology preventing cross contamination from a 

leaking tip. The pipettor is used to execute precise (pipetting resolution of ±0.1µL) liquid 

handling steps. It is able to handle volumes from 1µL to 1000µL depending on the available 

tip sizes in the plant. Depending on volume and the liquid used, contact and non-contact 

dispensing is possible. The liquid handlers is equipped with 5 positions to hold racks of 96 

tips each, a tilting module and 4 heating and cooling stations, the latter 2 are described 

below. A graphical user interface that follows a specific structure (see Figure S3) was 

implemented to write all pipetting protocols.  

Tilter  

A Multiflex Tilt Module (Kust, Hamilton Bonaduz AG, Bonaduz, Switzerland) was installed 

on the liquid handling deck, and is used to tilt SBS plates between a horizontal and a 10° 

degree incline to completely remove the liquid out of big wells.  

Heating and cooling positions  

Four CPAC Ultraflat & CPAC Microplate Inheco thermoblocks (INHECO Industrial Heating & 

Cooling GmbH, Planegg, Germany) units, each fitted with a Flat Bottom Adapter (7900016, 

INHECO Industrial Heating & Cooling GmbH) with positioning frame were installed on the 

deck of the pipettor as heating and cooling stations. They are used to control the 

temperature of four SBS plates (4°C-80°C) during time consuming liquid handling 

protocols. The thermoblocks are controlled by a Multi TEC Control Unit (8900030, INHECO 

Industrial Heating & Cooling GmbH).  



 

 

Liquid dispenser  

A dispenser (EL406, BioTek Instruments Inc, Bad Friedrichshall, Germany) is used to 

transfer various reagents in and out of SBS plates. It is less precise than the liquid-handler. 

The liquid dispenser has a dispensing resolution of 2% to 11% depending on the protocol. 

However, it is much faster than the liquid-handler as it can handle up to 96 wells per step 

compared to 4 wells per step. For washing steps 96 wells can be filled and emptied 

simultaneously or with the dispensing unit 8 wells can be filled parallel.  

Microscopy  

A microscope (DMI6000B, Leica AG, Wetzlar, Germany), fitted with an automated onstage 

stage incubator in an automated stage (SCAN IM 597382, Marzhauser Wetzlar GmbH & 

Co. KG, Wetzlar, Germany), and a camera (Neo sCMOS 5.5, Andor Technology Ltd, Belfast, 

Northern Ireland), is used to record images from culture plates. The microscopy assays can 

be run for a long period of time without perturbing the optimal cell culture conditions 

because of the presence of the onstage incubator that regulates the CO2 and the 

temperature levels.  

Onstage incubator  

A small incubator housing (H301-K-Frame, Okolab SRL, Naples, Italy) was installed on the 

stage of the microscope. This incubator was used to store plates in SBS format under 

regulated conditions. The temperature and CO2 of the onstage incubator is controlled 

during microscopic examination by a temperature controller (H301-T-UNIT-BL-PLUS 

Boldline, Okolab SRL, Naples, Italy) and a CO2 controller (0506.000, Pecon GmbH, Erbach, 

Germany) respectively.  

Storage Incubator   

An incubator (STX-44, LiCONiC AG, Mauren, Principality of Liechtenstein) is used to store 

plates in SBS format under regulated conditions in terms of temperature, CO2 and 

humidity. A varying number of plates, of varying height, may be stored depending on the 

format of the racks within the incubator. Two standard Liconic stackers, each with a pitch 



 

 

of 23mm suitable for plates with a maximum height of 17mm, were mounted inside the 

incubator. Each stacker can store up to 22 plates.  

de-lidder  

Two de-lidders are used to remove the lids of up to two SBS plates located in the process 

at any given time. The lids are kept by the de-lidder while the plates are being processed. 

Another function of this component is to place the lids back on after the plates were 

processed. It has an internal pressure-based check that verifies the correct handling of the 

lids for removal and closure.  

Hotel  

The hotels are used as a secure transfer station between the outside world and inside the 

housing. All consumables and culture plates are fed in and discharged via the hotels. There 

are 3 hotels (A, B, and C). Hotel A and hotel B are intended for the loading and discharge 

of pipette tip racks. Pipette tips may be incorporated on four racks each with 96 tips. Plates 

in SBS format may be fed in and discharged in all hotels.  

Waste Handling  

A waste position on the liquid handling deck is available for tip disposal while running a 

liquid handling process. Pipette tips exit via a downpipe under the work surface where 

they are dropped into a collection container, which can easily be pulled forward on a rail 

between the switch cabinets (Figure 6B). Media waste is collected in SBS plates, and 

removed through the hotels.  

Environmental control  

Sterility  

All the components of the Pelican were contained within an enclosure housing as 

described above. Air flows at a rate of pressure 161 Pa and wind speed of 0.45 m/s through 

a filter at the top of the automation enclosure, with a continuous laminar flow down 



 

 

through the perforated work surface, except where devices deviate the air flow. This air 

flow is designed to maintain sterility (biosafety level 1) of the automation enclosure.  

Temperature  

The temperature levels were controlled on most positions of the Pelican. The temperature 

was regulated through the four heating and cooling positions (4°C-80°C) while changing 

the media on the liquid handler deck. It was also controlled on the stage incubator (25°C-

45°C), while acquiring images, and the incubator is always kept at 37°C at all times.  

Carbon dioxide  

The Pelican was fed with pure carbon dioxide (99.99%) at a pressure of 1.5bar. The carbon 

dioxide levels inside the onstage incubator was regulated (0-7%) and the storage incubator 

was kept at 5% CO2at all times.  

   Humidity   

While plates were stored inside the storage incubator, the relative humidity was kept at 
95%.  

Practicability  

A user manual details the procedure for operation of the Pelican Cell culture Observatory 

(available upon request). This document detailed not only how to operate the system, but 

also how to extend the current setup to include more devices, and how to integrate the 

said devices in terms of hardware and software development.  
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11.1. Introduction 

The Pelican Cell Culture Observatory (PCCO) is a fully automated, sterile cell culture 

system which is optimised for the long-term maintenance of neuronal cell culture. The 

PCCO was born from the collaboration between SBG and Fraunhofer IPA. It is composed 

of six main devices connected through a four-axis Gantry robot which are as follows: 

Liconic Incubator (STX-44, serial number 1764), Delidder, Dispenser, Microscope, 

Hamilton three-axis liquid handling robot and Andor Camera. Standardisation in 

Laboratory Automation (SiLA) compliant drivers were drafted for all of the devices and 

controlled through a Process Management Software (PMS) developed under the license 

name Laboratory Automation Control Suite (LACS). 

 

Figure 1: Pelican devices inventory 

11.2. Safety information 

11.2.1. General 

Hazards may emanate from automatic movements of the system if it is: 

Operated by members of staff who have not been trained or instructed 

Not used in accordance with its intended use 

Not properly maintained and serviced 



 

 

The system operator is responsible for complying with the safety regulations in the lab 

and for handling the machine. The operator must ensure that only staff who are 

sufficiently trained have access to the machine. 

11.2.2. Hazard information on the system 

Safety labels that are self-explanatory through their symbols or brief text are attached to 

the hazardous areas of the machine. Make sure that the labels are not covered or 

removed. 

 

Figure 2: Warning information 

11.2.3. Information on trouble-free operation of the system 

In these operating instructions, we shall use the following symbol to highlight important 

information on avoiding malfunctions in the process flow or on avoiding damage to the 

system. 



 

 

 

Figure 3: Warning of potential misuse Risk of process outage or damage to the system 

11.2.4. Safety technology 

The inner area of the system poses risks due to automatic movements, thereby prohibiting 

access during operation. All risk-generating functions due to moving parts may only be 

executed on a secured system. The inner area is secured via doors with a safety door 

switch (see Figure 4). 

Mechanical installation areas 

Access only for qualified and trained specialist staff. Access is secured via key. 

 

Figure 4: View of safety technology elements of the Pelican. PSENmag=Non-contact, 

magnetic safety switches (http://brochures.pilz.nl/bro pdf/PSEN Safety Switches 

Technical Catalogue EN.pdf). 1: Mode selection switch, system ON and enable button 2: 

PSENmag safety switch – contactless (upper front doors) 3: PSENmag safety switch – 



 

 

contactless (upper rear doors) 4: PSENmag safety switch – contactless (incubator) 5: Main 

current switch 

 

Figure 5: Mechanical installation areas 

Electrical installation areas 

Access only for qualified and trained electrical specialists. The electrical installation areas 

are labelled on the outside with an e-arrow symbol. Access is only granted via key. 

11.2.5. Occupational safety 

With regards to personal protective equipment, the clothing and equipment regulations 

that apply in the laboratory area must be observed. The system operator is responsible 

for monitoring this compliance. 

11.3. Pelican technical data 

11.3.1. Media connection: 

Compressed air for pneumatic system: >8bar<10bar 

CO2: >1bar <10bar 

11.3.2. Voltage: 

230 V, 16 A, 50 Hz (32 A fuse) and a main switch for the system’s power supply 



 

 

 

Figure 6: Electrical installation areas 

11.3.3. Network: 

Ethernet TCP/IP 

11.3.4. Other: 

USB 2.0, proprietary camera connection 

In terms of mechanics, the system is not connected to any other systems (stand-alone 

operation). 

11.3.5. Environmental conditions 

The system is intended for operation in laboratory areas of S1/S2 safety classification. 

Temperature range: 18 – 27 C Moisture range: 30 – 65% RH 3.4 

11.3.6. Noise emission 

The sound pressure level emitted by the system is under 75 dB (A). 

11.4. Pelican components 

The Pelican is structured into the following main assemblies (see Figure 7) 

The Pelican assemblies, the components used and the software are described in the 

following sections. 



 

 

Housing The housing of the Pelican consists of a base frame that is topped off with the 

work surface. The active components of the system, such as the portal, pipettor, delidder 

etc. are arranged above the work surface. The work surface is bordered by a safety 

enclosure which functions as a safety feature as well as helping to guide the air flow. The 

system is bordered by a filter system at the top. The safety enclosure is made of stainless 

steel. Large viewing windows made from Plexiglas are installed to adequately observe the 

process flow. The lower section of the system contains the control system and switch 

cabinet. Furthermore, the collection container for waste is located under the work 

surface. The housing is equipped with an adequate number of opening options in the 

upper and lower area. The housing stands on height-adjustable feet. 

11.4.1. Robots and grippers  

A 3-axis portal from Festo is incorporated and mounted on the ceiling inside the system. The 

portal is used to transport microtiter plates and consumables by way of the installed gripper. 

The vessels are processed at the individual stations and then transported on by the robotic 

gripper system. The gripper performs all handling functions of the system that are not already 

covered by the components on the device. Gripper jaws developed in-house have been 

implemented in order to cover the multitude of plate formats with one gripper. The plate and 

consumables carriers are gripped and interlocked by the jaws. 

11.4.2. Pipettor  

The pipettor transfers the various reagents in and out of the various plates. The pipetting step 

is executed via a liquid handling arm (LiHa-Arm, 4x) with exchangeable tips. The Zeus pipetting 

units from Hamilton are mounted in an X-Y portal from Festo. 



 

 

 

Figure 7: Top view inside the Pelican Automation Workstation without housing. For more 

clarity, the colour codes of Figures 7 and 9 are matched. 

11.4.3. Delidder  

The delidder is used to remove the lids of all plates located in the process at a given time. 

The lids are kept by the delidder while the plates are processed. Another function of this 

component is to place the lids back on after the plates are processed. The delidder is able 

to simultaneously process 2 lids. The delidder has an internal, pressure-based check that 

verifies the correct handling for removal and closure. 

11.4.4. Incubator  

The incubator is used to store plates in SBS format under regulated conditions in terms of 

temperature, Co2 and moisture. A varying number of plates may be stored subject to the 

racks implemented and the associated plates that can be stored. 

11.4.5. Onstage incubator  

Small incubator housing on the mobile microscope table (stage). 



 

 

11.4.6. Incubator  

The incubator is used to store plates in SBS format under regulated conditions in terms of 

temperature and Co2 during microscopic examination. 

11.4.7. Waste  

The waste position is used to dispose of tips during the process. Microtiter plates are 

removed via the hotels. Pipette tips are fed via a downpipe under the system level where 

they drop into a collection container. This can easily be pulled forward on a rail between 

the switch cabinets. 

11.4.8. Microscope 

The microscope is used to record images from Mimetas plates. These may be observed in 

the onstage incubator on the stage for a longer time. 

11.4.9. Hotel  

The “hotels” are used as a secure transfer position between the outside world and the 

system interior. All consumables are fed in and discharged via the hotels, whereby the 

used pipette tips are removed via the waste (4.2.7). There are 3 hotels (A, B, and C). Hotel 

A and hotel B are intended for the infeed and discharge of pipette tip racks. Hamilton 

pipette tips or smaller pipette tips may be incorporated on 4 racks each with 96 1000 l per 

rack. Plates in SBS format may be fed in and discharged in all hotels. Hotel C is preferred 

for this with 9 positions. 



 

 

 

Figure 8: Tips waste station 

11.4.10. Tilter  

The tilter installed on the pipettor is used to tilt SBS plates (0-10). 

11.4.11. Heating and cooling positions  

There are 4 heating and cooling positions on the pipettor, which control the temperature 

of SBS plates (4 C-80 C). 

11.4.12. Control system and GUI  

The SiLA standard is consistently implemented for networking and integrating the devices 

and components. Devices, which do not feature a SiLA driver as included by the 

manufacturer, shall have one added. Incorporating the driver and converting the process 

occurs in LACS (Laboratory Automation Control Suite) – a programming environment 

developed by IPA for laboratory automation. The Pelican software does not make any 

process-specific decisions and does not analyse any data. In the event of unexpected 

events (device failures or other errors), the operator is always prompted to assess and 

rectify the error or the event. 



 

 

 

Figure 9: Pelican hardware and software control architecture. Standard on arrow = type of 

physical connection between a device and the computer. CAN = Controller Area Network. PCI 

= Peripheral Component Interconnect. RS232 = Recommend Standard number 232. TCP/IP = 

Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol. For more clarity, the colour codes of Figures 

7 and 9 are matched. 



 

 

 

Figure 10: List of consumables. List to be continuously updated as more labware are 

added to the Pelican 

11.5. Description of operating elements 

11.5.1. Main switch Figure 

The main switch is situated at the rear of the system on the right next to the incubator. It 
is used to separate the electrical equipment from the network. It only has an ON and an 
OFF setting and is clearly marked with I for ON and 0 for OFF 

11.5.2. Operating button 

The Pelican has 3 operating buttons (see Figure 12), located on the system operating 

panel. 

ON: The system equipment is switched on and started up. 

OFF: The system equipment is disconnected from the network. 

Enable: Approval from the operator that the system is ready for operation. 



 

 

 

Figure 11: Main switch 

 

Figure 12: Operating button and emergency stop button 

11.5.3. Emergency stop button 

The Pelican has an emergency stop button on the front side. The emergency stop button 

is located directly next to the operating buttons. The dead man switch also has 2 position 



 

 

switches in setup mode. All emergency stop buttons are pressure-actuated switches with 

automatic engagement of the mechanical latch. The operating button is RED and its 

background YELLOW. If actuated, the whole system is shutdown, i.e. drives are braked to 

a halt and switched off and/or interrupted. The power supply to the system is maintained. 

If it is not possible to enable the system after resetting the emergency stop switch, 

although all requirements are met, the emergency stop switch must be actuated again 

and reset. If this is not successful, contact the manufacturer or qualified service personnel. 

 

Figure 13: Mode selection switch (left) and acknowledgement button 

(right) 

11.5.4.  Mode selection switch and acknowledgement button 

Operating mode 1 Automatic is intended to be the standard operation mode for the 

Pelican, whereas operating mode 2 Setup mode is intended for setting up and tuning in 

new positions. The system is ultimately switched on via the button sequence ON, Enable 

and all devices are ready for operation provided that all doors are closed and the 

emergency stop switch has not been pressed. 

Operating mode 1 – System operation mode 

This mode is the normal operating mode. All components are activated, and this mode is 

selected by default by the Pelican. The system is ultimately switched on via the button 



 

 

sequence ON, Enable and all devices are ready for operation provided that all doors are 

closed and the emergency stop switch has not been pressed. 

Operating mode 2 – System setup mode 

The system can be switched to setup mode using the mode selection switch. There is a 

modified safety circuit in operating mode 2. The following points must be observed in 

mode 2/setup mode: 

The door contacts are deactivated so that the doors can remain open during 

operation. 

If the doors remain open, the acknowledgement button must be held down after the first 

and before the second click stop. 

If the doors are closed, the portal can, however, be operated at a reduced speed, as in 

automatic mode, without the acknowledgement button being held down. 

All devices are deactivated up to the following: 

Microscope 

Portal, whose speed is restricted to 50 mm/s To enable the system, the enabling must be 

confirmed while keeping the acknowledgement button pressed down half-way. 

There is a sensor technology on the STORAGE system. The operating mode is exclusively 

intended for setting up the system. It is not possible to have an automatic mode for the 

system in operating mode 2 as important devices are not functioning. In operating mode 

2, the portal is restricted to speeds below 250 mm/s. If it travels faster than this, the 

emergency stop activates immediately. 

Operating mode 3 – routine for setting up the liquid handling 

processes 

There is a modified safety circuit in operating mode 3. This includes all elements specified 

in section 5.4.2 Safety technology. To allow access to the liquid handling processes while 



 

 

the safety circuit is closed, the upper left system door may however be temporarily 

opened using an acknowledgement button (see Figure 15 on the right). In operating mode 

3, only the pipettor is online. To be able to activate operating mode 3, the 

acknowledgement button (see Figure 8 2 on the right) must first be mounted on the 

operating panel (screw-in connection on the bottom). This operating mode selection chip 

may be removed as below and exchanged for operating mode selection chip 3. Operating 

mode 3 may subsequently be selected. Since the device control system and the enable 

button cannot be performed in operating mode 3 via the Robot GUI, this operating mode 

is reserved for technically trained personnel. 

 

Figure 14: Operating mode selector switch with operating mode selector chip 2 

 

Figure 15: Control elements for operating mode 3 



 

 

Loading the Pelican 

The Pelican is loaded and unloaded via the 3 hotels: Hotel A, Hotel B and Hotel C. These 

can be found on the right-hand side of the system in the workbench. When the portal is 

at a standstill, each of the 3 hotels can be opened up to the workbench. To do so, the 

locking mechanism (Figure 16B) must be rotated to the right into position as shown in 

Figure 16C. Then, the Plexiglas body can be opened with a 180 turn. Hotel A is intended 

for 9 multi-well plates. Hotel B and Hotel C are each provided with 4 tip racks, whereby 

the tips may not extend further than 84 mm below the rack and the racks may only be 

unloaded from top to bottom via the portal and loaded from bottom to top via the portal. 

 

Figure 16: Loading of samples and tips into the Pelican. A: Hotels. B: Closed hotel locking 

mechanism. C: Open hotel locking mechanism 

 

11.6. Starting the Pelican Cell Culture Observatory 

All of the drivers and software relevant to the PCCO are located in the D drive of the 

Pelican computer in ˜D/experimental/AutomatedCellCultureObservatory. 

You should only attempt to run (LACS), amend and generate (LACS Config Editor) protocols 

after starting all of the SiLA drivers, LACS and initialising all of the devices. If these steps are 

not followed, this increases the risk of corrupting the PCCO’s configuration file which would 

render the devices unrecognisable by LACS (further explanation can be found in the LACS User 

Documentation). 



 

 

11.6.1. Turn on the devices 

In order to start the PCCO, all of the devices must be powered on. Some devices, such as 

the microscope or the stage incubator, should be switched on through the main circuit 

board underneath the dispenser. The main circuit is protected by a locked door 

underneath the dispenser and it can be accessed by a provided key. 

11.6.2. Start all drivers 

The SiLA drivers for all devices must be loaded into the computer in order for them to be 

recognised. This is accomplished by dragging the .dll file for the named device (the name 

of the device will always be followed by the extension .dll; i.e. for the microscope it would 

be LeicaMicrosystems Dmi6000BLuxembourg.dll) into the executable file 

LacsDriverCore.exe. LacsDriverCore.exe reads the .dll file and connects the device to the 

computer. Once this step is complete, the device is ready to run commands. 

Once all of the drivers are loaded through the LacsDriverCore.exe, the PMS (LACS) can 

be started. LACS is the interface between the device and the operator (via the computer) 

through the loaded SiLA driver. 

All of these steps have been implemented through a batch script located in 

˜D/experimental/Automated CellCultureObservatory/SilaDrivers under the name 

StartAllDevices.bat. 

By double-clicking on this batch file, all of the drivers can be started through 

LacsDriverCore which initiates the LACS PMS. The following steps in LACS PMS are 

presented in this order (you must visually ensure that all of the SiLA devices are connected 

by referring to the list at the bottom left of your screen): 

For this purpose, the Reset button is actuated first. All devices load settings in 

sequence. 

Initialise (this step can take up to five minutes to finish); the devices are actively 

switched via “initialize” in the software, a link is created and the relevant data is 



 

 

written to the controller. if this step is successful then all of the devices will be loaded 

and ready to run the protocols. All of the devices should also have ’idle’ next to them, 

meaning that they are ready to run commands. Initialisation is performed after the 

system is successfully switched on and started in LACS. 

To perform an initialisation run, e.g. after a loss of power to the axis controller, the 

MainProtocol Home script must be executed. As a result, the following devices are 

initialised in the specified sequence: Liquid handler 

Portal 

Delidder 

On-top incubator on the microscope 

Moves the portal into the home position 

 

Figure 17: Safety feature while system enabled 

 

11.7. Script execution: running protocols 

11.7.1. Enabling the system 

Enabling the system concludes the preparation of the experiment. The enabling is divided 

into 4 sections. The operator is notified and instructed via the relevant dialogues on the 

process steps: 

Checking the system 

Closing the safety circuit (doors, etc.) 



 

 

Resetting the emergency stop button 

Switching on the system 

As a first step, a final check is made by the operator as to whether the system was loaded 

as specified above. Check that: 

There are no foreign objects in the system (e.g. tools, waste, consumables) 

The waste container has been emptied 

The system has been loaded properly 

There are no plates from prior runs in the system 

The database in Labware Manager was modified with the amended plate assignment 

The safety enclosure is intact 

11.7.2. Processes 

The processes are specified according to the following nomenclature and require different 

levels of knowledge. 

Devices 

The processes labelled “device” contain just one function and therefore form one method 

of a device. 

Functions 

The processes labelled “Fkt.” offer a single function used multiple times. 



 

 

Loops 

The processes labelled “Loop” are called within a loop in another protocol. They may be 

invoked independently multiple times one after the other subject to the relevant 

preparation of the system and input values and executed. 

Main protocol 

The protocols labelled “Main Protocol” may be executed with the relevant input 

parameters on the system at any time. The requirement is that all positions are populated 

up to the incubator or the hotels according to the protocol. All other positions in the 

system must be empty. 

Sub-protocols 

The protocols labelled “Sub” form a sub-process. They are invoked in loop processes or 

main processes. 

Sub MoveLabware This sub-protocol takes care of the preparation and follow-up 

processing of plate transport. All of the relevant entries in Labware Manager and decisions 

are made here. 

Test protocols 

The protocols labelled“Test”are intended exclusively for system tests and are not 

considered for use in production. Continuous runs or other types are illustrated here. 

11.7.3. Defined Processes 

Once all of the devices are initialised, all of the implemented protocols in the PCCO will 

appear on the left-hand side of the LACS PMS screen. Each of these protocols will require 

inputting certain parameters. Below is the list of all of the useful implemented protocols, 

their parameters and their functions. It is very important to refrain from changing the 

name of any protocols as some of the codes are reused in other protocols and any changes 

will corrupt the dependencies. 



 

 

Device Delidder DelidPlate 

This protocol uses the delidder to remove the lid from a plate. The input for this protocol 

is a real positive integer: 1 or 2. 

Device Delidder Home 

This protocol homes the delidder by moving the delidder up and resetting all of the hold 

positions to confirm that it is ready to host a new plate. 

Device Lid LidPlate 

This protocol uses the delidder to close the lid on a plate. The input for this protocol is a 

real positive integer: 1 or 2. 

Device Delidder PrepareForInput 

This protocol ensures that a delidder position is ready to host a new plate and that the 

seek after position is free. The input for this protocol is a real positive integer: 1 or 2. 

Device Delidder PrepareForOutput 

This protocol ensures that the robot can drive into the delidder by moving it up. The input 

for this protocol is a real positive integer: 1 or 2. 

Device Dispenser Execute 

This protocol executes a liquid handling script using the Biotek dispenser. The input for 

this protocol is the string name of the script. For example, Mimetas OrganoPlate 9601 2 

Add100 Media.LHC can be used as a methodName. The scripts for this dispenser are 

located in 

˜experimental/AutomatedCellCultureObservatory/SilaDrivers/Dispenser/Scripts. In order 

to add a working script for the dispenser, the following steps must be followed (the name 

given to the new dispensing script is highlighted in green): 



 

 

open the Liquid Handling Control 2.18 (LHC) software create a new script and save it in 

˜experimental/AutomatedCellCultureObservatory/SilaDrivers/Dispenser/Scripts 

modify the protocol Device Dispenser Execute (as explained in the “Implement new 

protocols” section) open Device Dispenser Execute 

create an IfThenElse statement; the Expected value is a string value (the script name 

.LHC created earlier from the LHC), the ActualValue is the value at the ID 

methodName (defined as a variable in the protocol), the comparison type is the 

same 

define constraint hit; set a string variable <?xml version=”1.0” 

encoding=”utf8”?><ResponseData 

xmlns:xsi=”http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance” 

xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation=”http://sila.coop/schemata/ResponseType 

1.2.xsd”><ParameterSet> <Parameter name=”cStringProtocolFilename” 

parameterType=”String”><String> 

Mimetas OrganoPlate 9601 MediaExchange 
Media.LHC</String></Parameter></ParameterSet> 

</ResponseData>, the response value is dispenserParams 

use the SiLA Liquid Handling Control to setParameters as <?xml version=”1.0” 

encoding=”utf-8”?><ResponseData 

xmlns:xsi=”http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance” 

xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation=”http://sila.coop/schemata/ResponseType 

1.2.xsd”><ParameterSet> <Parameter name=”cStringProtocolFilename” 

parameterType=”String”><String> 

Mimetas OrganoPlate 9601 MediaExchange 
Media.LHC</String></Parameter></ParameterSet> </ResponseData> 



 

 

Device LiquidHandler Execute 

This protocol executes a liquid handling script using the Hamilton liquid handler. The 

inputs for this protocol are: 

sourceLabwareID: the plate you are aspirating the fluid 

from destLabwareID: the plate you are dispensing the 

fluid to 

methodName: the string name of the script, for example, Mimetas OrganoPlate 9601 

2 Rem Media, and the scripts are located in 

˜experimental/AutomatedCellCultureObservatory/SilaDrivers/LiquidHandler/Scrips 

aspVolume: the volume aspirated from the sourceLabwareID, this can only be a real 

positive integer from 1 to 1000 (units: μl) 

dispVolume: the volume dispensed into the destLabwareID, this can only be a real 

positive integer from 1 to 1000 (units: μl) 

Device TopStage Close 

This protocol closes the door of the microscope stage incubator. 

Device TopStage PrepareForInput 

This protocol ensures that the microscope stage incubator is ready to host a plate and the 

door is opened, enabling the function of the robot gripper. 

Device TopStage PrepareForOutput 

This protocol ensures that the microscope stage incubator is ready for a plate retrieval 

and the door is opened, enabling the function of the robot gripper. 



 

 

Loop 96WellPlate MediaExchange 

This protocol utilises the dispenser to exchange the media of a single Perkin Elmer 96-well 

plate. The delidder, dispenser and robot are used to move a culture plate from a given 

position (e.g. the hotel) to complete all of the required steps for media exchange. The 

protocol finishes with moving the culture plate to a free position in the Liconic incubator. 

The inputs for this protocol are: 

labwareID: the name of the culture plate 

dispenserProtocol: the dispenser liquid 

handling script string name 

Loop MediaExchangeOfFloatingOrganoids 

It is important to confirm that there are 24-well type waste and media plates on the liquid 

handling deck as this loop does not complete these steps. This protocol uses the Hamilton 

liquid handler to exchange the media of a single 24-well plate. Firstly, it moves the plate 

to the tilter device position on the liquid handler deck and then it tilts the culture plate 

and removes its media in this tilted position (spent media is dispensed into the waste 

plate). Following on from this, the plate is returned to a horizontal position and the media 

is replenished from the media plate to the culture plate. Finally, the culture plate is moved 

to a source position, i.e. its initial position. The inputs for this protocol are: 

labwareIDWaste: the name of the 

waste plate labwareIDMedia: the 

name of the media plate labwareID: 

the name of the culture plate 

This loop will not move the waste plate to the correct position on the liquid handler deck. 

Therefore, in order to use this loop on its own, you must move the waste plate manually 

to the desired position in the liquid handler and then manually update the pipettor GUI 

and the labware manager. 



 

 

OrganoPlate based loop protocols 

Loop Mimetas AddMediaWithDispenser This protocol uses the dispenser in adding media 

to the medium outlet wells of a single Mimetas plate. The delidder, dispenser and robot 

are utilised to move a Mimetas plate from a given position (e.g. the hotel) to complete all 

of the required steps for media exchange. Once all of the initial steps are complete, the 

Mimetas plate is moved to a free position in the Liconic incubator. The inputs for this 

protocol are: 

labwareID: the name of the Mimetas plate 

dispenserProtocol: the dispenser liquid 

handling script string name 

Loop Mimetas ExchangeMediaInOutlet This protocol uses the Hamilton liquid handler to 

initially remove 50 μl of media from the medium outlet and inlet wells of a single Mimetas 

plate. It uses the dispenser to transfer 15 μl and 90 μl of media into the medium outlet 

and inlet wells respectively and then the Mimetas plate is moved to a free position in the 

incubator. The inputs for this protocol are: 

labwareID: the name of the Mimetas 

plate labwareIDWaste: the name of the 

waste plate 

Loop Mimetas ImageAcquisition This protocol moves a single Mimetas plate to the 

microscope, which is then scanned and an image is taken of each bioreactor’s observation 

window. In the final step, the Mimetas plate is moved to a free position in the incubator. 

The inputs for this protocol are: 

labwareID: the name of the Mimetas plate imageFolder: the 

location where the images are stored (e.g. 

˜experimental/Images) 



 

 

Loop PerkinElmer 96 ImageAcquisition 

This protocol moves a single Perkin Elmer 96-well plate to the microscope which is then 

scanned and an image is taken of each well. In the final step, the plate is moved to a free 

position in the incubator. The inputs for this protocol are: 

labwareID: the name of the Mimetas plate imageFolder: the 

location where the images are stored (e.g. 

˜experimental/Images) 

MainProtocol 96WellPlate MediaExchange 

This protocol uses the Loop 96WellPlate MediaExchange method to change the media of 

96-well plates. The input variables are the plate names. 

Main protocols of data management from the labware manager 

The inputs for this protocol are: 

1. hotelName: HotelA, HotelB or HotelC 

2. labwareTypes: the TypeId defined through the labware manager 

3. labwareIDs 

4. labwareDescriptions: e.g. the types of cells in the plate or experiment number 

MainProtocol CreateAndImportPlates Hotel-Incubator This protocol verifies the number 

of free positions in the incubator racks and moves plates (as a batch) loaded in any of the 

hotels to the incubator. If the number of plates is larger than the number of available 

positions in the incubator, the protocol will not run. 

MainProtocol CreateAndImportTips Hotel-Liquidhandler This protocol verifies the 

number of free positions in the Hamilton liquid handler tip positions (max. of 5) and moves 

tips (as a batch) loaded in any of the hotels to the incubator. Please be advised that: 

If the number of tips is larger than the number of available positions in the liquid 

handler, the protocol will not run. 



 

 

The 1000 μl tips can only loaded in HotelB, and can only be parked in liquid handler 

position 5. 

You must only load one 1000 μl tip rack at one time. 

MainProtocol CreateBatchLabware This protocol allows the user to create labware IDs in 

batch instead of manually using the labware manager. It requires the user to input the 

information about the labware as it would appear in the labware manager GUI. 

MainProtocol CreateLabware This protocol uses labware manager to create a labware. In 

addition to inputs 

2, 3 and 4, labware position must also be defined. This position can be any of the positions 

present in the Pelican. 

MainProtocol Home 

This protocol homes the liquid handling and the gantry robots, top stage incubator and 

delidder. The gantry robot is then moved to the centre of the Pelican (safe position). The 

gantry robot must be at the centre of the Pelican and you must ensure that it will not hit 

the microscope when it moves sideways. 

MainProtocol MediaExchangeOfFloatingOrganoids 

This protocol uses Loop MediaExchangeOfFloatingOrganoids to exchange the media of 

floating organoids. Unlike the loop, this protocol is fully automated. It requires the user 

to input the IDs of the culture, media and waste plates; all of which should be 24-well 

plates. This protocol requires an upgrade to include other types of plates. 

OrganoPlates based main protocols 

MainProtocol Mimetas 1 AddMediaToOutlet This protocol uses the dispenser to 

add media to the outlets of OrganoPlates. 



 

 

MainProtocol Mimetas 2 AddMediaToIntlet This protocol uses the dispenser to 

add media to the inlets of OrganoPlates. 

MainProtocol Mimetas 3 ImageAcquisition This protocol moves OrganoPlates to the 

microscope and takes .tiff pictures of all of the observation windows of the plate and saves 

them in the image folder. 

MainProtocol Mimetas 4 ExchangeMediaInOutlet This protocol uses the liquid handler 

to exchange the media in the Outlets of OrganoPlates. 

MainProtocol Mimetas MediaChangeDispenser This protocoluses the dispenser to 

maintain the differentiation of human neural epithelial stem cells (hNESC) into 

dopaminergic (DA) neurons in OrganoPlates. It is is fully automated and requires the user 

to input the name of the plates. 

MainProtocol MovePlates -Hotel 

This protocol moves plates with given IDs to a specified hotel as a batch. 

MainProtocol PerkinElmer 96 ImageAcquisition 

This protocol moves 96-well plates to the microscope, takes .tiff pictures of all of the wells 

and then stores the plate inside of the Liconic Incubator. 

MicroscopeManualFocus 

An automated focus hardware is not incorporated in the DMI6000B microscope. In order 

to run an automated image acquisition script, a focus point must be defined for every 

plate. This protocol allows the definition of a focus within an automated image acquisition 

by: 

1. activating the occulars of the microscope 

2. moving the stage to the first well of the plate 

3. applying a break point to allow the user to find the focus point by adjusting the z 
position of the stage 



 

 

4. activating the camera to continue the automated image acquisition whilst keeping 
the focus point throughout the script 

This is optimised for a 96-well plate. However, an upgrade should be performed in order 

to allow the user to input the coordinates of the first well; optimising the use for any plate 

type. 

Sub CheckExpectedLabwarePosition 

There are instances when you will need to ensure that a plate is in a defined position 

before running a process, such as inside the incubator. This protocol allows the user to 

define the expected position of a plate. If the plate is not at this position, the protocol will 

not run. 

Sub DelidLabware 

This protocol moves a plate to the delidder, removing the lid and moving the plate to a 

given position. You must input the desired delidder position to be used (1 or 2). 

Sub LidLabware 

This protocol moves a plate to the delidder, then places the lid onto the plate. You must 

input the desired delidder position to be used (1 or 2). 

Sub Mimetas 384 ScanPlate yDir Sub1 

Each well in the third row (observation window) of an OrganoPlate is automatically 

pictured. This can be used in line with other protocols to automatically map all or part of 

the observation windows of an OrganoPlate. 

Sub Mimetas 96 ScanPlate 

Each observation window of an OrganoPlate is automatically pictured and the image is 

saved in a folder as specified by the user (e.g. D:\experimental\Images\). 



 

 

Sub PerkinElmer 96 ScanPlate yDir Sub 

Each well in the first row of a 96-well plate is pictured. This can be used in line with other 

protocols to automatically map all or part of the wells of a 96-well plate. 

Sub PerkinElmer 96 ScanPlate 

Each well of a 96-well plate is automatically pictured and the image is saved in a folder as 

specified by the user. 

11.8. Implement new protocols 

Start PCCO as described in the second section of this manual (Starting the Pelican Cell 

Culture Observatory). It is imperative to have all of the drivers loaded and all the devices 

in idle mode (once initialised) prior to any of the following steps. This is due to the 

LacsConfig XML file being protected with a hashcode which therefore means that loading 

all of the devices will ensure the appropriate update of the hashcode in the configuration 

file. This will avoid the configuration file from having an obsolete hashcode so that it will 

be recognisable by LACS. Once this is accomplished, you must start the LACS config Editor, 

which will load the configuration file of the Pelican. At this time, you can either modify an 

existing protocol by clicking on the required protocol on the list, or create a new process 

by going to the onglet Processes/add new process. After having created or modified a 

process, you must: 

click OK (otherwise all changes will be 

lost) save configuration and replace 

the existing LacsConfig.xml close LACS 

config Editor close LACS, 

close all 

drivers, 

restart all 

drivers and 



 

 

LACS, reset 

and initialise 

all drivers. 

Once these steps have been completed, the created/updated protocol is ready to be used. 

11.8.1.  The Hamilton Liquid Handling GUI tutorial 

go to ˜D:\experimental\AutomatedCellCultureObservatory\SilaDrivers\ 

LiquidHandler START Luxembourg Pipettor GUI 

reset/intialise 

Labware Editor (do not forget to specify the LabwareType): You can measure all of 

the dimensions of the Labware manually and input them into the GUI 

Extended Labware settings: It is important to decide where each labware could be 

used on the deck because you will have to define the parameter for each position 

you choose 

1. Position Id is/are the position(s) on the deck that these settings could be used in; * 
is for all the remaining positions that are not already selected. E.g. 6-8 means for 
positions 6, 7 and 8; then * is the wildcards that is the settings for * will be used for 
the remaining positions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9 and 10. 

2. Container Id is the Geometry Container Index. For this plant, we can define three 
container Ids; heated positions, not heated positions and tilt module. The values of 
the Container Id can be amended in the Zeus Parameter Tables (further explanation 
is covered later in the manual). 

3. Liquid Search Position is the initial distance, from the bottom of the tip to the 
labware, that the channel must travel before it starts to search for the liquid. It 
should be just above the labware. 

4. Deck Id must always be 0. The Deck Id is the Deck Geometry index and it defines how 
high the channels must be lifted in order to travel safely, with attached tips for 
instance. You should not need to modify this value. 

5. The Tip Type needs to be specified if it is a tip rack only, otherwise it can be left blank 
as is it is normally disregarded. 



 

 

Zeus Parameter Tables: you can define the Geometry Container Index(ces) and Deck 

Geometry index(ces) and add the different parameters for each well type as 

specified. Then you can transmit the changes to the table in the Extented Labware 

settings. 

6. Pos. of Container Bottom [ce]: in order to specify this ce, you must drive down the 
pippetor channel with a tip until you touch the bottom of the plate and you take the 
current z position. d1: ce = d1 + 0.5mm 

7. ZeusLiquidClass: There are liquid classes defined by Hamilton which include liquids 
that are most often used in everyday laboratory operation such as glycerine, water 
and ethanol. 

New liquid classes can be defined by: 

right click on any of the predefined liquid classes copy the one 

that resembles the most like the new liquid class that you aim 

to define modify as you see fit save on each module 

create the calibration curve for the new liquid class by copying the calibration curves from 

the predefined liquid class you used to create the new liquid class as follows: 

Source Index: the predefined liquid class that you used to create the new liquid class 

Destination Index: the new liquid class and copy as appropriate 

1. Device layout: Offset is the distance from the reference point in x, y and z directions. 

2. ParkPosition: for the initialisation position, prepare for input/output: safe position. 
Position Range = 1-10 (specified/selected) or * (unspecified/unselected). 

3. Head Postion: the channel you want to use. 

11.8.2.  The Gantry Robot GUI tutorial: teaching positions 

go to 

˜D:\experimental\AutomatedCellCultureObservatory\SilaDriver

s\Robot, START Luxembourg Portal TeachGUI.exe, 



 

 

reset and initialise, add a master position (in front of a device), and a subposition (the 

park position of the plate on the device) for a Master Position: 

move the robot arm to a safe position in front of the device, where the arm will not 

impede with the use of the device, then take the current position and click SaveAll, 

for a subPosition: 

move the gripper with the teaching plate on the plate holder of the aforementioned 

device until it just touches the bottom (be mindful that it does not touch the bottom too 

closely as the robot will hit the bottom of the plate holder forcefully with the plate which 

will break if done continuously). Take the current position as your subposition (this is the 

position the plate needs to be for executing steps e.g. Delidder.1) and click SaveAll. YOU 

MUST teach the way out of the subposition otherwise the robot will take the shortest 

position which will crash the robot into the device. Move the plate up vertically with deltaZ 

at more or less than 0 followed by deltaX OR deltaY=0. Press the “+” and the same will be 

accomplished by coming out with deltaX OR deltaY at more or less than 0 and deltaZ=0. 

Press the “+” and then SaveAll. 

define the ungripped and gripped width of the gripper, SaveAll 

must define a route between the device, and every other device 

in the plant by going to: 

1. routing 

2. add New 

3. select the Source and Destination 

4. ensure the route is safe; if you need to avoid an obstacle, add Way point 

How do you use Way points? Click on the route created, then drive to a Way point 

manually and then Add 

Current Position 



 

 

 

Figure 18: Teaching Master/Sub positions and defining the safe gripping 

width 

 

Figure 19: Robot routing in the Pelican 



 

 

11.9. Writing a SiLA driver 

Learning how to write a SiLA driver is easier through using an example. We will use the 

driver of a shaker (one of the simplest devices in a laboratory) to explain how to write a 

SiLA driver. A more complex SiLA driver can be written by extending this draft; the syntax 

and overall layout will be very similar. 



 

 

Bioshaker SiLA Drive-REPORT  
 

• Connect the device, and make sure that the driver of the adaptor port is properly 
installed  

• Download hterm.zip and install: to Verify the COM port connected  
• Download/Install the driver/software the driver/software of the device to make 

sure that everything works  
• Create the Visual studio driver with Fraunhofer IPA. N.B.:  VS/View/Task list to see 

what you need to change to make the device to make the device work in terms of 
adding commands   UserMethod1.cs Add the command to replace all the CR 
commands after  public partial …:  

private string SendGetCommand(string command)  

        {  

            Interface.Receive();  

            string answer = Interface.SendAndReceiveAfterDelay(command + "\r", 
200).Trim();             if (answer.Trim().ToUpper() == "E")  

                InterpretErrorCode();  

                return answer;  

        }  

• Repeat the same as last step for all different types of commands for that device. 
For the  

Bioshaker there are three types of commands:  SendGetCommand, 
SendSetCommand,  

InterpretErrorCode  

        private void SendSetCommand(string command)  

        {  

            Interface.Receive();  

            Interface.Send(command + "\r");             
string answer = Interface.ReadLine(2000);             
if (answer.Trim().ToUpper() == "OK")  

                return;  



 

 

            if 
(answer.Trim().ToUpper() == "E")                 
InterpretErrorCode();             
else  

                throw ExtendedException.Create(EErrorCodes.Unknown, "Command 
" + command + " failed with error " + answer);  

        
}   

        private void InterpretErrorCode()  

        {  

            string answer = 
SendGetCommand("getErrorList");             throw 
ExtendedException.Create((EErrorCodes)3000);  

        }          private string 
SendGetCommand(string command)  

        {  

            Interface.Receive();  

            string answer = Interface.SendAndReceiveAfterDelay(command + "\r",  

200).Trim();  

            if 
(answer.Trim().ToUpper() == "E")                 
InterpretErrorCode();                 
return answer;  

  

        }  

    }  

  Use the Task list to go through the different commands you need to write 
for the device o To write the error list: first, you write all errors in the 
Errorcodes.cs, then you write the exception InterpretErrorCode as shown 
above:  

[Description("Error by the DC motor controller.")]  

            DcMController = 3000+101,  

            [Description("Error due speed failure, for example happens through 
mechanical locking.")]  

            SpeedFailure = 3000+102,  

…..  



 

 

[Description("Unknown error")]  

            Unknown = 3999  

o To write the predefined SiLA commands, go shaker.cs:  

this.PrepareExecution(ref methodID);  

  

                SendSetCommand("soff");  

                Thread.Sleep(5000);  

                SendSetCommand("setElmUnlockPos");  

                string answer = 
SendGetCommand("getElmStateAsString");                 if 
(answer != "ELMUnlocked")  

                {  

                    InterpretErrorCode();  

                }  

  

Another SiLA predefined command:  

this.PrepareExecution(ref methodID);  

  

                SendSetCommand("setElmLockPos");  

                SendSetCommand("ssts"+speed);  

                SendSetCommand("sonwr"+shakeDuration);                 
Thread.Sleep(200);  

                string answer = 
SendGetCommand("getShakeState");                 while 
((answer != "3") && !AbortRequested)  

                {  

                    answer = 
SendGetCommand("getShakeState");  

                    Thread.Sleep(50);  

                }  



 

 

                if (AbortRequested) throw new 
AbortException();  

o Then, you can create the other commands that are optional (not predefined 
by SiLA) in PublicMethod1.cs: (Don’t forget to change the SilaMethod 
from false to true to be able to use in the driver gui)  

[SilaMethod(true, ApproximateDuration = 
"PT0S")]         public MethodReturnValue 
TemperatureON(int temp)  

        {  

            int 
methodID = 0;             
try  

            {  

                // ToDo: Enter the right method name                 
this.PrepareExecution(ref methodID);                 
SendSetCommand("setTempTarget"+temp);  

                SendSetCommand("tempOn");  

            }  

o Then you can add more commands into PublicMethod1.cs by: right click , 
Insert snippet, IPA, Sila Methods  

  

  

To create the drivergui, LacDriverCore.exe ….., copy from the ddk to where you wrote the 
driver  

  



 

 

  

  

  

11.9.1. Connect devices into EKI and CAN bus connections 

EKI 1524 module 

The computers used to control laboratory automation plants usually do not have enough 

COM ports available in order to control all of the devices. An EKI module solves this issue by 

featuring two independent Ethernet ports and MAC addresses to provide a redundant 

network mechanism to guarantee Ethernet network reliability and up to four virtual COM 



 

 

ports. In the Pelican, an EKI 1524 module with four virtual COM ports is used to connect some 

devices to the computer, such as the Liconic Incubator and the CO2 Controller. 

In order to establish a connection between a device, the EKI 1524 module and the 

Pelican computer you must: connect it to the EKI 1524 module, start the software 

Advanced EKI Device Configuration Utility v2.01 (run as an administrator), 

Management/Manual Direct Mapping Virtual COM Port, 

Device Type = EKI-1524-BE 

Address 1 = 192.168.0.110 

Port = the actual port used in the EKI 1524 module 

Host COM Port = use an empty virtual port. For the Pelican, we have decided to start 

with COM Port 30 

 

Figure 20: Architecture of the EKI module in the Pelican 

 



 

 

CAN bus connections 

Some devices in the Pelican, mainly the Hamilton Liquid Handling Robot and the 4-Axis Gantry 

Robot, require a communication system through their own application without the need of a 

host computer. A CAN (Controller Area Network) bus allows this message-based protocol. The 

VCI Device Server Control software allows us to have a programming interface that is 

independent of the Pelican computer, hence being able to control the liquid handler and the 

robot simultaneously and independently of the Pelican computer. In the Pelican, to connect 

the two devices through the CAN bus ports, we need to: 

start VCI3 Device Server Control. add the 

device. add to the running devices in order 

to initiate desired device. 

 

Figure 21: VCI driver interface 



 

 

 

Figure 22: VCI3 Device Server Control 

11.9.2. Weidmuller devices 

Weidmuller devices have binary sets; binary input and/or binary output. They are usually used 

for maintenance devices or to control devices with simple binary commands such as ON/OFF, 

valves ON/OFF, light switch. You will need one single Weidmuller driver to control all of the 

Weidmuller devices in a plant. You can add a Weidmuller device into the plant by connecting 

it into the Weidmuller circuit board (Figure 23). If you read the location where the port is 

connected to the device, you can use the Weidmuller driver to test the device commands . 

To control the Weidmuller devices in the Pelican, you need to use the file Fhg Driver 

Weidmuller UR20.dll to connect to the device. You can start the Weidmuller devices by 

clicking on weidmueller UR20 GUI.exe, reset and then initialise which enables you to see the 

digital Input/Output. If the system is ready to accept inputs, it shall display as green. For the 

outputs, you can activate the different outputs by clicking the circle; red for active and white 

for inactive. 



 

 

Valves are usually P switches; you can view the list of devices by opening 

DeviceConfiguration.xml and modify the switches from P and N or vice versa by opening 

UR20-ModuleList.xml. In the Pelican plant, two types of digital commands are implemented. 

There are more than 20 other digital communications and other analog communications that 

can be bought and integrated into the plant from the Weidmuller website 

(http://www.weidmueller.com/). 

 

Figure 23: weidmuller Hub 

 

Figure 24: Weidmuller Communication Platform 
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handling on various levels in the laboratory and from the laboratory towards the enterprise system. SiLA also 

provides guidelines to implement supplier-specific device commands and parameters, thus enabling unique 

-standard.org/standards). The Standard can be downloaded for free at www.sila-

standard.org/ after a registration. 

SiLA Device State Machine 
Each SiLA device follows the standardized state machine. Basically this is the following state machine 

(slightly simplified): 

(Detailed state machine: page 37 of SiLA Device Control & Data Interfaces Specification)  

What is LACS? 
SiLA defines a specified way of communication between devices and the pms (process management 

software). 

and the pms part of the communication. (The device part is also called "SiLA Service Provider".) 
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Lacs Pms: Lacs Gui and Lacs Config Editor 
The Lacs Pms consists mainly of two programs: Lacs Gui (GraphicalUserInterface.exe) and Lacs Config 

Editor (ConfigEditor.exe, also called Process Editor). 

With Lacs Config Editor you can configurate your automation environment with all needed device settings 

and you can define your processes consisting of device commands. All these data are saved to an xml 

configuration file (called Lacs Config File). 

With Lacs Gui you can execute and debug the processes, that one has defined in an Lacs Config File.  

Lacs Core 
Lacs Core is a programm which is invisible contained in Lacs Gui and Lacs Config Editor. It has two main 

functionalities: 

 Pms functionality: Control other SiLA devices 
 SiLA Service Provider functionality: To enable an SiLA pms to control this instance of LacsCore.  

What is this documentation about? 
This documentation describes how to use LACS as a pms (proces management software) and how to use 

LACS to configure and start a SiLA driver that has been written using DDK. 

This documentation does NOT describe how to create a DDK driver. 
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Lacs Configuration Editor: Basic operations 

Create a new configuration 

1.  
2.  

Open an existing configuration 

1.  
2. 

open.  

Save an configuration 

1.  

Add an device to an exis  

1. Start the SiLA driver of the device you want to add to your configuration.  
2.  
3.  
4. Insert the Uri (=IP address) and choose an Device ID. In the console window of an DDK driver the 

 
5. ration Editor, the divce will be added 
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Add an device to an exist  

 Start ConfigEditor.exe and open the configuration you want to edit. 
2. -  
3. 

 
4. Insert the Uri (=IP address) and choose an Device ID. In the console window of an DDK driver the 

 
5. 

to the list of configured devices.  

Add a global variable 

1.  
2. 

will be shown in the list of global 
variables. If you forget to fill a required field, a message box will show you this.  
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Example: 

Tipp: Parameters of type String also need a StartValue. If you want to use an empty string as start value, 

StartValue field. If you use other characters in the StartValue field also all spaces will be kept.  

Add an process 

1.  
2. You now can add and edit process steps  
3. If you put in a process name and click ok, the window will close and the new process will be shown 

at the list of processes.  

 

Edit an existing process 

1.   
2. You now can edit the process as described in the next chapter.  
3. Click OK  

 

Lacs Configuration Editor: Editing Processes 
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Process Settings 

can set and change the process name and a free text description of the process. 

.  

anything after creating a new process. 

Local Variables 
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Input Parameters 
By means of input parameters you can give a process values when you call it. To add an input parameter 

each call of the process the parameters are checked. If they are out of the range, the process will throw an 

error. With standard settings this means that the process will stop at this moment. 

Tipp: If you want to set an standard value for an input parameter, you can set "StartValue" before you 

activate "Is Input Parameter". When you do this and call the process, the input field will be prefilled with the 

Start Value. 

Currently defined Variables (All available variables) 
The table of currently defined variables shows all variables, that are visible in the context of this process. 

That means that there are visible 

 all local variables of this process 
 all input parameters of this process  
 all global variables  
 all handles ???  
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Defining a process 

 

Add a process step (Command) 

commands are shown grouped by device. To add a process step double click on a command or mark it with 

a single click and use the butt

added command will be shown. 

Add a process step (Subprocess) 
If you want to call a process the recently programmed, you can select in the command library the section 

you want to add as a subprocess. 

Remove a process step 

 

Configure a process step 

 CommandID: This Id id identifies a single process step. Normally you should not change it. 
 RunAfterIDs: Here you can add the Command ID of another process step. This means, that the 

current process step will only start, when the other process step has finished. To add more than one 
-Connection between process 
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steps is shown as a small coloured arrow to the right of the process definition column. To update the 

e process steps may 
change.  

 Description: This field will be prefilled with a standard description of the current command. Its 

 
 Input parameters

configure the input parameters of the process step.  
 

variable name.  
 

recommend to copy and paste the ID. To this you can right-click on desired variable in the 

 

  IMPORTANT: 

to leave the field. If you forget this, your entry will be lost, when you select another process step or leave 

the ProcessMaker window. If you forgot it and remember before changing the process step or leaving the 

 

 Response values:  
 Normal case: you can save the response value(s) into an local variable via inserting the 

 
 Special case: SaveWholeResponse: XXXX  
 InResponse: XXXX  

 IMPORTANT: As at input parameters here the input of the ID must be ended with pressing ENTER.  

 IMPORTANT: To write an answer to a global variable you afterwards have to use the command 

section "Special commands" > "Data handling". 

 Aprox. Duration: (advanced feature) XXXX  

Special Commands 

PMS Commands 

 Breakpoint: Stops the process and shows a message (in lacs gui a message box). Continues the 
process either when the user clicks on continue in lacs gui, or when a given timeout duration has 
elapsed. For the breakpoint you can set a message text and the timeout. The standard timeout is 
"PT10M" (10 minutes, see below for the duration formatting).  

 Delay: Waits for a given duration.  
 ChangeFileFlag: Goes through given text file, removes any occurrences of oldFlag and write 

newFlag into file.  
 WaitForFileFlag: Process is blocked, until given text file contains the wished flag, or timeout 

occurred.  
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The format for the time durations is the XML Duration Data Type, which is defined in ISO 8601. Schema: 

P[n]Y[n]M[n]DT[n]H[n]M[n]S. Examples:  

 P1Y1M --> 1 year and 1 month  
 PT1H --> 1 hour  
 PT1S --> 1 second  
 PT1H5M1S --> 1 hour, 5 minutes and 1 second  

Process Commands 

Subprocess 

IfThenElse 

Compares to given values and decides on that result which protocol steps are performed. 

1. Type of Constraint Values: Setting the type of the two values, which should be compared.  
2. Comparison type: The comparison type has to be set(the two compared values are set later on, as 

well as the comparison type can be changed later on)  
3. Define Constant Hit: Clicking the button a new process editor window will open, to define the 

process that is been executed in the case of the comparison result is true.  
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4. Define Constrained Failed: Clicking the button a new process editor window will open, to define the 
process that is been executed in the case of the comparison result is false.  

 

1. ExpectedValue: The expected value is normally a fixed value, against the "ActualValue" is been 
checked.  

2. ActualValue: The actual value is the variable that should be checked and is the variable part.  
3. ComparisonType: The comparison type can be edited here.  

The constrain can be read like "ExpectedValue" "ComparisonType" "ActualValue", the result goes either to 

hit or failed.  

ComparisonType True if 

Same "ActualValue" and "ExpectedValue" are equal 

Smaller "ActualValue" is less than "ExpectedValue" 

Bigger "ActualValue" is greater than "ExpectedValue" 

In "ActualValue" is in list of "ExpectedValue" 

NotIn "ActualValue" is not in list of "ExpectedValue" 

NotSame "ActualValue" and "ExpectedValue" are not equala 
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WhileLoop 

This command is used to repeat a process while a defined condition is true. It can be configured similar to 

1. Type of Constraint Values: Setting the type of the two values, which should be compared.  
2. Comparison type: The comparison type has to be set(the two compared values are set later on, as 

well as the comparison type can be changed later on)  
3. Max Iterations: Defines the maximum number of iterations, its like a safety option that the loop will 

not run for ever if the constrain never fails.  
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1. ExpectedValue: The expected value is normally a fixed value, against the "ActualValue" is been 
checked.  

2. LoopCounter: This Variable is been increased each loop round.  
3. ActualValue: The actual value is the variable that should be checked and is the variable part.  
4. ComparisonType: The comparison type can be edited here.  

The constrain can be read like "ExpectedValue" "ComparisonType" "ActualValue", the result goes either to 

hit or failed.  

ComparisonType True if 

Same "ActualValue" and "ExpectedValue" are equal 

Smaller "ActualValue" is less than "ExpectedValue" 

Bigger "ActualValue" is greater than "ExpectedValue" 

In "ActualValue" is in list of "ExpectedValue" 

NotIn "ActualValue" is not in list of "ExpectedValue" 

NotSame "ActualValue" and "ExpectedValue" are not equala 

ForLoop 

This loop runs for a given count of cycles. 
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1. Max Interations: Set the number of loop cycles, this can not be set by a variable.  

 

1. LoopCounter: This Variable is been increased each loop round.  

StopProcess 

Stops Process with a given message.  
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1. Message: The set message is been shown in the process end window.  

List Handling 

BuildList 

With this command you can build up new arrays of data or add items to an existing list.  
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1. FirstObjectOrList: Enter here the list where to add an item or the first item of the list.  
2. ObjectToAdd: Enter here the item that should be added.  
3. GeneratedList: This is the generated or extended list.  

ListItemByIndex 

With this method you can get data from a list by the index number.  
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1. ListObject: The List from which we want to get the item.  
2. IndexOfObject: The index number of the item in the list.  
3. ItemFromList: This is the item of the list on the given index.  

ListItemByValue 

With this method you can search a specific value in a data list.  

 

1. Select Type of Item to find: You have to select the data type of the expected item.  
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1. ListObject: The list in which the item should be searched.  
2. FieldName: ???  
3. ValueOfField: The value which is search for.  

ListIterator 

This loop loops through all items in a list.  
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1. Name of ListItem: Set the name of the variable in the loop, which holds the current item.  
2. Define Loop: By clicking the button a new process editor window will open and the inner loop 

process can be programmed.  

 

1. ListToIterate: Set the list from which the items should be loop through.  
2. LoopCounter: This variable is increased each cycle by one.  

Data Handling 

BuildComplexType 

Builds a string (representing a complex object) from given values. Is directly added to value space. 

 
 When you add the BuildComplexType command, you must select from a list of different 

"complex types". The most important types are:  
 For Pipetting: XmlSource, XmlDestination, XmlTipPosition (as defined in sila 

standard).  
 SiLA Parameter: 

Parameter Set 

Creates an xml parameter set, consisting of a number of sub parameters. This is similar to a Struct in 

programming languages like C#. When you add a BuildComplexType for a Parameter Set you will be asked 

to indicate the name and data types of the sub parameters. 
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DisectComplexObject 

This command does the opposite of "BuildComplexType". It splits an complex object into its containing 

values, and writes them for further handling into variables. You have to select the type of Complex Object, 

when you add the "DisectComplexObject" command. 

MathCommand 

Can be used to perform simple mathematical operations. First you have to select the datatypes you want to 

compute. Possible Computations are "Plus", "Minus", "Times", "Divition" and "Modulo". 

SetVariable 

Sets a variable to a value. Lists are set separated by #. 

UpdateGlobalVariable 

Writes a value to a global variable and/or writes the value from a global variable to a local variable. When 

adding this command, you must select from the list of global variables wich one you want to update. 

ProtocolStep 

Creates a log entry with given message and given value. 

Using Lacs GUI 
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Load a config file 

1.  
2. Lacs tries to connect to the configured devices. If this is not possible it will show an error message.  

Processes that use commands from devices, that cannot be connected to are not shown in the list of 

 

Directly connect to a driver 
You can directly connect to a single driver without creating a configuration file before: 

 
2. 

the next text field you also can use the TAB-Button.  
3. shown in the list on the left side and you can 

start them.  

Start a process 
Preperation: 

 
to all connected devices 

and initializes the pms. 
  
 

 

Start a process: 

 Select the process you want to start from the list of processes. 
2. Fill the fields with the process parameters you want to use.  
3.  

 

Start a device command 

1.  
2.  
3. Double click on the command you want to execute. If parameters are required fill the fields.  
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Debug a process 

 
2. The Debugger Window opens. It will stay on top of all other windows. To disable this functionality, 

 
3. 

the standard value).  
4. Main Window: Start a process  
5. Debugger: The process will be loaded into the debugger.  

Execute commands step by step 

1.  
2. blue highlighted process step will be executed.  
3.  

Highlighting colors for process steps:  

Color  Meaning  

Blue This process step will be executed next. 

Yellow This process step is currently be executed. 

Green This process step has been finished. 

Execute commands until stop point 

  
 

process step.  
 d until it reaches a stop point.  
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Then the current running process steps will be finished. Afterwards the process waits.  

Changing variable values while debugging 
You can change the values of variables in the debugger. In the middle column the parameters for the nex 

process step are shown. In the right column the local on global variables are shown. Double click a field to 

change it. Press enter to save your ch  

Start DDK SiLA Driver 
Before you can start the driver, you have to make sure that the driver configuration file (.cfg) and the lacs 

configuration file (.lconf) exist. 

Creating a driver configuration file (.cfg file) 

1. Navigate to the driver folder and identify the driver dll file. The name of the file normally has the form 
<Manufacturer><Devicename>.dll or <Manufacturer>_<Devicename>.dll.  

2. Drag the driver dll to "DriverGui.exe". The Driver Test Gui window opens. Click on "Commands" > 
"Reset/Save Configuration" and close the Driver Test Gui window.  

3. The file will be created. The name is always the same as the driver dll (except from the file name 
ending).  

Editing a driver configuration file(.cfg file) 

1. Navigate to the driver folder and identify the cfg file. The name of the file is identical to the driver dll 
file (except from the file ending. It normally has the form <Manufacturer><Devicename>.dll or 
<Manufacturer>_<Devicename>.dll.  

2. Drag the "cfg" file of the driver to "IPA_DDK_ConfigEditor.exe". The config editor window opens. 
Choose the parameters as described by the supplier of the driver and click save.  

Creating a lacs configuration file 

1. Navigate to the driver folder and identify the driver dll file.  
2. Drag the driver dll to "LacsDriverCore.exe". The driver core window opens.  
3. The configuration file should have been created now. Ignore the error messages in the driver core 

window and close the window.  
4. Open the configuration file with a text editor (e.g. "Notepad++"). You can edit the fields "IPAdresse", 

"LogLevel" and "Port".  
 IPAdresse: Set the value to the ip adress of the computer, where the driver is running 

( ). This will be the address where the sila 
service provider for this driver can be reached  

 Port: Set the port for this driver. Remember that each driver needs its own port and the port 
must not be occupied by another program. Also remember to configure the port in your 
firewall, if you want to access the driver from the network.  

 LogLevel: Sets the detail level for the logfile. Allowed values: "Superdebug", "Debug", "Info", 
"Warning", "Error".  

The name of the lacs configuration file is always "LacsSiLAConfiguration.lconf". 

Starting an DDK SiLA driver - (a) manually 
Drag the driver dll or the lacs configuration file onto "LacsDriverCore.exe". The driver core window starts and 

shows some log messages. Warnings are written in yellow, errors in red. After fully starting the driver "

" is written in the driver 

window. 
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Starting an DDK SiLA driver - (b) Via a batch script 
1. Create a text file with the following content and insert the correct paths. 

Example:  

2. Save the file with the file ending ".bat".  

3. You now can start the driver via double click on the bat file or you can add a link to the bat file to Windows 

Autostart. 

If you start more than one driver in one batch file, you should add an delay between starting the drivers:  

Example for a complete batch file:  

General Information: Recommend Proceeding 

  This chapter gives a proposal how to develop the plant control. Use all this recommendations ON 

YOUR OWN RISK AND YOUR OWN RESPONSIBILITY. We can not assume any responsibility for your 

actions you derive from this chapter. This tips are useful in many but not in all situations.  

1. Collect driver configurations 
Write down a list of all device drivers and their SiLA IP address and port. Choose and unique identification 
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Name DeviceID  SiLA IP / Port  

Microscope LeicaDmi6000B 192.168.95.1:8010 

Gantry Robot GantryRobot 192.168.95.1:8020 

Pipettor   

   

2. Eventually plan distinct control levels 
For example: 

Level 1: Transport Layer 

Level 2: Process Layer  

Level 3: Only processes that can be used by non-expert laboratory staff without doing any harm to the plant.  

3. Plan the process (A): User Requirements 
Collect the user requirements for the process. Draw a graphical overview together with the assay expert. 

Remember: The assay expert normally is not an expert for the automation. So talk and ask a lot to avoid 

misunderstandings. 
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4. Plan the process (B): Functional Requirements 
Translate the User Requirements to a technical detailed process flow chart. Write down every single simple 

step. Visualize eventually parallel executed steps. If it seems necessary define Sub-Processes wich collect a 

bundle of steps. 
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5. Define Lacs Configuration File(s) 
Use Lacs Configuration Editor to define a Lacs Configuration File. Build the previously defined subprocesses 

and main processes as described in this manual. If you have defined distinct control levels, define an own 

Configuration File for each level. Start with the lowest level. Make cycles of defining / programming the 

processes and debugging them with Lacs Pms. 

Annex 

 

 
 

reference in these processes will then be lost and an runtime error will occur!  

Do: 

 Choose meaningful names for your processes from beginning on. When they are in use by other 
processes as subprocess you are not allowed to change the name anymore! 

 Use a version management tool for your configuration files (e.g. Git or Subversion).  
 Think about your process architecture befor you program it. Write it down on paper and discuss it 

with the assay experts before programming.  

List of used terms 

 Lacs Gui  
 Lacs Core  
 Lacs Process Editor  
 Lacs Config File  
 DeviceID  
 SiLA URI 
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IsDB, 8111 King Khalid St.AI Nuzlah AI Yamania Dist. Unit No. 1 Jeddah 22332-2444, KSA 

Phone: 00966 55 8204166 / 00221 77 463 25 79 
khalidkane@hotmail.com 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
SUMMARY 

 Multi-lingual (English, French) with strong engineering, entrepreneurial background and global experience 
 Demonstrated business leadership, engineering capabilities, new product development (NPD), cross-functional 

training, and competitive intelligence 
 Research focus with strong analytical, mathematical educational background 
 Effective at combining creative thinking with logical design ideas to develop solutions to challenging engineering, 

industrial and business-related issues 
 Proven success in self-managed and team-based projects 
 Excellent verbal and written skills with a detail-oriented approach for completing projects and assignments 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

Islamic Development Bank IsDB - Young Professional Program, Jeddah      2017-Present  
Strategy and Transformation Department - Foresight Strategist 

 Developed the making markets work for development through global value chains methodology as a new strategy 
for the Bank 

 Applied the GVC approach to include it as the country engagement tool for the Member Country Partnership 
strategy 

 Completed an RCA analysis for IsDB member countries to come up with the five industries championed by HE 
The President of IsDB 

 Contributed to his HE the President of IsDB’s book: The road to SDGs, a new development model 
 Co-authored an industrialization paper: “The Industrialization Intervention Framework” as a strategy framework 

for the Bank 

Country Relations and services - Global Value Chain (GVC) Expert 

 Led GVC based Member Country Partnership strategy for Gabon: Wood and Manganese Value Chains in the 
Republic of Gabon  

 On the ground data collection and firm level surveys for GVC analysis 
 Provided GVC inputs for Member Country Partnership strategy of Maldives, Turkey and Morocco  
 Operation Team Leader for Technical assistant grand projects for Trade enhancement program for Suriname and 

Guyana 
 Led the organization of a GVC workshop in collaboration with Duke University GVCC 
 Missions to Guinea, Niger, Cote d’Ivoire, Malaysia and Indonesia to market the new IsDB Presidency Progam 

based on GVC 

LCSB, Luxembourg 2016-2017 
Mechatronic Engineer 

 Computer programming of Automated Systems using C# and SiLA standards: develop SiLA (Standardisation in 
Laboratory Automation) compliant drivers, and implement long term protocols into automated plant   

 Maintenance and continuous integration of laboratory robotic system 
 Modelling of complex systems 
 Fully automate cell culture protocols based on three-dimensional microfluidic technology 
 Computational fluid dynamics modelling to optimise the design of micro systems 

COGELEC Energy SARL, Senegal 2014-2016 
Project Engineer 

 Trades: electrical, construction of high and medium voltage lines, construction and engineering of power 
transformers and power plants 
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 Long-term strategy focused on production of electrical energy with the following technologies (i) concentrated 

solar (CSP) (ii)classic photovoltaic (PV) and hybrid systems and (iii) small scale hydroelectric systems  
 150 hectares of land acquired from the municipality of Ndioum, Podor region for the construction of PV and/or 

CSP plant and a water treatment plant fed by the Senegal River for the cooling of the CSP 
 Negotiating with ASER (Governmental Agency) for the establishment of twenty ERILs (Rural Electrification from 

Local Initiative) in Thies region where the goal is to give local population (more than 40,000 people) access to 
electricity. Not enough subsidy provided by the government to allow the project to yield a positive NPV given the 
low spending power of local population for some villages. However, the project is in an implementation phase in 
4 villages in the East of Senegal for rural electrification. 

SDK Mining SA, Senegal     2012-2015  
Founder and Managing Director 

 Led negotiations with the Senegalese Government  
 Led effort to obtain an exploration permit (Baitilaye) of 258km2 
 Drafted technical mining reports for Baitilaye 
 Drafted Pre- and Post-Prospection financial proposals 
 Led a team, for building geological and geochemical maps of the Baitilaye area 
 Led negotiations, to secure a Joint Venture partnership  

Pyramid Group, GCI, Senegal                           2012-2012 
Management Consultant trainee (Project Management) 

 Drafted technical and financial report for one of the largest fishing factories in Senegal. Restructuring of the 
management processes and procedures; and a financial projection of the financial profitability over 7 years was 
also drafted. This helped the fishing company secure 300 million Francs CFA financing from LOCAFRIQUE 

 Drafted a business plan for a mega agricultural project, including the program of activities and the first draft for 
an agro-pastoral funding. Contacted potential suppliers for the purchase of agricultural equipment 

 Prepared Excel spreadsheets for various projects and clients of the firm 
 Credit Structuring, Project Planning and Structuring 
 Project Viability Analysis 

Allianz Insurance PLC, UK                           2011-2011 
Management Consultant trainee in Commercial Underwriting (Engineering Technical Standards) 

 Completed a report on wind turbines, future trends, help create business plan for Allianz to analyse market entry 
points for wind turbines business opportunities. 

 Drafted an overview brochure containing short summaries of the services for the Engineering side of Allianz. 
 Created a spreadsheet containing hyperlinks that helped non- engineers understand engineering issues. 
 Provide necessary planning, coordinating activities and created modules from an engineering standards standpoint.  
 Formulated valuable service process maps and programs for ensuring quality financial/engineering delivery. 

Provide various underwriting and investigating procedures and formulated improvement measures to all accessible 
inspection onsite procedures. Create proper analytical methods for various client pieces of equipment and 
determining service and supply requirements. Provide proper time management and tasks to work under tough 
deadline. 

EDUCATION 
University of Oxford, UK                                                                                                       2014 

MSc in Biomedical Engineering on a full scholarship 
Achieved degree class: Distinction  

University College London and London School of Economics & Political Sciences, UK, 2012 

BEng in Engineering with Business Finance (from LSE in London) 
Achieved degree class: First Class Honours with nomination to the Dean’s List 
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PUBLICATIONS 

 M. F.S. Hamid, K. I.W. Kane, A. E. Demirhan, A. Khodary, Making Markets Work for Development through 
Global Value Chains: Methodology and tools to identify and measure the highest-potential value chains, King 
Fahd National Library, ISBN: 978-603-32-0354-0 (2019) 

 K. I.W. Kane, M. Walter, M. Thoma, Pelican user manual (2017). 
 K. I.W. Kane, E. Lucumi Moreno, S. Hachi, M. Walter, J. Jarazo, T. Hankemeier, P. Vulto, J. C. Schwamborn, 

M. Thoma, R.M.T. Fleming, Automated microfluidic cell culture of stem cell derived dopaminergic neurons, 
Scientific Reports, volume 9, Article number: 1796 (2019); doi: 10.1038/s41598-018-34828-3 

 K. I.W. Kane, E. Lucumi Moreno, C. M. Lehra, S. Hachi, R. Dannert, R. Sanctuary, C. Wagner, R. M.T. 
Fleming and J. Baller, Determination of the rheological properties of Matrigel for optimum seeding conditions in 
microfluidic cell cultures, AIP Advances 8, 125332 (2018); doi: 10.1063/1.5067382 

 K. I.W. Kane, Ronan M.T. Fleming, Jens Schwamborn. Invention Disclosure Statement "Neuronal optimum 3D 
microfluidic device" (KTT 180052) 

 K. I.W. Kane, Javier Jarazo, Edinson Lucumi Moreno, Paul Vulto, Ronan M.T. Fleming, Bas Trietsch, Jens 
Schwamborn, Passive controlled flow for neuronal cell culture in 3D microfluidic devices. (in preparation) 

 Siham Hachi, Edinson Lucumi Moreno, Sarah L. Nickels, K. I.W. Kane, Masha Moein, Jens C. Schwamborn, 
Alex Skupin, Pieter Vanden Berghe, Ronan M.T. Fleming, Neuronal hyperactivity in LRRK2-G2019S mutation 
of cellular models of Parkinson's Disease. (in preparation) 

FURTHER EDUCATION 
University of Luxembourg, Luxembourg, 2019 

PhD in Bioengineering 
Johns Hopkins Carey Business School, US, 2018 
 Persuasive Communication Executive Education  
University of International Business and Economics and World Trade Organization, China, 2018 

GVC Workshop 
Islamic Research and Training Institute, KSA, 2017 

Islamic Finance: Beginner and Intermediate Level 
Islamic Development Bank, KSA, 2017 
 Project Management Professional Executive Education 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

 Received offer to complete PhD at the University of Oxford (Declined)   
 Awarded a full scholarship (Yousef Jameel Scholar) to attend Oxford University as an MSc student 2013 
 Member of the Oxford SEH football team 2013 
 Built an accounting software for a local Investment Bank in Senegal 2012 
 UCL's Dean List for Outstanding Achievement 2012 
 Designed a novel Wave Energy Buoy device 2012 
 Awarded the Goldsmid Sessional Prize for Mechanical Engineering 2010-11 
 Chairman of the Engineering Student Committee Board (ESCB) 2011 
 Submitted an innovation idea approved by the UCL Engineering Innovation Review Panel 2011 
 Tutoring young unprivileged students in the East Ham area, London 2010 

SKILLS AND OTHER INTERESTS 

Languages 
Native fluency in French (DALF C2) and English (IELTS 8.0), and two other Senegalese languages (Wolof, Fuula) 

Technology  
Microsoft Office  
Experienced user of programming languages: FORTRAN and MATLAB, both of which are very powerful and similar 
to C++, C#, AUTOCAD (CATIA and SOLIDWORKS), PVSyst, Finite Element Analysis Package ANSYS 

Mathematics 
Linear Probability, Probability Methods, Statistics, Advanced Calculus, Optimization  




